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By their very nature, change and transition create uncertainties and challenge
us to confront and reexamine what has
been the status quo. My appointment as
the new vice president for external
affairs, however, carries more of an
evolutionary than revolutionary
prospect for change. Through my
association with Lawrence and its
people over the past eight years, I have
gained a deep affection for the college,
an appreciation of the important work
undertaken by its faculty and students,
and an admiration for the accomplishments of its alumni. As I face the
challenges and demands of a new
position, the institution, at least, is far
from unfamiliar territory to me. Rather,
Lawrence is home.
In this context, then, this opportunity represents a chance to serve a
college that continues to impress and
inspire me.
As Lawrence approaches its
sesquicentennial anniversary in 1997
and prepares to enter the 21st century,
we in external affairs will have
distinctive opportunities to promote the
college. Undoubtedly, just as Lawrence
finds new ways to enhance and extend
its tradition of liberal education, our
friend- and fund-raising efforts will
change as well. Internally, for example,
we will seek to integrate more fully the
three divisions of external affairsdevelopment, alumni relations, and
public affairs-in ways which are
mutually reinforcing. Similarly, establishing closer ties with the college's
academic planning initiatives will
ensure that our fund-raising strategies
reflect and promote the needs and
directions of the academic program.
As we now search for a new
director of public affairs and will subsequently seek a new editor for Lawrence
Today, this magazine will evolve and
change as well. Nevertheless, we hope
to keep you informed of the major
issues facing the college and apprised
of the scholarly pursuits and other
accomplishments of our faculty and
students.
In this transitional period, we
especially want your assessment of
how we are faring. Your opinions and
comments will continue to be an important element in the life of the college,
and in the midst of these changes, your
importance to Lawrence and its mission
is a guaranteed constant.
Gregory A. Volk

Cover illustration by David Kacmarynski. The juggler
symbolizes an American voter in a presidential election year,
trying to keep a handle on candidates and issues, while doing a
balancing act on an unstable piggy bank. The ten-gallon hatwe now know-is already on the floor. The "clean sweep" broom
is poised for the fallout, as we wait to see what will still be
in the air come November.
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_ommencement
Umbrellas flowered on
Main Hall Green as faculty,
graduates, and their
families and friends,
gathered for Lawrence's
143rd commencement
exercises, Sunday morning,
June 14. Despite some
anxious moments between
raindrops, the Class of 1992
graduated under ·m ostly
sunny skies with all due
pomp and circumstance.
Lawrence University
President Richard Warch
conferred 263 bachelor of
arts degrees and 24 bachelor
of music degrees on the first
class since 1975 to include a
Rhodes scholar. In his
address to the graduates, Warch
recalled how the Doonesbury cartoon
character, Zonker Harris, plotted to
postpone his graduation from college
in order to avoid entering the real
world. That view, Warch said, was
probably shared by many in the class
of 1992, particularly since this year
has been described as the worst in
50 years for those seeking
employment.
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Warch noted, however, that
Lawrence had pledged to liberally
educate the students and not merely
to train them for an occupation.
"Have confidence in the capacities
you have developed and honed at
Lawrence," he urged the graduates.
"The career successes of the
Lawrentians who have preceded you
confirm the positive occupational
consequences of a liberal education."
Lawrence, W arch said,
has given the graduates
"an education that is
designed not just to help
you earn a living but also
to lead a life."
Honorary doctoral
degree recipients George
F. Keane, Anne Hazard
Richardson, and Janet
Dempsey Steiger, '61,
also delivered charges to
the class.

Keane is president of
The Common Fund, a nonprofit service company that
manages $14 billion in
endowment funds and
operating cash for its more
than 1,200 member colleges,
universities, and independent schools, including
Lawrence. Keane said that,
in his new role as a doctor,
he would write two
prescriptions for the class of
1992. "The first one I take
from Mark Twain, who said,
'Always tell the truth. You'll
gratify some and astonish
the rest.' The second one I
saw on a Lipton tea bag
years ago: 'Never worry
about finding your station in life.
Somebody will always tell you
where to get off.'" He urged the
graduates to balance work, family,
community service, and recreation.
Richardson serves as chairwoman for Reading Is Fundamental,
Inc., which sponsors local, grassroots
reading motivation programs
serving more than three million
children nationwide. In her charge,
Richardson commented on the
Lawrence At-Risk Youth (LARY)
volunteer group that matches
Lawrence students with grade school
children experiencing difficulty in
school. "Many of you have volunteered in this area to help people
who need help, lighting enough
candles to have been named a Point
of Light [by President Bush]. As you
move on, having celebrated this
important milestone in your life, I
urge all of you to take the time to
help at least one youngster who is
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at risk growing up illiterate and illprepared for employment. You can
give them hope and a chance to
achieve a self-reliant future."
Steiger, whom President Warch
introduced as an alumna who never
received a grade lower than A
during her years at Lawrence, has
been chair of the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) since August 11,
1989. Last year, Business Week
magazine noted that "after a decade
of complacency," the FTC with
Steiger at the helm has aggressively
pursued its charge to maintain
strong competitive enterprise within
the U.S. economic system.
Steiger cited a recent Roper poll
in which many college students felt a
pervasive pessimism about the
future and a sense that the "American Dream" was no longer viable.
If it is a world spinning with
problems involving race relations,
job prospects, and health care
concerns, Steiger noted, it also is a
world where positive developments
have led to an increase in democratic
values, respect for human rights, and
free market economies. Lawrence
graduates, armed with their liberal
arts education, Steiger said, are
prepared to confront the unexpected
in the face of such dramatic changes.
Philosophy major Judith Ann
Hayes, '92, addressed her fellow
classmates in a tradition revived two
years ago.
President Warch honored
retiring faculty members Theodore
L. Rehl, professor of music, and
Richard W. Winslow, associate professor of Spanish, with the honorary
master of arts degree ad eundem.
The 1992 Excellence in Teaching
A ward was presented to Sumner
Richman, professor of biology.
Michael Orr, assistant professor of
art history, received the 1992
Outstanding Young Teacher Award.
Lawrence Awards for Outstanding Teaching in Wisconsin
High Schools were given to Earl
James Hennessy, department of
social studies, Watertown Senior
High School, and Mary Jo Newburg,
English department, Oconomowoc
Senior High School.
Several commencement weekend

events preceded Sunday's ceremony,
including the annual commencement
concert and the baccalaureate
service, at which William A. Chaney,
George McKendree Steele Professor
of History, delivered the baccalaureate address.

Rehl and Winslow retire
Master of arts degrees ad eundem
were awarded to retiring faculty
members Theodore L. Rehl, professor of music, and Richard W.
Winslow, associate professor of
Spanish,
both of
whom
joined the
Lawrence
faculty in
1958.
Rehl
received
the bachelor and
master of
music
degrees
from
Oberlin
Conservatory of Music. Active as a
soloist, accompanist, and chamber
musician, he has performed with the
Fox Valley Symphony and on the
Wisconsin Public Radio series
"Sunday Afternoon Live from the
Elvehjem." Rehl was cited for
outstanding accompanying at both
the Geneva International Competition in Switzerland and the Concert
Artists Guild Competition in New
York City.
Winslow earned the bachelor's,
master's,
and
doctoral
degrees
from the
University
of Minnesota. He
was a
Fulbright
research
scholar at
the
National
Library in

Madrid from 1962-63. Winslow has
been active in community affairs,
serving as president of A Better
Chance of Appleton and as a board
member for Fox Valley Pastoral
Counseling and the Appleton Public
Library. In 1990, he was an invited
observer to the presidential elections
in Nicaragua.

Richman and Orr honored
for outstanding teaching
Sumner Richman, professor of
biology and Alice J. Hulst Professor
of Life Sciences, and Michael T. Orr,
assistant professor of art history,
received honors for exemplary
teaching.
Richman, who joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1957, received
the 1992 Excellence in Teaching
award. President Warch commended
Richman for his boundless enthusiasm inside and outside the classroom: "For 35 years, whether it be at
the frigid
shores of
Green Bay,
or in a
murky
mangrove
swamp, or
within the
sharkinfested
sea
trenches of
the
Cayman
Islands,
you have
taught your students that the only
way to get to the bottom of things is
to dive right in.
"Because you have the selfless
ability to treat even your first-year
students as peers and as colleagues
with all the expectation, commitment, and generosity such treatment
entails," Warch said of Richman,
"you have guided an extraordinary
number of them into productive
careers as aquatic scientists, an
achievement that is widely recognized by the scientific community at
large and best exemplified at the
meetings of the American Society of
Limnology and Oceanography,
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Honorary doctoral degree recipients, shown left to right: George F. Keane, Anne Hazard Richardson, and Janet Dempsey Steiger, '61, with President Richard Warch.

where so many of your former
students convene each year to read
papers about their latest
discoveries."
Richman himself has published
numerous articles and has received
several grants from the National
Science Foundation for his research
on aquatic life. In 1970, He was
honored with an endowed professorship naming him the Alice J.
Hulst
Professor
of Life
Sciences.
Orr
received
this year's
Outstanding Young
Teacher
Award.
He earned
the
bachelor's
degree at
the
University College of London and
the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
Cornell University, where he taught
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before joining the Lawrence faculty
in 1989.
President Warch lauded Orr for
his scholarship on medieval manuscript illumination, which has earned
him both national and international
recognition. "You are meticulous in
demanding firsthand appreciation of
works of art, you are well-grounded
in the processes by which they are
made, and you are attentive to the
social and intellectual contexts from
which they come. Students call you
'great' and 'fabulous,' praising you
for your dedication to your field,
your helpfulness to individuals, and
your wit and humor. No one else,
they say, could command such rapt
attention at 8:30 in the morning in a
dark room."

Lawrence honors Wisconsin
high school teachers
Earl James Hennessy of Watertown,
and Mary Jo Newburg of Oconomowoc, received 1992 awards for
outstanding teaching in Wisconsin.
Hennessy, a social studies
teacher at Watertown Senior High
School, and Newburg, an English

teacher at
Oconomowoc
Senior High
School, were
among
nominations
submitted by
Lawrence seniors
who attended
high school in
Wisconsin. Final selection was made
by the Committee for Teacher
Education, based on the candidates'
ability to communicate effectively,
generate excitement about their
subject, and motivate students to
work toward excellence.
Both teachers
also were commended for their
ability to teach
students to strive
for intellectual
independence.
Hennessy was
nominated by
Leslie Ann Hanson,
'92; Newburg was
nominated by Kristen Marie Jahn,
'92.

Inside Lawrence

A
Campus
Activist
GRADUATES
Statistics gave Cory
Nettles, '92, some
lopsided odds
against ever
graduating from
high school, let
alone from an
academically
rigorous college
like Lawrence. But
Nettles, an AfricanAmerican, innercity, working-class
young man from
Milwaukee, not
only graduated
from Lawrence, he
graduated magna
cum laude, and also
was awarded the
Alexander Wiley
prize, given to the
student who has "demonstrated a
principled independence of thought,
moral courage, and creative
commitment to a significant cause."
As president of the Black
Organization of Students, and
member of an ad hoc committee
supported by the Lilly Foundation
that examined race relations at
Lawrence, Nettles crusaded to make
his academic experiences the norm,
not the exception, for AfricanAmericans. In impromptu debates or
organized forums, Nettles was an
outspoken advocate of affirmative
action policies on American college

campuses.
A multi-cultural campus, he
professed, enhanced by affirmative
action recruiting, makes for a
dynamic, challenging, learning
environment. To that end, Nettles
frequently spoke to prospective
minority students at the behest of the
Admissions office, while maintaining
his role as an activist, buzzing
around campus asking the hard
questions: Is there any way
Lawrence can help keep minority
kids from dropping out of high
school? Are we urging our own
minority students to become

teachers? Can we
create a
community here at
Lawrence where
talented, soughtafter minority
students will feel
welcome and
valued?
At commencement, with a
cavalcade of relatives in attendance,
Nettles, the first
person in his
extended family to
graduate from
college, was
awarded magna
cum laude for his
honors thesis,
"Voices of Black
Dissenters from Traditional Liberal
Orthodoxy: Thomas Sowell and
William J. Wilson."
This fall, as a recipient of a
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship,
Nettles will travel to southwestern
Africa to study first-hand the
prospects for democracy in Namibia,
Botswana, and Zimbabwe. Upon his
return, he plans to attend the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
law school, where, undoubtedly, he
will continue the constructive
dialogue on race relations he
initiated at Lawrence. ea.
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Harrison named
dean of faculty
Richard A.
Harrison, the
Warren Finney
Day Professor
of History at
Pomona College
in Claremont,
California, was
appointed dean
of the Lawrence
University
faculty in May.
"I'm delighted to welcome Rick
Harrison to Lawrence and look
forward to working with him,"
President Warch said. "His strong
teaching and scholarly credentials
and his keen appreciation of the
values of liberal education will serve
the college well."
A 1967 graduate of The George
Washington University, Harrison
received master's degrees from the
University of Washington in 1968,
and Princeton University in 1969,
and a doctorate in American diplomatic history from Princeton in 1974.
He taught at The Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies, the U.S. Naval War
College, and Princeton University
before joining Pomona College in
1977.
Harrison has written extensively
about U.S. isolationism in the 1930s,
the ascendancy of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, and Anglo-American
relations before World War II. His
biographical portraits of Florence J.
Harriman, Anne Hyde Choate, and
David Hunter Miller have appeared
in the Dictionary of American
Biography. He is the author of two
biographical volumes on Princetonians from the years 1768 to 1775,
and from 1776 to 1783. Throughout
his academic career, Harrison has
been the recipient of numerous
awards and fellowships including,
most recently, a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship
for College Teachers. Harrison has
thrice received Pomona College's
Wig A ward for Distinguished
Teaching.
While at Pomona, Harrison
served as chair of the history depart6

ment and on the faculty of international relations, as a member of the
presidential search committee, and
as an elected faculty representative
on the executive committee, among
other assignments.
Harrison replaces James Dana,
who has served as acting dean for
the past year. Dana will resume his
position on the Lawrence faculty as
the John R. Kimberly Distinguished
Professor in the American Economic
System.

Volk appointed VP
for development and
external affairs
Gregory A.
Volk, who
joined Lawrence
as associate
director of
development corporate and
foundation
relations in
1984, was
named vice
president for development and
external affairs in June. Volk served
as director of major gifts from
1987-91 and was promoted to
director of development - capital
giving in August of 1991.
He managed the corporate and
foundation component of Lawrence's
most recent capital campaign,
Lawrence Ahead, and developed and
orchestrated several building
campaigns, including the $8 million
effort to construct the Wriston Art
Center. Prior to joining Lawrence,
Volk held fund-raising positions
with the University of Chicago,
DePaul University, and The Museum
of Contemporary Art, all in Chicago.
A graduate of St. Olaf College, he
earned the master's degree in art
history from the University of
Chicago in 1977.
He replaces G. Gregory Fahlund,
who served as Lawrence vice
president for external affairs since
1981. Fahlund is now vice president
for development and alumni
programs at Wesleyan University in
Connecticut.

President Warch:
reflections on a sabbatical
After 13 years of faithful service to
Lawrence, President Richard Warch
took a well-deserved sabbatical
during winter term, living in London
for five weeks, traveling to Prague,
Vienna, Florence, and Greece in
February, then retiring with his laptop computer to Door County in the
company of his golden retriever,
Odin.
Taking advantage of the offseason in Greece, Rik and Margot
joined a small group touring Corinth,
Mycenae, Epidaurus, Olympia, and
Delphi. "Having studied some
classical art in college, it was a wonderful experience to tour archaeological sites in Greece. Margot and I
were awestruck by the physical
scope of these ruins, but most of all
by the spirit that prompted them and
the engineering needed to create
them."
Although technically on leave,
Warch did not entirely escape from
Lawrence. He joined London Center
students for a city tour and a
performance of Wind in the Willows,
and spent time on the Appleton
campus in March interviewing
candidates for the dean of the faculty
position. In addition, he made some
progress revising a book on liberal
education and the liberal arts college,
using material from his reports and
essays on the structure of liberal
education, and from his matriculation convocation addresses.

Searle storms the university
John Searle, professor of philosophy
at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley, gave an April16 convocation address entitled "The Storm
Over the University," outlining the
assumptions held by both defenders
of the "canon" and its detractors.
A spirited question-and-answer
session was held later in Main Hall.
Searle received a Guggenheim
fellowship in 1975 and has actively
participated in such organizations as
the American Council of Learned
Societies, the National Humanities
Center, the American Civil Liberties
Union, and the Council on Philosophical Studies.

Inside Lawrence
Parker named
Scarff professor
Richard B. Parker, a foreign service
officer in the U.S. Department of
State from 1949 to 1980, was named
the Stephen Edward Scarff
Distinguished Professor of Middle
Eastern Affairs and Diplomacy for
the 1992-93 academic year.
Parker has served as vice consul
to the ambassador in countries
throughout the
Middle East,
including
service in
Palestine,
Lebanon,
Jordan, Egypt,
Morocco, and
Algeria.
A member
of the Board of
Governors for
the Middle East Institute and the
Board of Directors for the Association for Diplomatic Studies, he is the
author of several books on the
Middle East, including, most
recently, North Africa, Regional
Tensions and Strategic Concerns.
The Scarff Professorship, which
brings public servants, professional
leaders, and scholars to the Lawrence
campus, is named in honor and
memory of Stephen Scarff, a 1975
Lawrence graduate.

Klebesadel elected caucus VP
Helen Klebesadel, assistant professor
of art, will serve for two years as vice
president of the national Women's
Caucus for Art (WCA). She is
responsible for membership, affirmative action, long-range planning, and
the national theme for 1992: "Issues
of Violence in Our Culture." To
publicize that theme on campus,
Klebesadel organized "Breaking the
Silence," a juried exhibition of works
b y Wisconsin WCA artists, which
was held in the Wriston galleries this
past spring.

Purdo exhibits metalworks
In April, Emeritus Professor of Art,
E. Dane Purdo exhibited his metalworks in the Wriston Art Center.
Noted for elegant design and
technical mastery, Purdo's metalwork has taken many forms, from
ecclesiastical chalices to silver tea
services, flatware and jewelry. Last
year, he presented President Warch
an~ the university with the Badge of
Off1ce, a hand-crafted silver and gold
necklace worn by the president
during official university ceremonies.

Organ transplanted
It was an operation that could aptly
be called an organ transplant. During
five days in June, eight people
carefully dismantled and packed the

Jazz Singers win Downbeat award
In i~,s June edition, Downbeat magazine recognized the Lawrence University Jazz Singers with an award
for . o~ts tandmg performance of a ;azz vocal group." Each year, Downbeat awards their "DBs" to the
natwn s top hzgh school and collegiate soloists and ensembles, both instrumental and vocal. The Jazz
Smgers share the honor wzth the Lawren.ce University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE) , honored in 1985 by
Downbeat as the fmest undergraduate ;azz ensemble m the nation. The award-winning Jazz Singers
performed at the Founders Club dinner on May 8.

Schantz organ in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel. The organ was
sold to the Alamo Heights United
Methodist Church in San Antonio
Texas.
The Schantz organ, installed in
1964, has been removed in preparation for renovation of the stage area
to accommodate a new 39-stop, three
manual tracker organ presently
being built by John Brombaugh of
Eugene, Oregon. It is scheduled for
completion in 1994.
I

Performing Arts series:
Encore
The 1992-93 season of the Performing
Arts at Lawrence welcomes a variety
of virtuoso performers.
Lyric baritone Dale Duesing, a
1967 Lawrence graduate, opens the
season on Friday, Oct. 9. Last year
Duesing's performances included
concerts with the Chicago Symphony, the New Israeli Opera, and
the Netherlands Opera.
On Friday, Oct. 23, the Waverly
Consort revives the sounds of the
renaissance with a concert entitled
"In the Year 1492-Spanish Music in
the Age of Columbus." The ensemble
includes six singers and four instrumentalists performing on a variety of
historical instruments.
New York Voices, a vocal jazz
group, joins the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Singers for a
Jazz blow-out on Friday, Nov. 13, the
first concert of Jazz Celebration ·
Weekend. On Saturday night, Jack
DeJohnette's Special Edition will
perform works that incorporate
traditional jazz roots with modern
idioms and cross-cultural elements.
The Lawrence Choral Society
celebrates the holiday season with
Handel's Messiah on Sunday, Dec. 6.
The graceful and energetic
pianist, Lee Luvisi, will perform on
Friday, Jan. 22. On Friday, Feb. 26 the
Guarneri String Quartet returns to
the Lawrence Chapel. They have
performed more than 2,000 recitals
around the globe and recorded with
such artists as Pinchas Zukerman
and Arthur Rubenstein.
The Saint Paul Chamber
Orchestra, America's only full-time
I
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professional chamber orchestra, will
perform Thursday, March 11.
Violinist extraordinaire Joshua
Bell and pianist Jeffrey Kahane
return to Lawrence in a collaborative
effort on Saturday, Aprill2.
Law rence welcomes back pianist and
composer Dave Brubeck, who will
display his legendary jazz sound in a
performance with the Lawrence
University Jazz Ensemble and
Concert Choir, and Brubeck's own
band, on Friday, May 7.

After the fall
"The Collapse of the Soviet Empire,
Its Aftermath, and the World in
Transition," a lecture series sponsored by the Povolny Fund for
International Studies, brought noted
political scientists to campus in April
for two days of intensive examination of the implications of changing
conditions in the former Soviet
Union.
On April14, Mark R. Beissinger,
associate professor of political
science, University of WisconsinMadison, spoke on "Nationalism in
Post-Soviet Politics."
David Tarr, director for international cooperation and security
studies and professor of political
science, University of WisconsinMadison, lectured on "Dilemmas of
Nuclear Weapons in the Post-Cold
War Era."
On April29, Jiri Vykoukal, the
Scarff Distinguished Professor of
History at Lawrence, spoke on
"Poland and Eastern Europe:
Exception or Pattern?" He was joined
by Professor Russell Hardin, University of Chicago, who presented his
"Reflections on the Collapse of the
Soviet Empire: Liberalization and its
Discontents."

students experienced primaries,
platform fights, convention balloting,
and the final head-to-head campaign
and general election. The simulation
candidates were composites of
typical real-life candidates. An ironic
touch of reality entered the simulation with the surprise, last-minute
candidacy announcement of one
Toss Gereau.

Scholars examine
American Baroque
A Lawrence University symposium,
"American Baroque/Baroque
American: 500 Years," was held
April25-26. Distinguished guest
lecturers from the U.S. and Latin
America examined the relationship
between the works of avant garde
artists today and those of such 17thcentury masters as Bernini, Rubens,
Rembrandt, and Velazquez.
Internationally esteemed
scholars and artists such as MexicanAmerican novelist Rolando
Hinojosa-Smith, Mexican writer
Elena Poniatowska, and American
sculptress Nancy Graves, presented
papers to be published in a special
edition of Point of Contact, the Journal
of Verbal and Visual Arts, with the
hope of reintroducing the now
defunct journal.
The symposium was sponsored
by the Lawrence University Spanish
department through a grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Schaphorst' s record
reviewed on NPR
New conservatory faculty member
Ken Schaphorst has been shaking up
the jazz world with After Blue, the
second album from the Ken
Schaphorst Big Band since it formed
in 1984. In the November edition of
Pulse!, Gene Santoro wrote that
Schaphorst
"cannily
exploits the
colors of his
18-piece group
with a ferocious
energy." That
energy, no
doubt, contributed to Kevin
Whitehead's
glowing review
of After Blue on National Public
Radio's "Fresh Air" in February.
In May, the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble (LUJE) premiered a
new Schaphorst work, his second
commissioned by the National
Endowment for the Arts, featuring
New York pianist John Medeski.

Students play politics
More than 100 Lawrence students
participated in the 1992 Presidential
Election Simulation during the
weekend of May 14-16. Professor of
Government Larry Longley has
coordinated such simulations for his
beginning government classes
periodically since 1969.
Over the course of five "games,"
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LARY honored by President Bush
A.t a st.opover .in March at the Milwaukee airport, President George Bush greeted Wisconsin recipients of
hzs Pomt ofLzght awards. The Lawrence At-Risk You th (LA RY) program received the President's 312th
Point of Light award in 1991. LARY volunteers Brendan Smith, '92, and Jennifer Knight, '94, represented
the program as the President extended his personal congratulations for their work with local elementary
school students considered at risk educationally.

Correspondence
To the Editor:
I just read and really enjoyed the
Winter / Spring 1992 issue of Lawrence
Today. The articles crediting mentors
and revealing the teaching motivations of respected faculty gave me an
opportunity to reflect on the impact
of m y education. Lawrence taught
me to be a critical thinker, to be
comfortable with intellectual independence, and to challenge those
instructing me so that I could
actively learn and grow. Lawrence
was, as an experience and a cumulative educator, my mentor-!
trusted it and it molded and advised
me.
When I was chosen as a Watson
fellowship finalist, a "mentor" was
assigned. This person was Professor
Mason [Ron Mason, professor of
anthropology] . He worked with me,
bolstered my confidence, and offered
only one criticism that I dismissed as
painlessly as he had attempted to
advise me. Two years later I finally
heard him!
Mentoring is not contained
solely within the four-year period
of college. It is a process of growth,
intellectual pursuit, and mutual
respect that continues to develop. For
me it was and remains the substance
of my Lawrence experience.
Heartfelt thanks to those professors who helped me grow and gave
me the light I carry.

Vickie Moerchen, '86
Sioux Falls, SD
To the Editor:
I hope I'm not the only one to note
that harassment was rendered as
"harrassment" six times on page 2 of
the Winter/Spring 1992 issue of
Lawrence Today. One can only
wonder whether all of the people
involved in development of the
policy statement-the misspelled
word was not in any quotation from
that text-failed to catch that rather
obvious error. I probably will be
judged in violation of the policy
statement for adding the ironic point
that the closest legal word to
"harrassment" is "harras," a herd of
stud horses.
Dr. Lyle (Jack) Woodyatt, '63

To the Editor:
It was fascinating to read Mike
Hammond's recollections of the
inaugural lecture given by William
Chaney (Lawrence Today, Winter I
Spring 1992, p. 27). He has indeed
captured the magic of that amazing
event.
However, I was misidentified as
Donald L. Smith, '51, on the face of it
an error for a 1952 event. Hammond
has probably merged in his memory
bank Donald L. Vorpahl and me,
since we roomed together for two
years straight. But the year is still
wrong. Don and I both graduated
in 1955.
Thank you for your attention.
(The Reverend) Robert A. Smith

Dowagiac, MI
To the Editor:
The current issue of Lawrence Today
(Winter /Spring 1992) is wonderful in
its tribute to Lawrence's most
precious assets, the faculty!

Libby J. Goldston
Cleveland, OH
To the Editor:
The cover photograph of the faces of
Professor Brandenberger and Rhodes
Scholar Ruprecht [Winter /Spring
1992 Lawrence Today] is magnificent
in its capture of both the harmony of
their ideals and in the contrast of
their ages-and, perhaps, their
perspectives. The Essence of. .. , Tales
of. .., and Tribute to ... teaching could
easily have come out smarmy, but
instead communicate a warmth that
stirs some very real emotions for
Lawrence and its unique form of
liberal education.
Balance in the treatment of
academics, athletics, music, and art
might be the goal for college publications, but you and your staff have
carried the integration of these
dimensions of life to new levels of
appeal.
You have developed one very
fine publication in Lawrence Today.
It will be a tough act to follow.
Karl A. Hickerson, '70

Davenport, IA

To the Editor:
I did not give final approval for the
version of my short essay entitled
"Seeing the Beautiful," which
appeared in the Winter/Spring 1992
edition of Lawrence Today. Late last
January, I sent a memorandum
detailing the reasons why I did not
agree with a great many of the
editor's revisions of my article. Point
number four of that memorandum,
in reference to a Freshman Studies
class discussion on Plato's Republic,
included the following comments:
"I don't think that readers will
get the full force of the student's idea
without his explicit expression of the
error that the class had fallen into. I
would urge you to retain my original
formulation. I feel most strongly
about this one!"
Though some of the less serious
editorial problems were corrected in
accordance with my memo, this most
serious one (as well as a number of
others) remained uncorrected. In the
published version, the following
point remains somewhat unclear: the
members of the class described
needed to realize that we may
distinguish between a purely moral
sense of "good" ("Good as the
opposite of 'evil"'-a key phrase that
was omitted from my essay) and
what might be termed an instrumental sense of "good" ("Good as
the opposite of 'lousy"').
I hope that the above explanation
might be helpful to those readers
who found my essay incoherent and
confusing.

Howard Niblock
Associate Professor of Music
Director of Freshman Studies

It's important that we hear from you.
Please address letters for publication to
Editor, Lawrence Today, Office of
Public Affairs, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912 or FAX your letters
to 414-832-6783. Include your full name
and address. Because of space
limitations, we may edit some letters.

Falls Church, VA
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To subtitle this issue of

testimony recently

Lawrence Today "A Grasp

presented to a subcom-

on Government" is not to

mittee of the Senate

insinuate that we have

Judiciary Committee by

pinned down a definition.

Lawrence Professor of

Rather, it is to suggest that

Government Lawrence

we are taking hold of the

Longley.

topic by examining how

Our photo essay tracks

government and politics

the footsteps of first-time

affect the thinking and

candidate for public office,

daily lives of several

Andrew Gussert, '91. With

Lawrentians. From the

no handlers, no spins, no

outposts of the State

pre-fab sound bites,

Department to the

Gussert sets out to put his

National Portrait Gallery,

political beliefs and ideals
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on the line.

political climate dictates
policy and fashion alike.
We reap the benefits

What becomes
evident is how so much
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of journalist Ralph
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American middle class

government and the art

and its changing influence

of politics.

as a political entity. We
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INSIDE-OUT
by Dianne Droster, '82

Flocks of school children, many wearing

in crowd. As they march down Pennsylvania

colorful construction paper name tags

Avenue talking on cellular phones, these

emblazoned with magic-mar kered monikers,

adults speak to each other in a language

others in matching fluorescent orange rain hats

uncommon to those outside the beltway.

or tie-dyed T-shirts that boast an affiliation,

Washington, D.C., as its own name illustrates,

assemble near every national monument in

is the capital letter capital of the United States.

Washington, D.C. They stand in long lines

Conversations here resemble spelling bees:

waiting to view the Declaration of Indepen-

I.D.A., F.S.I., D.S.G., C.I.A.

dence or the moon rock, undulating with each

Some Washingtonians share another

silly joke, then stalling, like so much pending

familiar set of initials: L.U. Nearly 500

legislation, as the destination approaches. The

Lawrence graduates live in the greater D.C.

bellwethers of these herds, the teachers,

area. The alumni featured share the

patiently explain the significance of the visit and

perspective of those who work inside

share the common language of our American

Washington, but out of the limelight, in the

vocabulary, the names and places that define us

back stages of the museums, agencies, and

as a nation: The Federalist Papers. Frederick

organizations surrounding the White House

Douglass. Brown versus The Board of Education .

and Capitol Hill. Daily these Lawrentians,

Grown-ups in Washington sport name tags

along with the school kids, the C-Span addicts,

too, albeit more sophisticated than the kids'

the homeless in LaFayette Park, and the

handmade ones. Few government buildings are

assorted political players and pundits, view

accessible without the plastic identification tags,

the pageant that is our American drama.

worn like dogtags around the necks of the

Janet Place,'82:
Funding dreams
In her college guise as the lead singer
of Bertha Control and the Rhythm
Methods, Janet Place evoked a
nostalgia for the idealism and
boundless exuberance common to
young people in the 1960s. But her
songs also poked fun at the stonedout dreaminess of certain '60s types:
"I'm just a latter day hippie, I dig the
Beatles, the Byrds, and the Stones. I
wear what's unheard of as I utter a
word of Hindu philosophy, Yin and
Yang, but anyway ... ."
Today, as a program officer for
the Henry J. Kaiser Family Founda-

policy journal, covering foundations
and their contributions to health
organizations. "And then the Kaiser
position dropped out of the sky,"
Place said.
"A lot of what we do is about
community empowerment," Place
said. "Health care is an issue around
which people can organize." South
Africa, she noted, is the only industrialized nation besides the United
States without a national health care
program. Black South Africans,
forced to live in homelands, exist
with poor or non-existent health care
facilities. The foundation funds a
national, nongovernmental health
care agency in South Africa that to
date has opened 11 regional offices.
"We measure our success in simple
terms, primarily in how many village
health care workers are trained each
year."
Place visits South Africa
annually and her next trip is
scheduled for September. "On my
first visit I experienced some heavy
white liberal guilt when I finally
witnessed apartheid in actuality. But
once you go out into the homelands,
you get caught up with the people,
and they're so glad you're there,
even though you think they should
be angry with you." She felt the
surge of joy in Capetown on the day
African National Congress leader
Nelson Mandela was released from
prison. "Things suddenly changed;
there was hope. But now, unfortunately, I wonder if it's all just going

tion, Place ably sets her own heartfelt convictions and lofty ambitions
to work in a pragmatic, real-world
way. The Kaiser Foundation, with its
$1.5 million annual
budget, funds model
primary health care
projects in South
Africa.
"My experience on
the ACM [Associated
Colleges of the Midwest] India program
profoundly influenced
me. I knew I wanted to
pursue a career in
health care, particularly after I saw how
much needed to be
done for the poor,"
Place said.
After earning the
master of public health
degree at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley, Place wrote
Janet Place serves as a program officer for the Henry J. Kaiser Family
for a domestic health
Foundation, overseeing health care projects in South Af rica.
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to explode over there," she said,
referring to the recent spate of
violence fulminating in the region.
Several years ago, Place cofounded the Southern Africa Grantmakers' Affinity Group under the
auspices of the Council on Foundations. "This group provides donors
with the opportunity to collaborate
and network on important regional
issues." With more than 50 members,
Place explained, individual foundations know that "they can continue
to fund a small part of the big
picture, and that others are filling in
the development gaps." Much of her
time, Place said, is spent discussing
issues with fellow funders, most of
them headquartered in D.C. or on the
East Coast.
Place also battles to keep South
African issues in front of the State
Department and Congress. "I worry
about politics in South Africa and,
when I'm tired of that, I worry about
politics here." Her nascent political
skills, she said, are often more
helpful than her health skills. She
pondered how life in the region
would change with more commitment from the United States to the
reform process. "Namibia is
struggling with democratic reform
and the U.S. gave them $500,000.
After all our posturing about
democracy, we've essentially left
them to fend for themselves," Place
said.
"So often we think of democracy
on a personal level-the right to
vote-and we forget that a nation
needs some plan for economic
development, education, even a
common language if it is to survive
as a democracy." At her desk in the
office building that stands across the
street from the U.S. Department of
Treasury, Place pointedly observed
that the proximity hasn't generated
additional dollars for either the
Kaiser Foundation or Place's other
chief cause, the international AIDS
crisis, for which she formed another
funders' group. "I don't pick the
easiest of issues to confront and
sometimes I do get overwhelmed,"
she said.
Luckily, at least one activity
offers her some peace of mind. Place,
her hair still coiffed in Bertha's
rambunctiously frizzy style, has
returned to the music scene in a
rather different role. She is the only
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female member of the "Slim Jims," a
good ol' fashioned country music
band with a modern flare. "I'm
singin' cheatin' songs these days,"
she said in a well-practiced, awshucks drawl. Local music critics
have praised her ability to maintain
her more progressive folk singing
and song-writing identity while still
sounding at home with the boys.
Janet Place once again has
affixed her ideals and visions to the
actions of her everyday life.

Kurt Amend takes
on the regal bearing
of a Persian
emperor as he
prepares for his tour
in Dushanbe,
Tajikistan.

Rusty Ingraham, '80,
Paul Ashby, '79, and
Kurt Amend, '80:
Making a home in the
foreign service
At first glance, the three men sitting
in the State Department commissary
look like graduate students, dressed
in jeans and sweatshirts with backpacks slung over their shoulders. But
in describing their upcoming diplomatic assignments, they conjure up
images of faraway places. Russell
Ingraham 1 S dark features transform
into those of a Transylvanian count
as he speaks excitedly about
Romania. Kurt Amend takes on the
regal bearing of a Persian emperor as
he prepares for his tour in Dushanbe,
Tajikistan, the former Soviet Republic bordered by China, Afghanistan,
and Pakistan. Bound for Switzerland,
Paul Ashby, in a neatly trimmed
light brown beard, could pass, with

the addition of leiderhosen, as a
mountain-top yodeller.
Securing entry into the U.S. State
Department as a visitor requires a
virtual strip search (particularly if
one displays ineptitude with the tape
recorder tucked in an accompanying
purse). But to work as a diplomat for
the State Department, an aspirant
must pass an even stricter rite of
admission: the foreign service
examination.
Rusty Ingraham attended
Lawrence with plans for a medical
career but "along about organic
chemistry things were not crystallizing in that direction." He followed
the advice of his brother Steve, a 1980
Lawrence graduate, who said that he
ought to think about doing what
he'd like to do if nobody paid him.
"It became clearer to me that something governmental and international appealed to me," Ingraham
said.
He passed the written part of the
foreign service examination on his
first try but had to retake the oral
phase. Ingraham speaks with a
comfortable Midwestern politeness,
an attribute that served him well
selling educational materials in
Missouri while waiting for the State
Department to contact him after he
passed the orals on the second goaround. But when the call finally
came, he rather tersely turned them
down. They offered him a slot as an
economics officer. Officers are
categorized into four divisions, or
"cones": political, economic,
consular, and administrative. "I
wanted to be a political officer and I
decided to wait for an opening." His
resolution paid off. Two weeks later,
in December 1987, he signed on as a
political officer at the U.S. State
Department.
Paul Ashby and his wife Holly
Hamachek, '78, took the foreign
service exam together at Lawrence,
and she entered the department
upon graduation. "I was a house
husband, in effect, her dependent, for
three-and-a-half years until I too
joined the service in 1983, as an
administrative officer." The number
of "tandem" couples at the State
Department increases yearly, and
efforts are made to post the couples
at the same location. The Ashbys
served in Sri Lanka together, but
previously they endured separations

of six and 15 months. With two small
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction.
here," Ashby said. From then on, it's
back and forth between domestic
Ingraham will soon be honeymoonchildren at home, Holly decided to
and foreign assignments as the
ing with his bride Ann, in what
leave the department as an officer
but continues to enjoy the foreign
Ashby wryly described as the "Paris
officers move into progressively
senior positions. Foreign service
of the Balkans," Bucharest, Romania.
service lifestyle as a spouse.
Kurt Amend said that he first
officers usually spend more than half
"Clearly, economic conditions are
learned about the foreign service as a
their careers in foreign lands but
terrible right now in the aftermath of
freshman. "I attended a lecture given
never in excess of 15 years in a row
the Ceausescu regime," Ingraham
by the brother of Ben Schneider
overseas or five years straight in
said. "But for a political officer,
Washington.
(Lawrence emeritus professor of
Romania is of great interest and
Ingraham's initial assignment
importance because it has lagged
English). He was the DCM (Deputy
Chief of Mission) in New Delhi."
came "out of cone" as a consular
behind in the reform process. There's
a lot of turbulence there right now."
Amend £1 unked the foreign service
officer in Istanbul. Consular officers
exam as a senior and chose instead to
deal with visa issues, and Ingraham
Amend ventured to India on his
pursue a legal career. He practiced
encountered many Iranians trying to
first assignment. "Kurt definitely got
corporate and securities law in New
escape their war-ravaged country
into the life of the Raj/' Ashby noted.
Jersey for four years. A member of
and seeking shelter in the United
"Polo and all that." After two years
the 1979 Eastern European Field
States. After Istanbul, he returned to
in India, Amend jumped out of cone
Trip, Amend missed both the travelto become a political-military affairs
ing and language skills he acquired
officer in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, just
as an undergraduate. On a whim, he
missing the "big show." There was
decided to retake the foreign service
still plenty to do in the desert,
Foreign service officers
exam. "Probably because at that
however, including the meeting of
usually spend more
point in my life I didn't care as much
his wife Alice, herself a junior officer.
about passing, I passed." With the
"Then Eastern Europe became
than half their careers
typical abandon and confidence that
unhinged," Amend said, and the
in foreign lands but
defines a junior officer, Amend
department advertised for volunteer
forsook his established legal career
positions in the former Soviet
never in excess of
and entered the foreign service in
Republics. His wife had completed
15 years in a row
1988 as a consular officer.
graduate work in Eastern European
Ashby and Amend had lived in
studies, and Amend, in addition to
overseas or five years
the same dormitory at Lawrence,
the Slavic trip, had written his senior
straight in Washington.
Brokaw Hall's fourth floor, "a loose,
research project on the Soviet Union.
free, zoo-like environment," and they
In his administrative role, Ashby
shared several political science
monitored both Kurt's and Alice's
classes. "I had just returned from Sri
progress. Indeed, he made the
Lanka," Ashby said, "and was
work as a political officer engaged in
assignment that will send the couple
beginning a tour in Washington as
research and intelligence assignto their new outpost: Dushanbe,
an instructor in FSI (Foreign Service
ments in Turkey and Eastern Europe.
Tajikistan. At the new post, Amend
Institute), the training academy for
During the Gulf War, he assessed
will be the consular and general
junior officers. One
day, I took the elevator
up to the 7th floor
reception room to hear
a formal initiation
ceremony, and I heard
the speaker introduce
'Kurt Amend from
Iowa.' There was only
one Kurt Amend from
Iowa that I knew and
sure enough, there he
was."
Typically, a junior
officer spends several
tours overseas, then
returns to Washington
for another tour or
two. "It's important to
learn how the
department works in
the United States and
meet the people back
Paul Ashby, Kurt Amend, and Rusty Ingraham found an outlet for their wanderlust as State Department foreign service officers.
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services officer while his wife will
fulfill the political and economic
officer duties. Only five officers will
be stationed at the primitive new
outpost. The team will be equipped
with all the necessary accoutrements
needed to rough it for a while,
including MRE's (meals ready-toeat), cots, and camping stoves. "It's
not your typical embassy assignment," Amend said, "but a throwback to the old foreign service of the
early part of the century, living off
the land, relying on the local economy. It's an adventure." Currently
Amend is learning Dari, a Persianbased language, in addition to completing Russian language training.
"Apparently, it's not politically
correct to speak Russian in Dushanbe
anymore," Amend said.
The next assignment for Ashby,
the other two officers teased, is a
relatively posh one in Switzerland. "I
was tempted by the Eastern European assignments," Ashby said, "but
with two little kids, I reluctantly
refrained from bidding."
Clearly, for these Lawrence
diplomats, the job is the travel.
"Overseas, you're a bigger fish in a
smaller pond with more responsibility, authority, and not as much
bureaucracy to contend with," Ashby
said. "You're given more latitude to
show initiative and have an impact."
On the other hand, Ashby
pointed out, much of the work
overseas is less than glamorous. "I
spent three days sleeping in a car
with a bunch of Secret Service guys
because I ran the motorcade for then
Vice President Bush when he came to
Sweden."
When a political celebrity is in
town, everything else stops at the
embassy. "It's a shock to some junior
officers. If you're not willing to be a
bag carrier for some congressman,
then you're in the wrong profession," Ashby said.
Amend added, "Some days you
wonder why you have a higher
education. When I was meeting my
wife during my tour in Saudi Arabia,
I commented that it must have been
an amazing tour as a politicalmilitary officer during the Gulf War.
She said much of her time was spent
organizing trips for the hordes of
congressmen coming to view the
situation.
"The State Department is a funny
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bird," Amend has concluded. "It's a
civilian organization but it resembles
the military more closely. The rules
are not as clear as in the military, but
you must adhere to them anyway.
We're driven by protocol."
For all of the sensitive missions
he's undertaken, Ingraham has
found the State Department to be
above politics for the most part. "I've
never had anyone say to me that I
should shade a report one way or the
other. I've always been encouraged
to write as clearly, honestly, and
straightforwardly as possible."
Amend concurred, adding, "A field
officer essentially reports on what he
or she sees, then makes a brief

"If you're not
willing to be a bag
carrier for some
congressman, then
you're in the wrong
profession."

comment. What our government
does with that information is not our
job." He did note, though, that
certain assignments are colored by
politics.
"In Saudi Arabia, I was involved
in assessing arms sales to the
Mideast region and how the peace
process would be affected. That's
absolutely political in its implications." Embassy personnel, he said,
generally know who their U.S.
contemporaries are in a region,
including members of AID (the
Agency for International Development), the Peace Corps, and often the
CIA.
The most political elements in
the State Department exist in the
policy-making process, Ashby said.
"For example, setting up U.S. posts
in each individual republic in the
former Soviet Union was strictly a
political decision," Ashby said.
"There are very few, if any, foreign
policy interests for the U.S. in some
of the republics. The embassies are

being formed to recognize and
promote the democratic process
within the region, but much of the
work could have been managed
through regional embassies."
While there is continuity
between administrations, Ashby
noted that shifts in focus frequently
occur. "Under Carter there was the
agency of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Affairs. With Reagan,
Latin America was clearly emphasized, while it has been less visible
under Bush."
The three men express no regrets
about their frequent flyer status.
Indeed, Ashby said, in his years as an
instructor, he observed a common
trait in new recruits. "Most people
attracted to the foreign service had
resumes showing that they switched
jobs every two or three years. I was
like that. I liked new experiences,
and with the nature of this job,
you're always on the move." And a
liberal arts education, he added with
a smile, prepares you to make the
most of those new challenges.

Phyllis Peter-Mallard, '73:
Laughing all the way
to the bank
With a father in the military and an
aunt in the foreign service, Phyllis
Peter-Mallard planned from an early
age to pursue a job in the international arena. "Unfortunately, I just
couldn't pass the foreign service
exam," she laughed from her office
in the World Bank. The walls,
decorated with colorful paintings of
parrots from the Ivory Coast and a
languid leopard from Kenya, attest
to her eventual success in attaining
an international post.
As the special assistant to the
director for the Africa Technical
Department, Peter-Mallard oversees
a staff of 300 people. "I sometimes
feel like a high-paid mommy to a
bunch of managers," she said. As if
on cue, a division chief walked into
her office and sheepishly admitted to
being $1,000-plus over budget on his
merit raise recommendations. PeterMallard sighed. She is responsible
for managing a $22 million budget,
"And we allocate resources task by
task, dollar by dollar."
Peter-Mallard entered the World
Bank through the back door as a

summer clerk. "One of the neat parts
of the job was observing loan signings. The ambassadors arrived to
trumpets and fanfare, kisses all
around. Of course, I was stationed
outside the boardroom in order to
answer the phone."
During her second summer, she
landed a temporary research
position. "My Lawrence education
served me very well. I kept completing my short-term assignments
one month early, so they kept
finding me other jobs. I followed this
pattern of self-preservation for a year
until I finally convinced them that I
belonged here permanently.
"When I came to Washington,
young and single, the place to be was
the Hill. That's where things were
happening. As I've worked at the
Bank, I've come to think of the
national and international sides of
Washington as being completely
separate worlds."
Few U.S. citizens work at the
bank, making for a dynamic work
environment, Peter-Mallard said.
"Within my first years at the bank, a
coup occurred in Chile. A senior
manager at the bank was a Chilean
Jew who came from an entirely
different social and cultural background from a Chilean secretary in
the office. The rest of the staff
endured weeks of tension. These two
were like a couple of cats with fluffy
tails, squaring off. They finally
achieved a personal detente when
suddenly her uncle was blown to bits
by a car bomb in a terrorist attack
here in Washington."
An Iraqi national worked in
Peter-Mallard's department during
the Gulf War. "He had always been a
pain in the neck, but then I heard
that he'd been having trouble
reaching his family and feared that
his father and brothers were somewhere in the front lines." The sister
of Hanan Ashrawi, the Palestinian
activist, replaced Peter-Mallard in
Kenya. "These links gave me a
completely different perspective on
the Gulf War. Having international
colleagues challenges you to question your assumptions about other
cultures as well as your own."
Indeed, Peter-Mallard felt
"overwhelmingly and tremendously
embarrassed by what went on in
American politics" during her threeyear tour of duty in Kenya. "I found
myself apologizing a lot. But

remember Reagan was president
then. I was also ashamed of our
congressmen who'd arrive in Kenya
without any idea of what was going
on there. President Carter was the
only one I could be proud of. He
rolled up his shirt sleeves, travelled
to the buntu, the Kenyan back
country, and spoke about what
America should be doing, feeding
the hungry and sheltering the
homeless.
"I'm just thankful I wasn't in
Africa during the Clarence ThomasAnita Hill hearings or after the
Rodney King verdict. Americans
often go stomping around telling
other countries they're doing bad

"Having international
colleagues challenges
you to question your
assumptions about
other cui tures as well
as your own."

political, we're independent. No
single country has much luck
swaying our Board of Directors. A
year after the Tiananmen Square
massacre, the bank put forth a loan
for China. The United States,
following the lead of several other
members, abstained. That's about as
political as it gets."
Internally, however, the bank
must come to grips with several
sensitive issues, including the
advancement of female employees,
Peter-Mallard said. "Being a woman
at the bank is sometimes difficult.
Most of the American managers are
okay since they've dealt with women
colleagues before. The new bank
president hails from Wall Street, and
he's hell-bent on improving conditions for women here and making a
real commitment to equal opportunity. But the non-Americans,
particularly older Europeans, have a
harder time with such directives. I
once had an older Frenchman for a
boss who treated me like a daughter.
That was great until I was ready to
move on in my career. My Egyptian
Muslim boss, I must add, is very
sensitive about this issue and has
been wonderful to work for."
All in all, Peter-Mallard said,
during her years at the World Bank
she has grown more flexible in her
acceptance of others' opinions, a
development that her fellow classmates, she said, would find hard to
believe. She remains outspoken on
the issues for which she carries a

things, lecturing them on human
rights, and then those policemen are
acquitted in Los Angeles." The trend
toward conservatism scares members
of Washington's
international
community, PeterMallard said. "All this
rah-rah stuff during
the Gulf War about the
non-American perilthat kind of rhetoric
caused our Arab staff
to suffer through some
backlash. Racial
intolerance leads to
cross burnings. Our
native-African staff
members grow
increasingly fearful for
their safety."
The bank, PeterMallard claimed,
remains above tawdry
politics. "While the
U.N. and the State
Department are highly Phyllis Peter-Mallard keeps tabs on a $22 million budget for the World
Bank.
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torch, "and that's a fact that my
colleagues on the Lawrence Alumni
Board will attest to quite willingly,"
she laughed.

Frederick Voss, '85:
Portraying history
The National Portrait Gallery is
housed in the Old Patent Office, the
building where Abraham Lincoln
waltzed during his second inaugural
ball, and where his death mask is
displayed one floor above Frederick
Voss's office. Simply put, Voss works
to preserve our national heritage, but
he describes his work at the gallery
more modestly-by function. Voss is
the historian for the gallery's
permanent collection, more than
4,000 images of famous and
infamous players in American
history. He also serves as the curator
for the gallery's Time collection, the
original cover art commissioned for
the magazine's "Man of the Year"
series. Finally, Voss coordinates
special exhibitions and the writing of
the accompanying catalogs or books.
In 1989, for example, the gallery
marked the 200th anniversary of the
Federal Judiciary Act with a show
entitled "Portraits of the American
Law," featuring the portraits of
distinguished jurists. Voss's next
project will examine the journalistic
coverage of World War II.
"I constantly face challenges that
involve many different configurations and new and different aspects,"
Voss said. "When people ask me
what my specialty is, I tell them that
I have long since given up thinking I
have any specialty-! become
interested in the matter at hand."
Two years ago, Random House
publishers asked Voss to write a
book on the presidency based on the
gallery's presidential portrait
collection. "This was to be a short
manuscript. They offered the
contract to me in August and wanted
the manuscript by November. All the
presidents and an introductory essay
in three months! That's one challenge
I'll never do again," Voss laughed.
A phone call from a Justice
Department colleague helped
illustrate Voss's complaints about the
official Washington bureaucracy. "I
made a request six months ago for
information concerning the Negro

press in WWII under the Freedom of
and reduced income from private
Information Act, and I still don't
donations and ventures. "This
have any news." Difficulty exists in
country is in trouble, and no matter
researching contemporary subjects
who is elected, we're in for hard
because original and supporting
times," he said.
materials tend not to be assimilated
Over the years, Voss concluded,
into the archival system. However,
as he's seen administrations come
many of the subjects, including some
and go, he's realized most politicians
of the 40 journalists, photographers,
simply try to brazen out the tough
and field artists Voss is researching
times. "As I've lived in Washington,
for his current project, are alive. Voss
I've come to believe what my grandinterviewed famed cartoonist Bill
mother used to so smugly say, and I
Mauldin, creator of the quintessential
used to sneer at: 'Where there's
WWII G.I.'s, Willie and Joe. Another
smoke there's fire .'"
gallery interviewer recorded
After all, it is only a short walk
Pulitzer-prize winning author John
from Voss's office to the Hall of
Hersey confirming the longPresidents, where, hanging telltale,
speculated belief that the ogre
rest the portraits of several famous
general in A Bell for Adana was
politicians who have been singed by
indeed General George Patton.
such fires. ~
"Hersey always had been cagey
about this before," Voss noted.
While he prefers working with
historical motifs, Voss cannot escape
current political themes. "We're
living in a politically sensitive
climate," Voss said, "and that has
affected cultural ventures. Just
witness the NEA (National Endowment for the Arts). We feel pressure
regarding political correctness of a
more liberal stripe in the push to
represent minorities and to expand
the collection to embrace ethnic
diversity. There is also pressure from
the right. We had complaints from
certain conservative groups regarding a marvelous portrait of Gertrude
Stein and Alice B. Toklas. They
raised questions about
whether we should
buy portraits of people
with certain sexual
preferences."
The inscription for
the Herbert Hoover
portrait presented a
particularly sticky
problem. "If we're not
benevolent enough,
forgiving enough, or
waffle enough, people
threaten to write the
president. But real
historians will dismiss
us if we're goody-twoshoes. You can't risk
dismissal by your own
profession."
The gallery and the
remaining branches of
the Smithsonian must
Frederick Voss helps preserve our national heritage through his work
cope with budget cuts
with the National Portrait Gallery.
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La-wrentians in the inner circles

Scott Klug, 75, campaigns for re-election to the U.S. House of
Representatives with a little help from First Lady Barbara Bush.
Klug, a Republican, was elected in 1990 by his Madison-area
district, defeating a 32-year incumbent. Klug has gained nationwide attention for his efforts to reform the way Congress does
business. "Taking on Congress itself has been a big challenge, but I
think in less than two years we've already made progress by
shutting down the scandalous House bank and gaining support for
the term limit movement. We're on the right track to restoring the
public's confidence in this institution," Klug declares.
(Photo by Susan Townsend)

Janet Dem.psey Steiger, '61, chair of the Federal Trade Commission,
plays hardball with recalcitrant corporations skirting federal antitrust laws. The scrappy Steiger is known on Capitol Hill for her nononsense approach to price-fixing, consumer fraud, questionable
advertising, and other trade practices that undermine a free market
economy. "Participating in the FTC's consumer protection mission
is, for me, rewarding, challenging and endlessly fascinating,"
Steiger confirms.
(Photo by Marty LaVor)

David Mulford, '59, under secretary for international affairs for the U.S . Department of the Treasury (pictured here with his wife, Jeannie, and President
Bush), advises the Bush administration on key issues affecting U.S. economic policy in relation to developing countries. "The President's personal
commitment to this hemisphere is embodied in the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, which has ushered in a whole new era of partnership in U.S.
relations with Latin America and the Caribbean," Mulford explains. Economic crises of the countries of eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union also
command Mulford's attention. This past spring, he delivered a convocation address at Lawrence, "Russia: From Marxism to Markets."
(official White House photograph)
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Ralph Whitehead, '65, a
professor of journalism
at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst,
has spent the past few years
reporting on changes in the
shape and fortunes of the
American middle class.
In 1985, he delivered the
keynote address for the
Democratic Policy
Commission, a group
convened to chart new
directions for the
Democratic party. He
also served as the
commission's principal
adviser on changes in
the middle class. In the
following essay,
Whitehead examines a
plausible explanation for
why elected officials seem
to have been caught
off-guard in this election
year, and why so many
voters are disaffected and
disillusioned.
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I try to avoid campaign politics these
days, but I did have a revealing talk
a year ago with a member of the
House. A man in his late 40s, known
as a thoughtful and independent
force on issues like the environment
and trade, he was seeking higher
office and wanted to tie his campaign
message to the concerns of the
middle class. The trouble is, he was
honest enough to admit, he wasn't
really sure what those concerns are,
since he leads, as a member of the
United States Congress, a rather
privileged life.
He doesn't have to pay health
insurance premiums, let alone wait
to see a doctor, let alone wrangle
with a health insurance company. He
never rides on public transportation
and never has to hunt for a parking
space. He seldom places his own
phone calls and, if he does, he never
has to wait on hold. He rarely sets
foot inside a supermarket, and can't
quote a rough price for a loaf of
bread or a gallon of milk. He never
has to scramble to free up a convenient time to meet with a teacher. He
never has to argue with the credit
card company. He never mows a
lawn, never washes a car. His public
salary as an individual is nearly four
times greater than the income of the
median family. He enjoys a comfortable package of perks and benefits.
He was truly surprised by how
far removed he'd become from daily
life in today' s middle class, since
he'd felt himself so deeply grounded
in the middle class for so long. He'd
grown up in a mill town, a place like
Kaukauna or Menasha. He'd worked
his way through a small college that
was a little like Lawrence. During his
20s, he'd juggled work and graduate
school and started a family. He got
into elective politics because he
wanted to make the world a better
place, not because he wanted to taste
plutocratic luxury. Then he woke up
one day, years later, to discover that
he was at the top of the social ladder,
and the middle class was in a distant
place below.
I don't mean to single out this
individual, or Congress as a whole,
since he and his colleagues are
simply one face of the upper end of
today's social ladder. There are
others at the top: the corporate
executives who take money for themselves while they lose it for their

companies, for example, or the
Hollywood executives who are
satirized in films like Grand Canyon
and Robert Altman's The Player.
What these people have in
common, at least in the public view,
is this: They have responded to the
rising insecurity of middle class life
in the United States, not by trying to
reduce the insecurity, but merely by
trying to isolate themselves from it.
In the public mind, the isolation
of such people at the top is a maddening expression of a dramatic shift
in one of the dominant patterns in
the society-the shift from a convergent society to a divergent society.
As recently as 20 years ago, there

They have responded to
the rising insecurity of
middle class life in the
United States, not by
trying to reduce the
insecurity, but merely by
trying to isolate
themselves from it.

was a widespread sense in the
country that older barriers of socioeconomic class were falling away.
Before World War II, there was a gap
between the small middle class and
the large working class. After World
War II, those two classes began to
converge into the expanding middle
class. As affluence rose and spread in
the '50s and '60s and early '70s, and
as the poverty rate fell, virtually
everyone could hold an actual or
prospective stake in the large and
still-expanding middle class.
If the younger middle class
keeps diverging, there won't be a
middle class. It will be gone within
30 years, suggests Edward Luttwak.
The society will divide into separate
and perhaps opposing universes, one
upscale, one downscale. This
polarization is a theme of novels like
The Bonfire of the Vanities and
Generation X and films like Blade
Runner and, again, Grand Canyon. It's
cited in warnings by ideological
liberals like Lester Thurow and

Robert Reich and ideological
conservatives like Charles Murray
and Professor Luttwak.
This divergence is viewed by
many as a symptom of national
decline. For ordinary people, it
causes day-by-day economic
hardships that threaten to kill the
sense of possibility. For some
members of the policy elites, it's
evidence of a grim future: Third
World societies are economically
polarized, the United States is
becoming polarized, therefore the
U.S. is sliding down into Third
World status.
A widespread fear of decline is
much of what caused the swift rise of
Ross Perot. There were two sides to
his public image in the spring:
"Perotnoia," as headline writers
termed it, and Perotstroika. The first
referred to doubts about the man.
The second referred to what many
voters then felt he embodied: a
willingness to say that the nation is
in decline-a willingness that isn't
shared by the Republicans in the
executive branch or much of the
Democratic majority in the legislative
branch-and an apparent ability to
begin to reverse the decline.
Even if Perot had stayed in the
race and won in November, the
public fear of divergence, and
consequently of decline, would still
be there in January to confront the
President and the Congress. ~
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•

A Run
•
For It
•
Just how accessible is
public office for the
average citizen?
Andrew Gussert, '91,
decided to find out.
With the odds against
him-he just turned 23;
he's a Democrat in a
Republican-dominated
district; he's a political
unknown; he's running
against an incumbentGussert is campaigning
to win a seat in the
Wisconsin Assembly.

•
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•
Determined to shake the
hand of every voter in the
district, Gussert travels
the rural routes of his
northeastern Wisconsin
home county, making
stops at retirement
homes, day care centers,
baseball fields, feed
stores, barber shops, and
all points in between .

•
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•
Gussert's
background as a
government and
philosophy
student at
Lawrence, and
his experience
during the Washington
Semester Program as an
aide to Senator Paul
Simon (D-Ill.), whetted
his appetite for the
challenges and rewards of
politics. He also got a
taste for statesmanship as
president of Lawrence
University Community
Council (L.U.C.C.),
where he was in the hot
seat at budget time,
trying to accommodate
competing interests of
nearly 40 student
organizations vying for
limited resources .

•
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•
The campaign gets
lonely. The hours are
long. Emotions oscillate.
Gussert admits it's easy
to get discouraged. But a
lively discussion about
farm subsidies, or a few
minutes spent with a
neighbor burdened with
medical bills, revives his
motivation. "I have a
new respect for anyone
who runs for public
office, he reflects. "Most
people aren't forced to
know where they stand
on every single political
and social issue, and then
have to defend that view
to the public.
Fortunately,
that's exactly
what Lawrence
prepared me for.
II

II

•
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ERFECTING

M

ETHOD

A Lawrence professor casts a vote of no confidence for the electoral college.
Lawrence Longley, professor of government at Lawrence, is co-author of what U.S. News & World Report
termed the "bible" on the American electoral college, The People's President, published in 1981 by Yale
University Press. He also is co-author of a new book on the 1992 presidential election, Crisis in the Electoral
College, to be published in early September.
Longley recently had been consulting with the House Judiciary Committee, which was preparing for the
eventuality of a presidential election decided by the House of Representatives. Now, with Ross Perot out of the
race, there is less urgency to prepare for electoral chaos in November. However, Longley was still called to
testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee that is re-examining the way we elect our presidents.
The following is an abridged version of Longley's testimony in which he offers compelling reasons for
abolishing the electoral college.
Many years ago, political columnist
and sage Arthur Krock wrote, "The
road to reform in the method of
choosing the Presidents and VicePresidents of the United States is
littered with the wrecks of previous
attempts." I commend this subcommittee for being willing to travel
once more down that difficult road
to reform. The last substantial effort
at electoral college reform occurred
over a 13-year period from 1966
through 1979.
It is a measure of the determination and courage of electoral reform
supporters, as well as a measure of a
growing awareness of the electoral
college's inadequacies, that this
subcommittee is meeting now to
consider once more a constitutional
amendment in this area.
The electoral college is a highly
imperfect method of electing the
President of the United States. At
best, it distorts campaign strategy
and poorly represents the popular
will. At worst, it can create political
and constitutional crises in determining who should be president.
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The electoral college is not a
neutral and fair counting device for
tallying popular votes cast for
president in the form of electoral
votes. Instead, it counts some votes
as more important than others,
according to the state in which they
are cast. As a result, these distortions
of popular preferences greatly
influence candidate strategy: certain
key states, their voters, parochial
interests, political leaders, and
unique local factors, are favored.
The electoral college election of
the president also discriminates
among types of candidates. Independent or third party contenders
with a regional following have great
opportunities for electoral college
significance, while independent or
third party candidates with broadbased but nationally distributed
support may find themselves
excluded. Such candidates can prove
decisive in terms of swinging large
blocs of electoral votes from one
major party candidate to the other.
Finally, the electoral college can
reflect inaccurately the popular will

because of the action of faithless
electors- individual electors who
vote differently in the electoral
college from the expectations of
those who elected them.
There are many reasons why the
division of electoral votes will
always differ from the division of
popular votes. Among these are the
apportionment of electoral votes
among the states on the basis of
census population figures that do not
reflect population shifts except every
ten years, the assignment of electoral
votes to states on a population basis
rather than a voter turnout basis, the
"constant two" constitutional allocation of two electoral votes equally
to each state regardless of size, and
the winner-take-all system for
determining each state's entire bloc
of electoral votes on the basis of a
plurality (not even a majority) of
popular votes.
As a result of the census
determination of electoral votes,
states that are growing quickly
during the 1990s will not have their
new population growth reflected in

their electoral vote total until the
census in the year 2000, which will
establish the electoral college
apportionment for each state for the
presidential elections of 2004 and
2008. In other words, population
changes in any state that will have
occurred since 1990 will not be
reflected in the 1992 electoral college
and will not be taken into account in
the electoral college for up to 14
years, in the year 2004.
The electoral college also does
not reflect differing levels of voter
turnout, either over time, or among
states. The electoral votes each state
commands are constant for either
two or three presidential elections
despite increases in voter turnout in
a state or, alternatively, continued
low levels of voter participation.
In a classic example, Mississippi
and Kansas both had an identical
eight electoral votes in the presidential election of 1960, but Mississippi
had an astonishing low voter turnout
of 25.5 percent, while Kansas had a
far greater voter turnout of 70.3
percent. As a result, in that election,
Mississippi enjoyed one electoral
vote per 37,271 actual voters, while
Kansas had but one electoral vote per
116,003 voters.
It is in the "constant two" and
"winner-take-all" characteristics of
the electoral college that one finds
the most significant distortions. The
extra two electoral votes, regardless
of population, provide an advantage
to the very smallest states by giving
them at least three electoral votes
while their population might otherwise entitle them to barely one.
However, the importance of the
winner-take-all feature overshadows
all the other distortions: by carrying
New York or California- even by
just the smallest margin of popular
votes-a candidate will win all of
that state's 33 or 54 electoral votes.
As a consequence, the electoral
college greatly magnifies the political
significance of the large electoral
vote states- even out of proportion
to the millions of voters living there.
Strategists for presidential
candidates know full well the
importance of these distortions. A
candidate's day, an extra expenditure of money, a special appealany of these might be pivotal in
terms of winning an entire large bloc
of electoral votes-in the case of
California, 54, or 20 percent of the

270 electoral votes needed to win.
In the case of a three-candidate
race, the plurality win and winnertake-all features take on a special
significance. A candidate does not
need 50 percent of California's vote
to win its entire bloc of 54 electoral
votes. Forty percent or even 35
percent might well do it. As a
consequence, candidates are likely to
be exceedingly articulate about the
problems of Pennsylvania's coal
fields or California's defense
industry or New York City's crime
rates.
In contrast, other states will be
neglected. Smaller states, where a
narrow plurality win could at most

It is in the
"constant two" and
''winner-take-all"
characteristics of the
electoral college that
one finds the most
significant
distortions.
tilt only three or four electoral votes,
will be relatively ignored.
Besides the distorting effect of
the electoral college in terms of
voters, it also discriminates among
candidates. The two major party
nominees start off on a relatively
equal footing, assuming each enjoys
comparable potential in the large
swingable states. Independent or
third party candidates, however,
differ greatly in their potential in the
electoral college.
Regionally based independent or
third party candidates-such as
George Wallace in 1968 or Strom
Thurmond in 1948-may enjoy
potential benefits from the electoral
college. Because of their regional
strength, they can hope to carry some
states and, with them, those states'
entire blocs of electoral votes. Their
popular vote need not even be an
absolute majority in a state; a simple
plurality of votes will suffice.
On the other hand, independent
or third party candidates with broadbased but nationally distributed

support-such as John B. Anderson
in 1980- are sharply disadvantaged
by the electoral college. Without
plurality support somewhere, such a
candidate will be shut out of any
electoral votes.
There is, however, another way
that a "third place" contender with
widely distributed national appeal
could be a significant factor, even
without winning a large number of
electoral votes. This is by tilting some
of the large, closely competitive
states, and with them, tilting the outcome of the national election
between the other two candidates.
A final problem of the electoral
college lies in the potential occurrence of faithless electors. In seven of
the 11 most recent elections, we have
seen an individual deciding, after the
November election, to vote for someone other than expected. Individual
elector defections have been of minor
significance in the past, but would
likely proliferate in the instance of a
very close electoral vote count. In
any case, the occurrence of faithless
electors is one more way by which
the electoral college fails to reflect
faithfully and accurately the popular
vote.
At its best, the electoral college
operates in an inherently distorted
manner in transforming popular
votes into electoral votes. In addition,
it has enormous potential as a
dangerous institution threatening the
certainty of our elections and the
legitimacy of our presidents. This
distorted and unwieldy counting
device must be abolished, and the
votes of the American peoplewherever cast-must be counted
directly and equally. ~

Longley is co-editor of the recently
published book, The Democrats Must
Lead: The Case for a Progressive
Democratic Party, a collection of
essays arguing for a renewed commitment to political liberalism. He served as
a delegate to the 1992 Democratic
National Convention in New York City.
He is currently a member of the
Democratic National Committee and has
twice served as a presidential elector. A
graduate of Oberlin College, Longley
earned a master's degree and doctorate
from Vanderbilt University. He joined
the Lawrence University faculty in 1965.
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More than tOOO alumni returned to the Lawrence campus
for Reunion Weekend 1992, making it the second largest
reunion in the past 20 years. They came from 40 states,
including the District of Columbia, and three foreign
countries. They came with spouses, children, musical
instruments, memories, and expectations. And by all
accounts, Reunion Weekend 1992 did not disappoint.
Led by a bagpiper piping 0' er the Fox and their
class standard bearers, alumni paraded to Memorial
Chapel Saturday morning for reunion convocation,
featuring the alumni choir and the presentation of awards
recognizing distinguished alumni and retiring faculty

members Theodore Rehl and Richard Winslow.
President Warch's convocation address, "Liberal
Education and the Fine and Performing Arts," saluted the
place of the arts in Lawrence's educational mission.
The inclusion of nearly 200 conservatory alumni
from all classes for a special reunion of "connies" added a
spirited musical dimension to the weekend. A Saturday
afternoon alfresco concert by the alumni band, conducted
by Emeritus Professor of Music Fred Schroeder, delighted
young and old alike with a diverse program, including a
stirring performance of Copland's Fanfare for the
Common Man.

A highlight of the weekend for
Milwaukee-Downer alumnae was the
dedication of a new four-person rowing shell named in
honor of Althea Heimbach, emerita professor of physical
education at Milwaukee-Downer, who, in the shared
opinion of crew members, defined crew at Downer.
A distinctive Lawrence tradition may well become
an annual reunion tradition if the response to this year's
Freshman Studies Reprise is any indication. Nearly 80
alumni arrived on campus with their copies of Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness for a re-creation of their
freshman studies experience. Following a lecture by Mark

Dintenfass, professor of English, the 'freshmen" gathered
to discuss Conrad's novel in six discussion sessions led by
Lawrence faculty members. Freshman Studies Reprise
passed with flying colors.
On Saturday night, alumni swayed to the sweet
jazz of John Harmon, '57, and his band in Memorial
Union, or danced to the rock beat in the Buchanan Kiewit
Center gymnasium.
Despite the unseasonably chilly weather, Alumni
Reunion Weekend 1992 radiated warmth throughout the
campus. e.-

Sports
All-American. In the world of
intercollegiate athletics, it's a title
reserved for the very best. In May,
Diana Ling, Bridget Nalls, Debbie
Czarniecki, and Betsy Blahnik
traveled to Colby College in Maine in
search of that elusive title as
Lawrence's first-ever women qualifiers for the NCAA Division III
outdoor national track championships.
It was a trip of mixed emotions,
of happiness and heartbreak. Ling
became only the third woman in
school history to earn All-American
honors with a record-breaking
performance in the long jump. But
the Vikings' 400-meter relay team
had its dream of national recognition
dashed by an improper baton
exchange that resulted in a disqualification.

•
On her first jump in the finals of the

long jump, Diana Ling exploded off
the runway. The instant she hit the
sand, she knew she had hit a good
jump. The tape measure confirmed it:
a school record 19''l2" that lifted her
from lOth place among the 12
finalists into third place and AllAmerica honors.
"I was very lucky to even get
into the finals," said Ling, whose best
effort in the preliminaries was
17' 10". "My attitude the first two
days at nationals was 'just getting
here is great.' But then I decided I

Sophomore Diana Ling became only the third
woman in school history to earn All-America
honors after placing third in the long jump at the
NCAA Division III national track championships.
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didn't want to make this trip for
nothing. I didn't want to come home
empty-handed.
"It would have been nice to come
home a national champion, but it's
nice at least to say I'm an AllAmerican. I know there's more in me
and I can do better. Next year my
goal definitely will be to win
nationals."
All-American honors are only
the latest in a long line of accomplishments for Ling, who came to the
United States from Shanghai, China,
when she was 17 years old and made
her way to Lawrence after two years
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. She's
won four Midwest Conference long
jump titles (two indoor and two
outdoor), holds six outdoor school
records, and five indoor school
records. In addition to the long jump,
she also represented Lawrence at the
NCAA nationals in the triple jump
and as a member of the 400-meter
relay.

•

Talk about foreshadowing. While
practicing their handoffs during a
warmup session before the 400-meter
relay, Betsy Blahnik dropped the
baton the Vikings had used all
season, accidentally stepped on it,
and crushed it. "That," said Debbie
Czarniecki, "was the end of our
lucky baton."
The Vikings got the relay off to a
good start behind a strong opening
leg by Ling. However, the first baton
exchange between Ling and Bridget
Nalls was less than perfect. Just as
Nalls got the baton from Ling, the
runner in the lane next to Nalls
bumped into her and threw her off
balance.
"She crashed into me, literally,"
said Nalls. "We bounced off each
other."
The second baton exchange,
from Nalls to Blahnik, proved to be
even more difficult. The two couldn't
complete the handoff within the
exchange zone, resulting in a
disqualification.
"Bridget was coming in fast
enoughthatithoughticouldtake
off," explained Blahnik. "I was going
full speed until I got to the middle of
the zone and had to slow down.

Senior Debbie Czarniecki's (front) brilliant track
career ended on a sour note at the NCAA Division
III national championships when the Vikings' 400meter relay team was disqualified for an exchange
zone violation.

I was almost to the end of the zone
when Bridget hollered 'wait.' I
reached back, but my last step
landed three or four inches across the
line. I knew it was a bad handoff but
I was hoping the baton was in my
hand before my foot came down."
It wasn't. The exchange zone
official raised his red flag, signaling a
violation.
"The second I saw that red flag,
I started crying," said Nalls.
"My first reaction was, 'I can't
believe it,"' said Blahnik. "We all had
such high expectations for the relay.
Every race we ran this year we got
better and better. It blew me away
that it could happen at nationals. I
was upset for Debbie. I felt I had
ruined the last race of her career."

•
Sports, like all of life, can sometimes

be blindly cruel. Not only would the
most important race of Debbie
Czarniecki' s brilliant career be her
last, it would be, for all practical
purposes, meaningless. Before
Blahnik reached her with the baton
for the finallOO meters of the relay,
Czarniecki knew it wouldn't matter
how fast she ran.
"I could see the exchange
between Bridget and Betsy wasn't
going well," said Czarniecki. "When
I saw the flag go up, I knew it had to
be us. I had a rush of a thousand
emotions go through me. I can't even

Sports
put it into words. I was overwhelmed and freaked out. Everything I could think of was rushing
through my mind all at once."
As the relay's only senior and the
only one who won't have the chance
to run at nationals again, Czarniecki
took the disqualification the hardest.
Owner of 12 individual and relay
school records, and a six-time
Midwest Conference champion, her
place in Lawrence track history is
secure. But she found little solace in
that.
"Knowing it was m y last chance
was overwhelming," said Czarniecki.
"It wasn't the way I wanted it to
end."
Despite her disappointment,
Czarniecki, a biology major and a
single mother of a four-year-old son,
graduated with honors in June and
knows the value of perspective.
"I feel satisfied with the
memories," said Czarniecki. "I'm
proud of what I accomplished. It was
such a thrill just to go to nationals.
We had a lot of fun when we were
there and met a lot of great people.
That helps mask the pain of the
disappointment."

•

"No pain, no Maine." That rallying
cry, displayed prominently on her
dorm room wall, became Betsy
Blahnik's motivation. No current
Viking has more NCAA national
experience than Blahnik. She competed in the 400-meter dash at both
the 1991 and 1992 indoor national
championships, earning All-America
honors in '91 . This spring she made
her first trip to the outdoor meet.
"You're excited to be there and
you obviously want to do your best,"
said Blahnik. "You're really nervous
and you're trying to tell yourself that
it's just another meet. But you start to
think 'this girl next to me can fly and
I'm going to have to fight her off.' "
Qualifying for nationals was a
triumph in itself for Blahnik, who
overcame painful tendinitis in her
shins that restricted her training and
condi honing most of the season. She
placed sixth out of seven in her
preliminary heat, 17th out of 19
overall, running a respectable 59.55.

"I was just really proud to be
there and represent Lawrence," said
Blahnik. "I was running well early in
the season, but then my legs really
started bothering me. You try not to
listen to your legs and just run
through the pain and tell yourself it
all will be over in less than a minute.
"I was more disappointed
because I didn't get a personal record
than I was with my overall finish. If I
had run my fastest time of the year
and placed 17th, I would have been
more satisfied. When you get to
nationals, the caliber of runners is so
good and everyone's worked so hard
to get there that you just hope everyone does well."

•

The women's track team placed third
at this spring's Midwest Conference
championships. Diana Ling won her
second consecutive long jump title
(18'1 liz"), while Bridget Nalls
captured the triple jump title
(36'61!z"). Ling, Nalls, Blahnik, and
Czarniecki combined to win the 400meter relay title in a school and
conference record time (49.82).
Senior distance runner Dan
Sheridan placed third in the 10,000meter run and fifth in the 5,000-meter
run to lead the men's track team to a
seventh place finish at the Midwest
Conference championships.

•

Behind the stellar play of
sophomore Yura Letuchy,
the men's tennis team
finished third at both the
Lawrence and UWWhitewater tournaments
and placed fourth at the
Midwest Conference
championships. Letuchy,
playing no. 2 singles, tied
the Vikings' record for
wins in a season with a 143 record. He and his
doubles partner, freshman
Tobin Laursen, became the
first Vikings ever to win
the no. 1 doubles championship at the UWWhitewater tournament.
They finished the season
with a 12-4 doubles mark.

•

Viking shortstop Craig Cook wrote
the final chapter on his outstanding
baseball career, setting a school
record by batting .500 for the season.
A two-time all-Midwest Conference
selection, Cook ended his career as
the Vikings' all-time leader in
doubles (29). He also ranks fifth in
career batting average (.348) and
sixth in career runs batted in (54).
The Vikings won five of their
final six games to finish the season
with a 10-12 overall record and a 3-9
mark in Midwest Conference games.

•

The Viking softball team closed out
its season in dramatic style, posting
its first ever sweep of Lake Forest.
After a nail-biting 5-4 victory, the
Vikings came back to hammer the
Foresters, 23-11, finishing the season
with a 6-8-2 overall record and a
3-4-1 Midwest Conference mark,
good for third place in the north
division.
Senior shortstop Katy Decker,
who batted .489 this season, ended
her career with an exclamation mark.
She finished first in the nation among
NCAA Division III players in
doubles and runs batted in while
breaking the Vikings' school record
for career batting average with a .450
mark. As a team, Lawrence finished
seventh in the nation in scoring,
averaging 9.13 runs per game. ~

Reunion Weekend
1992 Lawrence Alumni SK Fun Run
Division
Men20-28
Men29-39

Men40-49
Men 50-59

Pl.

1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1.
1.

2.
3.
Women29-39

1.

2.
3.

Name/Class
Jerry Davis, '88
John Chandler, '77
David Trimble, '82
Mark Kohls, '82
Andy Hazucha, '82
Roger Markham, '78
John Bodnar, '76
Harry Kramer, '77
John Davis, '76
Chuck Hall, '67
Chuck Merry, '57
David Hoffman, '57
Stefan Anderson
Sue Markham
Charlotte Metzger, '82
Beth Davis

Time
29:37
17:25
19:10
19:52
20:02
21:40
24:36
25:33
30:19
20:55
21:56
22:05
26:45
22:25
24:35
30:18
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Susan Merbach Palm, '80
President
J. Gilbert Swift III, '59
Director of Alumni Relations
Andrea L. Newman
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations
Brent Schoeb, '91
Lawrence Today "Alumni Today" Editor

Jessie Oberdorfer Hathaway, Shreveport, La.,
currently lives in a nursing home. Her son,
Donald, reports, "Her mind is still sharp at 101
years of age and she remembers her years at
Lawrence."

Board of Directors
Todd J. Mitchell, '65
Past-presi dent
Margaret Luehrs Summers, M-D '43
Secretary
Ellen Sander Can ter, '85
Chair, Alumni Development
Craig L. Gagnon, '76
Chair, Communications & Planning
John D. Gilpin, '72
Chair, Alumni Student Relations
Priscilla Wright Hausmann, '53
Chair, Nominations and Awards
Philip W. Mancini, '71
Chair, Alumni Clubs and Association
Programs
Desmond K. ewton, '85
Chair, Multicultural Affairs
Stephen C. Prout, '80
Chair, Alumni Admissions
Paul W. Alex, '91
Michael P. Cisler, '78
Zoe Ganos, M-D '55
Judith Jahnke Gildemeister, M-D '64
Mark A. Green, '90
Richard 0 . Haight, '71
Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr., '77
Steven E. Landfried, '66
Joan Tomarkin Lucht, M-D '61
Phyllis Peter-Mallard, '73
Mary T. Meany, '83
R. Dennis O'Fl yng, '62
John C. Peterson, '73
Erich P. Press II, '78
Ira G. Rock, '74
Elizab eth Little Schneider, M-D '40
Raylene D. Sullivan, '89
Meghan M. Walsh, '92
Jean Lampert vvoy, '65
Ann Huntting Yonamine, '74

1917
Katherine White Schubert, Algoma, Wis., is
97 years old and resides in the Algoma Long
Term Care Center, where she has lived for
three years.

Mildred McEathron Steinhorst, Colorado
Springs, Colo., writes that she is m entally alert
though physically handicapped.
John Zussman, Milwaukee, was honored by
the Wisconsin Sta te Soccer Association for 50
years of dedicated service to soccer. During
that time, h e served as president and vice
president, and was a commissioner for 33
years, as well as being elected to the Wisconsin
Soccer Hall of Fame.

1927

70th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993

70th Reunion-June 1997
Murna Wickert Weller, Appleton, served as
chair of the District Convention of Retired
Teachers in April 1991.

1924

1928

1923

70th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Oscar Riegel, Glasgow, Va., a recognized
authority on propaganda measures, presen ted
a lecture on World War I and World War II
p osters at the Marsh all Foundation in
November 1991.

1925

65th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Hanford Wright and her husband Frances,
West Monroe, N.Y., recently moved to a new
home n ear their daughter and her family. She
wri tes: "We' re finding cow1try living difficult.
Most of our years h ave been spent in the city
and much of them near a college campus with
all the amenities."

70 th Reunion-}Lme 1995

1929

1926

65th Reunion- June 17-19, 1994
Dorothy Dana Duket, Fond duLac, Wis.,
reports that painful arthritis restricts her
activities, but sh e keeps busy with reading,
writing letters, dining out, and doing
volunteer work for the Cathedral Mouse
Project. She also enjoys attending thea tre
performances with her husband Russell.

70th Reunion-June 1996
Monica Jones Doyle writes: "My hobbies are
shuffleboard, aerobics, and poker. We came to
Sun City, Ariz., from Des Moines, Iowa, and
h ave lived here ten years."
Gladys Jarrett, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, writes:
"I am deeply concerned with protecting the
env ironment, working for a national health
system based on equal care for all Americans,
and cooperating with peace groups to solve
conflicts between nations."
Edgar Ted Lepley, Virocqua, Wis., writes tha t
h e and his wife are enjoying their retirem ent
and are in their 67th year of ma rriage.
La Vahn Maesch, Sun City, Ariz., writes tha t
he regrets missing the 65th reunion. He keeps
busy with community work, music, and golf.

1930
65th Reunion- June 1995
Henrietta Pratt Curtiss, Oak Ridge, Tenn., is
still teaching pottery classes at the Community
Craft Center and is an honorary member of
the Foothills Craft Guild.
Winfred Herberg and his w ife, Olga,
Mayville, Wis., recently visited the East Coast,
with stops in New York City, Boston, and
New England area.

Class note deadline
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer friends and
classmates are eager to hear about your activities.
If you have information for publication in
Lawrence Today, submit it by October 1 for
publication in the fall issue to Lawrence Today,
P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 54912-0599. Your
information may be edited for clarity or length.

C = Conservatory of Music gra duate
M-D= Milwaukee-Downer College gradua te

Lawrence Class of 1927. Left to right: Forrest Muck, Murna Wickert Weller, Palmer B. McConnell, Noel
Ansorge.
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spending time with their grandchildren. They
also serve as co-secretaries for the Kirtlandia
Society of the Cleveland Museum of Natural
History.
Dorothy Anderson Thompson Kilberth,
M-D, writes: "I am now living at the
Milwaukee Protestant Home-a perfectly
wonderful retirement home."
Marion Grant Schandle, M-D, took a ten-day
vacation this past summer in Maine. She
writes, "It was beautiful, and I can't imagine
why my ancestors would leave Maine and go
to Wisconsin." While there, she found a census
that was useful for her genealogy search ..
Margaret Davidson Nelson, M-D, had a
happy reunion with several Downer
classmates this summer and celebrated some
80th birthdays at the same time.

"Golden" Lawrence Classes of 1927, '28, '30, '33, '34, '37, and '40. ROW 1: Ida Downer Crain, '34,
Florence Bertram Roemer, '34, Nona Nemachuck Bertram, '33, Jane Kreiss McConnell, '28, Murna Wickert
Weller, '27, Lauretta Schultz, '33, Dorothy Martin Cole. ROW 2: Forrest Muck, '27, Olin E. Jessup, '30,
Clarence Elmgren, '30, Winfred Herberg, '30, Stanley C. Cole, '40, Edward A. Fritz Jr. , '37.
Ken Pinkerton, Waupaca, Wis., writes that he
has been active with his hobby, weaving table
mat sets.
John Newbury, Appleton, simply writes: "Oh,
those golden years. Let the good times roll."

1931
65th Reunion-June 1996
Dorothy Wiley, M-D, had aortic valve
replacement surgery in August 1991 followed
by six weeks of cardiac rehabilitation.

1932
65th Reunion-June 1997
Andrew Engstrom and his wife Annette
Heller Engstrom, '33, Chagrin Falls, Ohio,
keep active in community affairs, with
hobbies, and spending time with their grandchildren. Andrew has been executive secretary
of the Cleveland Kiwanis Club for 17 years
and secretary of the Kiwanis Foundation for
the same number of years. He and his wife
also serve as co-secretaries for the Kirtlandia
Society of the Cleveland Museum of Natural
History.
John Frampton, Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
celebrated his 80th birthday in October 1991.
He is the president of Edward Rutledge
Charity and Hannah M. Rutledge Home for
the Aged.
Maxine Fraser McDougal, Statesville, N.C.,
sold her Indiana home and is now enjoying
southern hospitality. She is enrolled in classes
in watercolor painting and introductory
psychology.
Donald Palmer, Long Beach, Calif., writes that
he has been slowing down some, but still
plays a good church service on the organ. He
has been taking on substitute jobs, but is
hoping to find a permanent position soon.
Harold Sperka has lived in Hendersonville,
N.C., for two years and still appreciates the
beautiful view of the Blue Ridge Mountains
from his home. He adds: "My latest interest is
playing in a combo that performs withou t
charge .. . It's an unusual group, specializing in
Dixieland and Trad music."
Harriet Moore Tiedmann, Gaines, Mich.,

spends her winters in Florida and visits her
daughter in Utah and son in Maryland. At
home, she makes craft items for her church
bazaar, reads, and enjoys occasional outings.

1933
60th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Augusta Bethke Blum and her husband Bill,
'35, Sun City, Ariz., divide their time between
Arizona and their home in Waupaca, Wis.
They have made more than 20 trips abroad in
the past 15 years, but now limit their travels to
the U.S. They both enjoy good health and
recently celebrated their 56th wedding
anniversary.
Esther Wilson Diddams, M-D, Clermont, Fla.,
still enjoys reading, travel, learning, walking
for exercise, writing, and socializing. She is
active with church groups, the Retired
Teachers' Association, Florida All States Club,
Fellowship of Reconciliation, and the War
Resisters' League.
Annette Heller Engstrom and her husband
Andrew, '32, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, keep active
in community affairs, with hobbies, and

1934
60th Reunion-Jw1e 17-19, 1994
Forrest Bennett, Lakewood, Colo., spends
much of his time working for the El Jabel
Shrine and hospital for handicapped children
since his retirement in 1978.
Bob Eklund, Pine Grove, Calif., recently
visited New Orleans and Cajun cow1try,
Nevada, and the East Coast. He and his wife
also celebrated their 46th anniversary. They
both volunteer with a local diabetes
association.
Marjorie Hoffman Hagan, M-D, Madison,
Wis., serves on the board of the Northwestern
Naples Alumni Club and belongs to the Junior
League in Madison and Naples, Fla.
Ethel Wager Hall, M-D, East Troy, Wis., and
her husband, bowl, attend Milwaukee
Symphony concerts, see theatre performances,
golf, swim, and garden.
Marcella Schaus Makela, Nagaunee, Mich.,
writes: ''I'm getting back in circulation again
and back to my duplicate bridge game-my
main activity." She keeps in close contact with
Eda Nihlen Obermanns and they often
exchange news about classmates.
Edith Kozelka McKinley, Phoenix, is busy
with marriages, retirements, baptisms, Senior
Camp, and travel. She recently traveled to San
Francisco.

Lawrence Class of 1932. ROW 1: Carolyn Weifenbach Kauth, Bernice Schmiege Muck, Elinor Chapman
Manz, Harriett Hibbard Armstrong, Audrey Worachek Glandt, Donald H. Farrish. ROW 2: Franklin R. Else,
Clement G. Steidl, Andrew Engstrom, Arnold Sieg, Elizabeth Rowright, James B. McKenny, Arthur f.
Smith, Merton Zahrt, Herbert Rehfeldt.
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Lawrence Class of 1937. Left to right: Edith Johnson Haase, not identified, J. William Christensen, Ruby
D. Toft, Alice Roemer, Maxine Goeres Kellogg, Jane Frye Ferguson, Leone Diny Van Zummeren, Ethel
Helmer Riester, Milton Haase, Marjorie Blunck Guentzel, Beth Frye Carr, Helen Cloyd Rusk, Florence
Magee Liehich.
Norma Edmands Meyers, Kansasville, Wis.,
spent three weeks in Wales, Scotland, and
England in June. She writes: "We celebrated
our 45th wedding anniversary and Al's 80th
birthday with all of the family."
Alice Balgie Nelson, Osceola, Wis., keeps
busy reading, knitting, and working in church
and for senior citizens. She recently took a trip
to the East Coast.
Janet Oberndorfer Odell, Sarasota, Fla.,
writes that her husband Carmichael died in
February 1992.
John Reeve, Appleton, was awarded the 1992
Aid Association for Lutherans Walter L.
Rugland Community Service Award for his
time and effort to area organizations.
Bernice Carlson Ritter and her husband
David celebrated their 55th wedding
anniversary this past summer.
Helen Katz Soref, M-D, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
writes that her husband Sam died in May
1990. Last summer she took a bus trip to the
Canadian Rocky Mountains with her family
and has traveled to Israel.
Jane Raker Van Dale, M-D, and her husband
James, New Berlin, Wis., celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary in January 1991. They
attended a Goodman family reunion in ew
Jersey and the Chautauqua Institute in New
York.
Arthur Ventur, Tacoma, Wash., attended a
class reunion in Casco, Wis., where he taught
"kids" more than 50 years ago. Last March he
went on his sixth mission trip to the Marshall
Islands for the New Apostolic Church and
celebrated his 80th birthday there.

the U.S. They both enjoy good health and
recently celebrated their 56th wedding
anniversary.
L. Robert Graef, Appleton, writes that he and
Maxine Schalk Graef, '36, and his family enjoy
the time they spend at their cottage and
woods, enjoying nature with their children
and grandchildren.
Oscar Gram, Billings, Mont., writes: "Mary
Jane and I are in our 14th year of retirement
and still enjoying every minute of it. We golf,
fish, travel, and go to Elderhostels. In between
these activities we do volunteer work
whenever and wherever we can."
Lloyd Delsart, Naples, Fla., reports that the
highlight of the year was a three-da y, 50th
anniversary reunion near Tacoma, Wash.,
attended by 600 members of the 12th bomb
group.
Phillip Herrbold, Menasha, Wis., and his wife
enjoy good health and traveling in their trailer,
including recent attendance at the Airstream
international rally. They are both volunteers at
Theda Clark Hospital, where Phillip is in
charge of the auxiliary library. They recently
took a Canadian cruise.
Clare Patterson Hutto, San Marino, Calif.,
took a cruise in February to Southeast Asia. In
September she and her family cruised through

the Panama Canal.
Alice Moss Rousseau, Key Largo, Fla., writes
that her husband Arthur suffered a heart
attack last summer but, as he recovered, they
traveled to Maine, New Hampshire, and
Vermont.
Kenneth Schilling, Walla Walla, Wash., was
honored by election to the Lakeland College
Gallery of Distinction after 37 years as a
professor of music at Whitman College. He
served as the dean of the conservatory for 25
of those years.
Elizabeth Shannon Watkins, Indian Harbor
Beach, Fla., reports that her husband Bill died
in May 1991 and that she is adapting to life
without him. She spent several months in
Wisconsin last summer.
Jay Wiley and his wife Eleanor, West
Lafayette, Ind., celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary in June. Jay was awarded a doctor
of management degree by Purdue University
at the May 1991 commencement.
Roland Zeigler and his wife Helene
Stromberg Zeigler, '40, Cambria, Calif.,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in
Spain, attending Expo '92, among other
events. They still enjoy travel in their motor
home.
Margaret Moore Snyder, Racine, Wis., is
active in church activities. She never turns
down a game of bridge, a dinner out, or a trip.

1936
60th Reunion-June 1996
Maxine Schalk Graef, Appleton, writes that
she and L. Robert Graef, '35, and his family
enjoy the time they spend at their cottage and
woods, enjoying nature with their children
and grandchildren.

1937
60th Reunion-June 1997
Marjorie Blunck Guentzel, eenah, Wis., and
her husband spend part of their summer each
year at their cottage in Ephraim, Wis., where
they enjoy seeing friends. During the school
year, Marjorie works as a volunteer in the
alumni office at UW-Oshkosh.
Jean Hutchinson, C, Milwaukee, visited
Toronto in June to attend a Mozart festival.
She also spent a week at Bjorklunden for a

1935
60th Reunion-June 1995
Burt Ashman and his wife are still enjoying
life in Tyler, Texas. They golf several times
weekly and Burt also enjoys a good game of
bridge several times each month with his
bridge group.
Bill Blum and his wife, Augusta Bethke Blum,
'33, Sun City, Ariz., divide their time between
Arizona and their home in Waupaca, Wis.
They have made more than 20 trips abroad in
the past 15 years, but now limit their travels to
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Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1937. Beulah Anderson Lonsdorf, Virginia Timm Meyer, Anita Audrae Wray.
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Lawrence Class of 1942. ROW 1: Mabel Currer Hohnbach, Mitch Mitchell Peterson, Fern Bauer Trucano,
Bette Brown Ducklow, Elisabeth Spencer Calkins, C. Richard Calkins, Janet Fullinwider Ruth, Peg
Thompson Oliver. ROW 2: Marcia Litts Larsen, Jean Adriansen Humber, Betty Landis Blackwell, Carmen
Campbell Sigvardt, Lenore Tully Wolfe, George Garman, Robert P. Mcintosh, Lu Heinritz Marcellus,
Henry Kimberly. ROW 3: Margaret Hall Pease, Amalia Griebenow Schelhorn, Fred Atkinson, Elizabeth
Moore West, Jack (John ) Roddy, Dexter Wolfe, Harriett Peterman Doner, Frank Hammer, Farley Hutchins.
ROW 4: Betty Linquist Kruegar, Fran Erickson Carson, H. Keith Ridgway, Roberta Jackson Dix, Paul
Gardner Hayden, Madeleine (Lynn) Simmons Worcester, Robert Mess, Ben Seaborne, Alice Engle
Seabourne, Larry Ernst, Herbert H. Kirchoff
Mozart session and attended the Shakespeare
Festival in Stratford, Canada.
Leroy Olsen and his wife Claire, Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., have been spending the winter
months in Arizona since 1986. They have a
mobile home in Mesa, where they do
volunteer work raising money for the Girls
and Boys Club of East Valley. They also enjoy
hiking and golf.
Ruby Voeks Toft, C, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
represented Wisconsin at the ational Garden
Club Federation in May.
Leone Diny Van Zummeren, Appleton,
reports that she and her husband Lawrence
moved to The Heritage last April, where they
have been selected co-chairs of the
Welcoming/Courtesy Committee. They enjoy
playing golf, bridge, doing crossword puzzles,
reading, and traveling.

pool for a local hospital and is active with a biweekly hiking club.
Patty Henning Diehl, M-D, Racine, Wis., is on
the board of Hawthorn Hollow ature
Preserve and of the Hoy Nature Club. She sells
her craft items made from dried plants,
driftwood, con es, etc., at craft shows and fairs .
Janet Cope Crawford, M-D, Clearwater, Fla.,
lives in a retirement community and took a
trip to ashville in October. She vacationed in
Bermuda in September.
Ann Bumby Fallon, M-D, Tucson, Ariz., was
named "Volunteer of the Year" on the
Harvard expedition archaeological dig in
Ashkelon, Israel, in 1990. Also, in November
1990, in the San Francisco Cathedral, Ann was
invested in the Crusader Order of the Holy
Sepulcher of Jerusalem, the highest papal

award given to clergy and laity for service to
church and community.
Mary Jean Topp Hauch, M-D, Claremont,
Calif., and her husband took a South
American cruise and another to Hawaii. She
has earned many awards for her prize
varieties of camellias.
Margaret Ives Leonard, M-D, Marshfield,
Wis., is still involved as a consultant on
toxicology and quality control.
Dorothy Rozmarynowski Peterson, M-D, and
her husband John, Riverside, Calif., celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary with a twoweek trip to Hawaii with their whole family.
Dorothy keeps active painting, gardening, and
playing bridge.
Leora Gilder Roth, M-D, Columbus, Ohio,
sings with an SO-member chorus of the
Columbus Sweet Adelines. She has attended
many choral conventions throughout the U.S.,
including the international competition in Salt
Lake City.
Trudi Werner Schroeder, M-D, Kirkland,
Wash., and her husband traveled east in
September to attend a wedding and to visit
friends and rela tives. In December the First
United Methodist Church honored Trudi for
her 15 years of service to the Emergency
Feeding Program of Seattle-King County.
Helene Stromberg Zeigler and her husband,
Roland, '36, Cambria, Calif., celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary in Spain, attending
Expo '92. They still enjoy travel in their motor
home.
Mildred Larson Zens, M-D, Washington,
D.C., retired in 1986 from her library work.
She now shares a large part of her time with
her 98-year-old mother.

1941
55th Reunion-June 1996
Jane Rudolph Binkley, M-D, Lake
Tomahawk, Wis., writes that she had a
wonderful post-reunion visit from Lucille
Samuelson Shaw and Betty Bulger Bell. She
keeps active as a music director for her church
choir and two recorder consorts, and also

1938
55th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Georgia Schneider Houser, M-D, Whitefish
Bay, Wis., and her husband sold their home
and bought a condominium.
Elizabeth Campbell Junge, M-D, Corvallis,
Ore., recently visited her son in Alaska.
Following that trip, she and Ruth Kowalke
Brunner, M-D '37, traveled to Bangkok,
Thailand, and Singapore.
Mary Meixner, M-D, Milwaukee, recently
researched and wrote an article for Iowa
Palmquist about a rare glass mural, one of two
found in the U.S.

1939
55th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

1940
55th Reunion-June 1995
Betty Nelson Burchard, M-D, Burnsville,
Minn., works as a member of the transport

Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1942. ROW 1: Susie Thiel Graeszel, Mary Jane Manierre Foote, Shirley
Bratt Levin, Clarice Kitzke Seifert, Jane Sivyer Zuehlsdorf, Betty-Budd Feurig Schroeder. ROW 2: Ruth
Rumsey Abramson, Louise Murphy, Phyllis Steiner Lueck, Margaret Peirce, Ruth Rosnou Know . ROW 3:
Betty Swanston Hasbrouck, Jacquelyn Anderson Myrland, Margaret Eaton Gerlach, Kathryn Flynn, Joyce
Bruner Whitman. ROW 4: Blanche Stocker Hartel, Elizabeth Steffen, Bessie Vance, Ingeborg Wallner Smith,
Grace Linkman Taylor.
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serves on the AAUW board. She also recently
organized a poetry reading group.
Marion Williamson Holgerson, M-D,
Wauwatosa, Wis., happily reports the birth of
her second grandchild, 23 years after her first.
Phyllis Simonton Myers, Western Springs,
Ill., writes that she and her husband Deet are
busy with church seminars and programs,
exercise and walking, and appreciating the
view from their Lake Michigan cottage.
Bill Werner, Fox River Grove, Ill., volunteers
at Good Shepherd Hospital and reports that
he had eye surgery in January.

1942
55th Reunion-June 1997

1943
50th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Bernice Kreitz Abrahamzon, M-D, Lewis,
Wis., recently retired from her job with a
publishing company. She continues to write
the column "Behind the Signpost," and plans
to continue writing juvenile fiction books. She
is a member of the Indianhead Rock and
Mineral Society and the Lewis Methodist
Church board.
Yvonne Arrieh Anthony, M-D, Milwaukee,
and her husband recently celebrated their 40th
wedding anniversary in Omaha, Neb.
Nancy Howard Cone, M-D, Geneva, Ill., and
her husband moved into a bungalow in The
Holmstead retirement community.
Anne Gower Deming, M-D, Kalamazoo,
Mich., writes: "1992 brought an end to my tenyear involvement with a pediatric clinic.
Currently, I am enjoying my free time but plan
to do more volunteer work in the future."
Maude Steene Malick, M-D, Monroeville, Pa.,
continues to lecture, and recently was at
Loyola University for a presentation. While
there, she visited with Nancy Howard Cone
and had an enjoyable time. Maude plans to
attend the 50th reunion.
Jane Mees, M-D, Milwaukee, continues work
as a volunteer for missions with the Episcopal
Church in Haiti.
Dorothy and Theresa Syriopoulos, M-D,
Milwaukee, have been busy visiting friends
and relatives and attending weddings. They
add, "We are very fortunate, it has been a
happy time for us."

Park and England, and they have recently
taken Elderhostel trips to Australia and New
Zealand.
Wilma Jean Landaal Drumm Dill, Mow1tain
View, Calif., is a recent bride. She married a
retired colonel, Alvin Dill, in May 199,1 and
they recently returned from a Hawaiian cruise.
They both enjoy Elderhostel vacations for
travel and study.
Hilda Hasler Eschen, M-D, and her husband
Walter, Dubuque, Iowa, continue to canoe,
camp, bicycle, ski, and backpack, although not
quite as vigorously as they once did. She
enjoys her involvement as a tutor in a
volunteer literacy program.
Norma Crow Fifer, Stanford, Calif., spent 28
years teaching English and is still a substitute,
but she mainly enjoys collaborating on a
publishing project of vocabulary workbooks
for high school students. She attended her 50th
high school reunion and enjoyed seeing many
Lawrence friends there.
Nancy Barnes Froehlke, M-D, Minneapolis,
reports: "Had a great reunion with Arlene
Simonson Krueger, M-D '44, this summer. She
and I were roommates in McLaren our
freshman year."
Janet Williams Gillie, M-D, Bartlesville,
Okla., is involved in her community as chair of
the Hospice Board, Board of Green County
Free Medical Clinic, League of Women Voters,
Economic Development and Tourism
Commission, president of the English
Equitation Group, Parish Council, and other
organizations.
Jeanne Knapp Leedale, M-D, Mentor, Ohio,
and her husband are enjoying retirement.
Jeanne writes: "I had an absolutely wild
experience in the library. I was looking for a

Christmas program. Guess what I found? One
of Miss Brown's plays. I made a very loud
noise that, needless to say, caused an assistant
to rush to my aid." She has inquired about
obtaining the book as a possible addition to
the Downer memorabilia.
Marilyn Stevens Miller, M-D, Mount Pine,
Ark., was bored with retirement and has been
working in the re-entry field of occupational
therapy for two years. Her services are
contracted through Association Rehab of Little
Rock, Ark., but she works in two nursing
homes near her house.
Lorraine Deibler Burgess Newby, M-D,
Clinton, Wash., published her book, Waukegan
Schools 1840s-1990s: A History in Sketches, in
December 1989. She is currently working on
another book and also enjoys her travels
throughout the U.S. and Canada. She resettled
in Washington in 1991.
Charles Rollins, Newton, Pa., was called back
to be interim president of Bucks Cow1ty
Community College. This makes him
fow1ding president, president emeritus, and
interim president all at the same time! He and
his wife recently returned from a walking trip
of the Cots wolds and a driving tour of Ireland.
Phyllis Herald Rossa!, Green Bay, Wis., is a
part-time organist and active with golf,
bow ling, and bridge. She directs a senior
citizen's chorus and has managed to squeeze
in three trips to Australia in the past 12 years
to visit her eldest son.
Beverly Rose Sellman, M-D, Dallas, continues
to work at the Hockaday School. She also folds
bandages and knits for the UNA and county
hospital.
Marge Hoffman Swientek, M-D, Milwaukee,
writes: "Busy as a bee! Babysitting my two-

1944
50th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Ethel Johnson Boll, M-D, Wausau, Wis., has
recently retired, again, after selling the family
business. She writes: "Traveled the Alaskan
Highway inch by inch this summer. Awesome
adventure!"
Frances Lattin Brocker, Wheaton, Ill., is a
Christian art teacher at a junior college. The
rest of her time is filled with babysitting
grandchildren, travel, church work, and
spending time at their cottage.
Marge Olsen Chandler, and her husband,
George, '51, Fairfax, Va., a ttended his class
reunion a t Lawrence in June 1991 and also
took in a Mozart session at Bjorklunden. Their
hiking adventures took them to Yellowstone
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Alumni Association awards were presented during Alumni Reunion Convocation to (left to right)
Andrew W. Hazucha, '82, Robert P. Mcintosh, '42, Kenneth K. DuVall, Jr., '52, Eric R. Simonson,
'82, and William A. Sharp, '73. Hazucha was awarded the Marshall B. Hulbert Outstanding Service
Award for his dedicated work as the alumni admissions coordinator for the St. Louis region . Mcintosh
received the Lucia R. Biggs Distinguished Achievement Award for his pioneering work in the history of
ecology, once an emerging discipline, but now, in large part due to Mcintosh, an established field of study.
DuVall received the Gertrude B. Jupp Outstanding Service Award for his vigorous and varied service on the
Board of Directors of the Alumni Association. Simonson, artistic associate at the SteppenwolJTheatre, was
awarded the Nathan M. Pusey Distinguished Achievement Award for his achievements as a much-lauded
director of theatre in Chicago. Sharp received the Lucia R. Briggs Distinguished Achievement Award for his
career accomplishments as one of America's most gifted young vocalists.
Each year the nominations and awards committee of the Lawrence University Alumni Assocation
Board of Directors identifies and researches alumni who contribute their time and effort in service to the
university, or achieve excellence in their vocation and/or service to their community.
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and-a-half-year-old grandson two days a week
keeps me young and tired. Active in church
group visiting nursing homes. Vice president
of our society. Bowl once a week."
Audrey Keller Taylor, Merrill, Wis., saw four
Lawrence friends at a reunion in September
1991. Those in attendance were Mary Fran
Godwin Purse, C '45, Polly Durbin Warner,
C '45, Shirley Denning Eagan, '45, and
Dorothy Ruddy Millar, C '45. Audrey is still
active in music with her church and a local
concert association.
Marion Albrecht Vincent, Appleton, has been
Appleton's "Mrs. Music" for years and continues with two television shows, "The Kip
Vincent Show," and "Viewpoint." She and her
husband Cliff took a vacation to Russia and
Italy this past year.
Barbara Hobbs Withey, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
and her daughter spent two weeks in the rain
forests of Indonesian Borneo helping to track
wild orangutans as volunteers of Earthwatch
Expeditions. The pair even babysat an
orangutan being rehabilitated into the wild.
Don Zentner, Elm Grove, Wis., reports that he
is enjoying life as a grandparent. He keeps
busy with his hobbies, including golf,
gardening, travel, church activities, and
curling. Don was part of a 20-member U.S.A.
curling team that toured Scotland early in
1992.

1945
50th Rew1ion-June 1995
Katherine Warren Holtz retired in 1989 and
moved to Clearwater, Fla., to enjoy the outdoors throughout the year. She writes: "We
took in my husband's 50th reunion in September 1991 and got to see Mary Godwin Purse,
'45, at that time as well as Helen Torstenson
Ellis, '45, and Chapin McCabe, '49."
Ruthmarie Mack Lawrenz, M-D, Belleair, Fla.,
and her husband recently enjoyed a trip to the
West Caribbean and also visited ruins in
Mexico and Jamaica. Ruthmarie is also active
in her church's bell choir.
Mary Godwin Purse, C, Northfield, Ill., writes,
"My voice is holding up, believe it or not, and
I entertain at nursing homes and senior centers
as well as sing at church and for my music
club."
Gladys Toepfer Stradling, M-D, recently
attended a course at Westminster Choir School
in Princeton, .J., for handbell ringers and
directors after her church received a set of
handbells. She now directs the adult handbell
choir.

1946
50th Reunion-June 1996
Margaret Gould Ingle, M-D, Grand Rapids,
Mich., reports that she suffered the deaths of
her mother on July 20 and her husband on
July 23.
Lois Addicks Johnson, M-D, Wauwatosa,
Wis., and her husband are retired and travel
frequently to visit their children and
grandchildren in Phoenix and California. They
visited Scotland in August 1991.
Shirley Williams Schreiber, M-D, and her
husband Bill, Greendale, Wis., recently were

sent to Poland to help a small electric
company in its transition to a free market
economy and to work with the local school.

1947
50th Reunion-June 1997

1948
45th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Sally Wood Brebner, Marquette, Mich., is
active in the North Country Hiking Club and
the cross country skiing club. She writes that
she has had some success as a watercolorist,
but that time for painting is limited with two
grandchildren in the area. She and her
husband enjoy golf, tennis, boating, and
riding.
Philip and Meredith Plier Clark have been
living in North Fort, Fla., for two years, after
34 years in the Virgin Islands. They write: "We
were there when Hurricane Hugo visited with
215+ m.p.h. winds. Thirteen hours in a closet
was not in our island living style." In their
spare time, they enjoy croquet, tennis, and
visiting with friends from Lawrence.
Robert Eisenach, Dayton, Ohio, is a retired
vice president of the Mead Corporation, but is
still a consultant to Mead on international
trade matters. He is chair of the Southern Ohio
District Export Council and a member of the
advisory committee to the U.S. government on
international trade.
Bill Emanuel, Des Moines, Iowa, retired last
year after 40 years in education-28 in administration, and 12 as a teacher. He visited
Europe in June and led a Pearl Harbor 50th
observance tour to Hawaii in November. Bill
served as the state commander of the
Wisconsin American Legion.
Pat Dufus Ewald, and her husband Bob,
Corvallis, Ore., are both retired. Pat writes:
"One of the joys and consolations of my agemy grandson gave me a happy birthday
puppy for my second childhood. Now I can
romp in the park every day ... We moved to
Oregon this fall-love it here."
Virginia Millis Falck, Arlington, Texas,
writes, "I was a vocal coach for Miss Texas,
Miss Arkansas, and Miss Colorado, all of
whom placed in the top five in Miss America
contests." She and her husband Richard
celebrated 40 years of marriage in 1991.
Virginia also keeps busy as a member of the
Arlington Fine Arts Council, Arlington Music
Club, Leadership Arlington, Arlington Choral
Society, and a Sigma Alpha Iota alumni
chapter.
Richard Harris, Oconomowoc, Wis., writes: "I
enjoy retirement-a lot. I went to China in
November and am going to Australia and
New Zealand in February 1992. Have a motor
home and travel the U.S. Enjoy tennis,
hunting, and skiing."
Marilyn Copple Johnson, Muscatine, Iowa, is
the editor and writer of The Office Professional,
a training publication for office workers. She
adds that last year she visited her freshman
roommate, Elaine Bartholomew Rothwell, in
Los Altos, Calif.
Helmut Krueger, Elgin, Ill., writes: "My wife
and I helped open the second floor of Elgin's

historical museum in mid-June." He continues
to carve and pursue his interests in genealogy.
Elaine Wilmoth Mercill, Jackson, Wyo.,
retired with accolades after a distinguished
career of 28 years with the U.S. Forest Service.
She is a writer, editor, legislative coordinator,
and land management planner. She also plans
to continue managing the family-owned
property management business located in
illinois.
Donald Miesbauer, Wauwatosa, Wis., retired
in April1991. He and his wife plan to spend
their summers swimming, sailing, and
golfing-a new interest for them. Donald is
active as a volunteer with Congregational
Home, the Navy Retired Affairs Office, and
the Civic Music Association.
Vernon Witt, Sheboygan, Wis., retired from
the Wisconsin Telephone Company in 1985
after 40 years as a computer technician. He is
currently active in stamp and coin clubs on the
state and national levels and serves as a
philatelic judge. He was elected to the
Wisconsin Philatelic Society Hall of Fame.

1949
45th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Gail Kuckuk Baptist, M-D, Clarion, Pa., is a
retired dietitian and consultant. Lately she has
been busy with caring for her mother, who is
88 years old and lives with Gail and her
husband.
Norman Beckman, Appleton, is retired from
research at Kimberly-Clark and enjoys jazz
bands, barbershop chorus, and college-level
enrichment courses. He also spends time
working with "at-risk" youth in the area.
Virginia Byrkit, M-D, Portland, Maine,
retired after 20 years as the director of food
services at UW-Milwaukee and, more recently,
as the director of residence halls and food
services at DePauw University.
Jean Watt Castles, Park Ridge, Ill., enjoys her
two small grandchildren and golfing in the
Carolinas. She is an active trustee for the
Presbyterian church and its Women's
Association.
Duaine Discher, San Juan Capistrano, Calif., a
retired school principal, was awarded an
emeritus membership in Phi Delta Kappa
professional education fraternity last year.
Kathryn Elwers, Madison, writes that her
activities include assembling bone collection
kits for the Red Cross, bowling in three
leagues, and work for the Democratic Party.
Betty Ren Wright Frederiksen, M-D,
Kenosha, Wis., has been busy writing
children's stories, recently publishing her 11th
and 12th books. She writes that fringe benefits
include traveling throughout the country
visiting schools and librarian conferences.
Arthur Freeman, Jr., Bethlehem, Pa., is a
professor of the New Testament and Spiritual
Formation at Moravian Theological Seminary
and was elected to bishop of the Moravian
Church.
Ruth Johnson Goecke, M-D, Mahnomen,
Minn., was selected in 1990 for the Honor Roll
of Teachers by the Science Museum of Minnesota, based on her work as a post-secondary
Indian incentive coordinator and tutor. For the
honor, she received a five-day all-expense
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Lawrence Class of 1952. ROW 1: Helen Zeh Reetz, Robert Schwab, Arden Horstman, R. Paul
Rosenheimer, Tim Duvall, Jack Haag, Lola Whitmore Karcher, Barbara Lucas Scholtz, Martha Benton Flam,
Joan Swartz/ow McDougal. ROW 2: Barbara Hollingsworth, Thea C. Froemming, Dudley Pierce, Larry
Pooler, Joseph A. Hopfensperger, Marjorie Slepicka Koski, Kenneth L. Koski, Carol Leichsenring Dresser.
ROW 3: Peter G. Notaras, Jared Ingersoll, William T. Carlton, John F. Burnett, Gerald T. Flam, Harry C.
Fall, O.K. Johnson, Peggy Johnson Jacobs, Peter Jacobs . ROW 4: Bob Reetz, John G. Hollingsworth, Webster
Hron, Douglas L. Robertson, Richard Swenson, Diana Fisher Fox, Anita Higgins Gebert.
paid trip to Washington, D.C. Ruth also serves
on the Mahnomen hospital board and is active
in hospital activities.
Jane VanHouten Hellen, M-D, South
Milwaukee, Wis., and her husband have been
traveling extensively since his retirement.
Their trips have included a cruise and many
Elderhostel trips, from Berea, Kentucky, to
Australia. Jane is active in the South Milwaukee Women's Club and is the coordinator
for the South Milwaukee Adult Literacy
Program.
Roxybelle Brown Heyse, M-D, Mequon, Wis.,
regards herself as a professional volunteer,
serving as vice president of Friends of the
Haggerty Museum, vice chair of Bascom Hill
Society, and as an executive board member of
the Milwaukee Symphony.
Carol Christoffel Park, M-D, is an art teacher
employed by the Virgin Islands Department of
Education. She has lived in the Virgin Islands
for the past 15 years, but hopes to return to
Fort Meyers, Fla., soon. She is active with the
animal shelter, Women's Coalition,
Community Theatre, and the Unitarian
Fellowship.
Ethel Lou Stanel Petruls, Terre Haute, Ind., is
retired from teaching but still plays cello with
the Terre Haute Symphony Orchestra and
continues to tutor in an adult literacy
program.
Joyce Raasch Ramstack, M-D, Hartford, Wis.,
writes that she and her husband recently
completed building their house on Druid
Lake, work that she found challenging and
rewarding. They also purchased a villa in
Sarasota, Fla. They enjoy dance lessons,
concerts, swimming, and walks for exercise.
Janet Huber Remington, M-D, and her
husband spent January 1992 in Las Cruces,
New Mexico, to escape the cold and liked it so
much that they now live there.
Ardith Johnson Strommen, M-D, Greenfield,
Wis., and her retired husband enjoy church
activities and hobbies of quilting, rosemaling,
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and travel, having covered the U.S.,
Scandinavia, and Europe. Ardith is planning
to attend the 1994 class reunion.
Nancy Baldwin West, M-D, Boulder, Colo., is
a writer and editor for Where To Live magazine
in Boulder. Her writings have been published
often in Highlights and Cricket magazines, and
also in book form.

1950
45th Reunion-June 1995
Shirley Hanson Benoit and her husband,
Pierre bought a renovated farmhouse in
Normandy, France.
Calvin Chamberlain, Wausau, Wis., retired in
June 1989 from Wausau Insurance Companies. He is active in various community
groups, including Junior Achievement,
Wausau Club, and Kiwanis, for which he is
the lieutenant governor for Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan.

Eugene Clark, Wauwatosa, Wis., is retired,
but working part-time. Last May he visited
family and friends in England and revisited
places where he was stationed during World
War II.
Anna Mae Loveland Godin and her husband
Fred, Metairie, La., have had their own
contractual social work agency since 1990.
Harlan and Barbara Genrich Hunger,
Wausau, Wis., sold their travel business three
years ago but remain active as consultants.
Barb won the Athena Award for 1991 as the
year's outstanding businesswoman, chosen by
the Women in Business Committee of the
Wauwatosa Area Chamber of Commerce.
Donald Jones, Jr., Safety Harbor, Fla., serves
as the secretary of the Florida Association of
Theatre Educators and is the program chair of
the Florida State Thespian Conference.
Minnie Mary Beltz Lasher, M-D, Central
Point, Ore., had surgery in December to
relieve fluid build-up in her brain.
Robert Nolan, San Diego, is retired and enjoys
time with his four sons and grandchild. He
reports that he is pursuing "independent
sociological and cultural research among
diverse academic and economic groups."
John Pearson, Stevens Point, Wis., is a
professor emeritus at the College of
Professional Studies at the University of
Wisconsin. He retired in 1979 and keeps busy
with photography, writing, travel, snowmobiling, motorcycling, and reading.
Charlotte Best Peterson is president of the
Lake Geneva, Wis., K-8 school board as well as
a representative of the Save Lake Geneva
Committee. She lectures at Elderhostels on the
history of Lake Geneva and continues to tutor
local Japanese people in language and culture.
She enjoys bridge and reports that she plays
often with Sally Kelley Harper, '52.
Sara Denman Roberti, La Jolla, Calif.,
attended Cambridge University in England in
1990 and 1991 to study British history and
English literature. She is a docent at the La
Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art and is the
San Diego community counselor for Au Pair in
America.

Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1952, '56, and '58. ROW 1: Emmy Hoekstra Henschel, '52 , June Schmidt
Haase, '52, Lois Votapek Harshaw, '58, Beth Ahrens Botting, '52. ROW 2: Joyce Hardaker Patrick, '52,
Patricia Wacker Swierczek, '52, MaryAnn Stark Howes, '52, Mary E. Landeck, '56. ROW 3: Patricia
Schmidt Davenport, '52, Nancy Chadbourne Maze, '52, Betty Havens, '58. ROW 4: Mary Alice Bertling
Grieshaber, '52, Priscilla Ann Gibson, '58
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Calvin Siegrist, C, Green Bay, Wis., has a new
position as band director with the St. Matthew
School in Green Bay.
Lois Mereness Throne-Martin, Oak Park, Ill.,
is a retired elementary art teacher but
continues to substitute teach. She reports that
she visited England last year and has been
painting castles and churches ever since. She
belongs to four art leagues (is president of
one), takes art classes, and is active in her
church and homeowner's association.

1951
45th Reunion-June 1997
Joanne Shaunessy Ashdown, M-D, Downers
Grove, Ill., is a freelance computer artist and
recently completed commissions for several
computer software companies. She and her
husband recently purchased a new home on
four acres with a mountain view near
Andrews, N.C., in anticipation of retirement.
JoAnn Ellefson Brandt, M-D, Brookfield,
Wis., is a substitute teacher. She and her
husband Richard took a cruise to South
America in November and also spent five
weeks in Florida.
Susanne Carroll Heinritz, M-D, Wausau,
Wis., spent ten days in the back country of
Belize, also visiting Mayan ruins in
Guatemala.
Doris Messerschmidt Carmichael, M-D,
Jefferson, Wis., enjoyed her trip to Hong Kong
and China this fall, where she visited with her
son and his family. She is retired and enjoys
her travels, golf, and reading.
Helen Cramer Francis, M-D, New Tripoli, Pa.,
writes: "Really enjoyed seeing everyone at the
40th reunion. It was wonderful to see so many
old friends again, but the time together went
much too quickly."
Judith Coye Gilchrist, M-D, Munster, Ind.,
and her husband have been traveling more
since retirement. They were in Belgium in
September and also recently took a three-week
trip to New Zealand and Australia.
Patricia Lynn Hoggatt, M-D, Oakland, Calif.,
is president of the East Bay chapter of the
Council for Exceptional Children and is also
active in community service and church. She is
now retired, but her husband Austin is
working on energy management in Eastern
Europe.
Sue Pepper Joys, M-D, Valparaiso, Ind.,
writes that she enjoys retirement in her new
house. She is busy as a volunteer with a local
hospital, Friends of the Library board,
Arthritis Foundation board, and the Lupus
Foundation.
Jeannine Rebentisch Koessel, C, was married
to Don Koessel in August and writes: "We are
old friends. We kept in touch over the years
and find that falling in love at 60 is as exciting
as it was at 16." She retired in June 1991 from
her position as a school principal. She and Don
live in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Elwood Horstman was elected a distinguished
member of the Petroleum Exploration Society
of Australia for his exceptional service to the
industry in Australia. He currently lives in
Western Australia.
Peg Peil, M-D, Birmingham, England, is the
director of the Centre of West African Studies

at Birmingham University. She spent three
weeks in Ghana during Christmas, meeting
old friends and studying social change. She
also traveled to Sierra Leone for one week in
April to teach a workshop on researching
women.
Beverly Olsen Schumacher, M-D, Salem,
Ore., wri tes that she retired "officially" from
her pediatric work in November 1991, but still
continues to work two days per week as a
volunteer. She is also currently president of
the Salem Community Concert Association.
Thomas Van Housen, Minneapolis, was
elected to the College of Fellows of the
American Institute of Architects based on his
notable contributions to the advancement of
the profession of architecture. He received a
medal at the annual national convention in
June 1992.

1952
45th Reunion-June 1997
Ken Anderson, Neenah, Wis., is in his 27th
year at the University of Wisconsin Center-Fox
Valley. He has directed 250 plays, one-third of
them musicals, with the school and in the
community. He is also active in talent work for
radio, film, and television.
John Arbuthnot, Scotts Mills, Ore., is retired
and volunteers at a community college and
tutors inmates in English and math at a state
prison. He and his wife Barbara spent several
weeks in New Zealand in 1991.
Maria Press Aylward recently suffered the
death of h er husband, E. William Aylward, in
February 1992.
Marjorie Visk Benson and her husband are
retired and enjoy living and being involved in
history in Gettysburg, Pa. She works part-time
at the Chamber of Commerce.
Richard Boya has moved to Burnsville, Minn.,
where he is presently doing consulting work,
but considers himself retired.
Charles Jackson Friedlander, Washington,
D.C., is a self-employed psychotherapist who
now specializes in men's issues such as midlife crisis, marital problems, and depression.
He was appointed to the Developmental
Disabilities State Planning CoLmcil by the
mayor of Washington, D.C.
Kenneth Jeffers, El Toro, Calif., is CEO of
Jeffers Health Systems, Inc. He has been
married for a year to Donna Kime, a
professional jazz singer and composer. Ken
spent seven months last year in the former
Soviet Union doing concerts and lectures on
the Baha'i faith and is currently starting a new
career with Heartsoft, Inc.
Len Lindstrom, Port Richey, Fla., retired in
1985 and now works on his hobbies, which
include stained glass, antique cars, woodcarving, and travel. He notes that he made his
first hole-in-one on the golf course recently.
Fred Mayer, Glendale, Wis., a retired
salesman for Proctor and Gamble, recently
retired from the Glendale Community Council
after 27 years in office.
Alfred Nemecek and his wife Babs both
retired from IBM in 1987. They travel extensively in the U.S. and Europe.
Barbara Garrison Peterson, Palo Alto, Calif.,

took early retirement after working in the Palo
Alto schools and is now a marriage, family,
and child counselor.
Jacqueline Robbins Beilke Ruh, Ketchum,
Okla., recently remarried after being widowed
in 1985. She and her husband moved to
Ketchum and live on Grand Lake, where they
spend time boating, fishing, biking, and hiking
in the woods.
Leroy Talbot, Milwaukee, retired from the
Marine Corps after 32 years and from his
position as safety manager at Zurich Insurance
Company.

1953
40th Reunion-June 1993
Martha Cluverius Brown, Olympia Fields, Ill.,
is a freelance wri ter specializing in eduation.
She has spoken about school reform on
national television and radio and frequently
appears before groups of parents and
educators. Her writings have appeared in
many national publications, including The

Christian Science Monitor, American Heritage,
and Catalyst.
Patricia Neubauer Crump, Brookfield, Wis., is
a self-employed singing teacher. She is
president of the Wisconsin chapter of the
National Association of Teachers of Singing
and is in her 15th year as director of the state
Metropolitan Opera auditions. She and her
husband enjoy traveling, reading, tennis, and
their grandchildren.
Ellie Shaw Davidson is retired from her
position as director of a nursery school. She
and her husband Alfred recently completed a
major renovation of their house in Wilmette,
Ill. They spend their winters in Florida.
Carol Schulz Haumerson, Madison, Wis.,
writes: "I am thoroughly enjoying my new job
a t the national office of InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. The rest of my energies are taken
up with my six grandchildren who are all
under the age of six."
Lizabeth Pett Heizer, Las Vegas, is a
substitute teacher with the Clark County
school district. She writes: "Finally completed
44 hours for Ed.D and just the dissertation
looms ahead!"
Richard Krueger has been practicing law in
Oconto, Wis., for 35 years. He reports: "I golf,
hunt, fly airplanes, vegetate, and generally
enjoy a simple life. Recently I began writing a
column in the local paper."
Donald Matheson, Muskego, Wis. , has retired
and is trying to start a part-time personnel
management business and "even less parttime outdoor training camps." He adds that he
enjoyed the reunion activities with the 1951
football team held this past October.
Robert Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., recently
accepted a position as the director of the
Center for Neuroscience at the University of
Pittsburgh. Most of his time is spent on
research, which is quite a change for him, as it
is the first time in 30 years that he has not been
involved in the active practice of medicine. In
1991 he received the C.U. Ariens Kappers
Medal of the Netherlands Grain Research
Institute- Netherlands Academy of Sciences,
given every two years for "meritorious studies
of the brain."
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Harry Patterson, Jr., Lake Forest, Ill., is an
architect and consultant working on the
renovation of Navy Pier, and designing the
first high school that the city of Chicago has
built in 16 years. He adds that he is still
lecturing, skiing, golfing, and fishing.
Ronald Rammer, Winston-Salem, N.C., retired
from the Banta Corporation in December after
25 years of service. He and his wife now plan
to travel, visit grandchildren, and play tennis.
Chuck Rohe, Windermere, Fla., is the
executive director of the Florida Citrus Bowl.
This year he also serves on the board of the
Orlando Opera Company, as vice president of
the Central Florida 200, and member of the
administrative board of St. Luke Methodist
Church.
Mary Wood Sturtevant, Appleton, retired
from the city council of Appleton to allow
more time for travel. Her travels have taken
her to Switzerland, Africa, the Galapagos
Islands, Peru, Ireland, and Portugal.
Wayne Weinfurter, Austin, Texas, is the
president of GCME, Inc., geotechnical,
construction materials, and environmental
engineering firm. He splits his time between
the Austin and Green Bay, Wis., offices and
thus gets the "best of both worlds." He writes
that he had a bout with lung cancer in the
spring but is back to golfing and tennis now.
Robert Zimmermann, Lansing, Mich., is an
assistant professor at Delta College. He was
"rescued" from early retirement with an
opportunity to "recycle" as an assistant
professor in psychology.

1954
40th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Marian Martin Barkley, Crystal Lake, Ill.,
writes that she went back to school and earned
an M.S.W. degree and is a therapist and
caseworker for the Community Counseling
Center of the Salvation Army in Des Plaines.
Lois Schneeberger Barton, Bellport, N .Y., is a
reference librarian for Patchougue Medford
public library. She and her husband Mark
spent three months in Oxford, England,
during the summer of 1990.
Mitzi Wulk Britton, Appleton, continues to
teach private piano students and volunteers for
Meals on Wheels and the hospital auxiliary.
Thomas Burkhart, Woodstock, Ill., retired in
ovember 1989 and moved to Camp Lakota,
where he is the manager and caretaker of a
225-acre Boy Scout reservation.
Charlotte Bailey Codo, Boca Raton, Fla., spent
"a glorious month" studying French at an
institute in France. Following that session, she
flew to Milano to visit her daughter and then
continued on to Florence.
Marillyn Davis Costello, M-D, San Diego,
writes that she and her husband Don enjoyed
a short trip in October that took them up the
California coast to Hearst Castle, Carmel, and
Monterey. They thoroughly enjoyed a sunset
and champagne hot air balloon ride given to
them as an anniversary gift by their daughters.
Margaret Hoyer Davies, Oshkosh, Wis.,
retired in January after 36 years of teaching.
Her husband also retired and they spend their
free time traveling, downhill skiing, golfing,
and swimming.
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Jane Shonts Horstman writes: "El ('51) and I
have lived in Western Australia for more than
22 years and last year, when the U.S. allowed
dual citizenship, I became an Aussie citizen."
They spend much time reading and enjoying
the constant surf and sunshine.
Cheri Pfeiffer Hron, West Bend, Wis., teaches
piano and organ, is the organist for her
church, and directs the music program for the
Washington County Senior Center.
Roger Kennedy, Los Gatos, Calif., is a physician and active on his community's AIDS task
force and is vice president for Community
Health Medical Association. He reports that he
had an incredible trip to the Himalayan
mountains in May 1990.
June Taylor Kroeschell and her husband live
on a canal in Naples, Fla. She keeps busy with
tennis, garden club, and several other civic
and social clubs. They had a wonderful
vacation in France in the fall of 1990 and spent
the time with June's former college roommate,
Amy Potter Major.
Mary Ann Hanson Link, M-D, Big Bend,
Wis., married Warren Link in July 1991 after
being single for 17 years. Warren is a retired
farmer whom Mary Ann has known for at
least 35 years. She continues to teach elementary school, as she has for the past 21 years,
but is thinking of retiring.
Suzanne Wehrs Lockard, Oklahoma City,
Okla., enjoys quilting, tennis, and travel with
her husband Bill, a dentist. Their travels have
taken them to Nepal, Tibet, Thailand, China,
and Hong Kong. She writes that she is hoping
to round up some classmates to accompany
her on the next alumni bicycle tour of
Vermont.
Ollie Johnson Miller, M-D, and her husband
Al are now living in Ollie's restored family
home on the Pacific Ocean in British
Columbia, Canada. Ollie wrote and produced

a documentary that was aired nationally in
Canada in fall1991 . Aimed at older farm
women who have been discriminated against
by agricultural policies, it was in the top six
programs selected by Health and Welfare
Canada in 1991.
George Otting, Montgomery, Ala., has been
director of education for the Medical
Association of Alabama since 1977. He still
performs magic shows and travels whenever
he can find the time.
Shirlee Sayner Teuber-Goins is the owner
and operator of Studio Plus in Columbia, S.C.,
and gives private voice lessons. She writes that
she has successful former pupils living
throughout the U.S. and Italy.
Boggie Schroeder Wandt, Brookfield, Wis.,
continues to sell residential real estate.
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40th Reunion-June 1995
David Mcintyre, Carmel, Calif., writes:
"Expectations at the Monterey Institute never
reached reality and I left in August to prepare
for a three-month trip around the world. On
Sept. 13, pack on back and camera in hand, I
left Monterey on a journey that eventually
covered approximately 30,000 miles, visited
more than 30 cities and towns, [and I] slept in
33 different beds." Some of the places he
visited included Russia, Kenya, Singapore,
Japan, and Greece. He writes, "no immediate
plans for the future, I'm just going to let it all
sink in and then think about what I want to do
with the rest of my life."
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David Challoner, Gainesville, Fla., vice
president for health affairs at the University of
Florida, has been elected to the governing

Steven Landfried, '66, found it strange to go all the way to southeastern Siberia and discover that the
videographer with the accompanying film crew is a Lawrence classmate. But that's wl1at happened. He ran
into Jim Morrissette, '68, when their film crew met up with Steven's conservationists near the border of
Russia, China, and Mongolia late last summer.
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year to hunt for the "perfect" retirement home,
body of the university's Institute of Medicine, a
Chapels and Shirley is an administrative
which they expect to be in the South.
assistant at A.I.G. Properties. They are both
nationally prominent policy-making organizaConnie Crowe DeLand and her husband Jerry
involved with the Miss Wisconsin pageant and
tion. David recently completed a two-year term
have packed up and left Minnesota, after more
as chair of the U.S. President's Committee on
Ken is also organizing his 40th high school
than 32 years there, and moved to Bettendorf,
reunion.
the National Medal of Science as well as three
Iowa. They are looking forward to their new
Donna Fraider Stewart, Longboat Key, Fla., is
years on the board of directors of the Associaa self-employed realtor affiliated with The
home and getting involved in the community.
tion of Academic Health Centers.
Martin Deppe writes that he is now pastor of
Prudential Florida Realty. She reports that real
Kathleen Barnard Cuneo and her husband
Irving Park United Methodist Church of
estate in the Sarasota area is alive and well,
William, Yucatan, Mexico, have been retired
Chicago. He returned to a struggling city
and also that she has seen Win Jones at
since 1987. They enjoy the beach, tropical birds,
church after a sabbatical leave and a previous
and the Mayan archaeological sites, and are
several art shows in the area.
Wayne Wendland, Champaign, Ill., is a state
suburban pastorate.
always improving their Spanish.
Peter Dohr, Madison, Wis., is an attorney and
climatologist with the Illinois State Water
Jackie Mavity Grisaffe, Rocky River, Ohio,
director of the State Bar's Board of Editors in
Survey and also professor of geography at the
refuses to believe that 35 years have elapsed
the tax section and chair of the Board of
since graduation. She and her husband are
University of Illinois.
Professional Competence. He is an avid maraplanning a 1992 trip to Australia to visit their
thoner and Birkebeiner racer, and recently
son and his family. Jackie has been busy as a
added mountain climbing to his list of
volunteer.
40th Reunion-June 1997
avoca tions.
Roger Hartjes, Charlotte, N.C., is the supply
Helmi Gawboy Andrews, M-D, and her
Charlotte Strong Ganser, M-D, is an
coordinator for Belk Bros. of Charlotte.
husband Iggy, recently moved to a bidstead in
occupational therapist with the Lansing,
Karen Kasten Howe, Nashotah, Wis., is
Mizpah, Minn. She writes: "It was upland
Mich., school district. She writes: ''I'm very
secretary to the director of instruction of the
swamp with little trees. Iggy took two years
much enjoying my work in the infant
Oconomowoc school district. She loves her
off to build, but it may take five years. We are
work, which includes working with the gifted
program-going into homes to work with
terraforming and constructing ... [and]
children and their families ."
and talented program, the reading resource
thinking of growing plants hydroponically."
Sue Hackett, Mount Vernon, Wash., retired
program, and a full schedule of extracurricular
Phyllis
Larnino Clement and her husband
from her career as a National Park Service
activities.
Tom, '59, Edina, Minn., writes that they are
Meridee Masterson, Palatine, Ill., retired in
ranger when her husband transferred jobs. She
retiring-he from IBM and she as the family
received a master's degree in history from
June 1992 from her position as Spanish teacher
"problem solver." They are planning to take a
and chair of foreign
languages for School
0
District 211 and Palatine
High School. She has
received numerous
honors, including the
school teacher of the
year award from the
Illinois Board of
Education.
James and Jo Ann
Hamburg Morris,
Newton, Conn.,
welcomed their first
grandson in October
1990. Jim is an account
executive for American
National Can and an
avid sailor. JoAnn is an
animal technician and is
involved with church
and community work.
Bob Negronida retired
from " the best job in the
best high school in the
country" to become an
innkeeper at The Old
Granary Inn in
Hollandale, Wis. Bob,
his wife Janet Dolan
Negronida, '58, and
their son converted a
turn-of-the-century
Lawrence Classes of 1956, '57, and '58. ROW 1: Karen Rydin Collins, '58, Jody Regenburg Muehr, '58, Mary Curtis Hart, '57,
farm into a country inn
Carolyn Johnson Cappetta, '57, Joanne Jacobsen Nelson, '56, Sally Snook Krause, '57, Russell Krause, '58, Beverly Becker Henderson,
on their own secluded
'56, Lois Kukuk Jellings, '57, Marian Rivenburg Clay, '58. ROW 2: Sue Brainerd Kallmes, '57, Carol Bowman Rine, '57, William
70-acre valley.
Joyce,
'56, Mary Hadley Speerschneider, '57, Mary Basser Joyce, '57, Phyllis Greiner Olson, '57, Graham Olson, '57, Janie Clapp
Ken and Shirley Cox
Torma, '56, Carrie Kasten Howe, '56, Barbara Schroeder Arbuthnot, '56, Natalie Schroeder Kloehn, '56, Helen Bullard Wadman, '58,
Seefeld, Oshkosh,
Merrily Watters Thomas, '58, Janet Dolan Negronida, '58, Robert Negronida, '56. ROW 3: Cecile Otte Pernica, '57, Gail Cramer
Wis., love their condo
Wells , '57, Tonethe (Toni) Arnold Mugg, '57, Mary Matenaer Starr, '57, Allen Bonde, '58, Sue Fortney Walby, '58, Dave Wege, '58,
in the California desert
Sara
Steele Salisbury, '58, Elisabeth Wilton, '58, Nancy Owen Goldbeck, '56, Leroy Goldbeck, '56, Richard Beringer, '56, Ronald C.
near Palm Springs.
Johnson, '57, Michael Fallgatter, '57, Ted Beranis, '57, Martin Deppe, '57. ROW 4: Walt Bredeson, '57, Yvonne Cameron Kinn, '56,
Ken is president of
Donald Kinn, '56, Richard Weber, '57, Chuck Mern;, '57, Joseph Ziemann, '57, Chuck Cappetta, '56, Barbara Bennett Sackett, '56,
Seefeld Funeral
Joan Timmermann Anderson, '56, Dave Sackett, '56.
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Western Washington University in June and is
expecting to move to Fort Collins, Colo. in the
near future.
Norma Christopherson Kretzschmar, Elgin,
Iowa, continues her work as a private music
teacher and a Reach for Recovery volunteer.
She also is busy with church activities, as her
husband, Richard, is a pastor.
Chuck Merry, Appleton, recently retired from
IBM after 33 years with the Green Bay sales
office. The week following retirement, Chuck
opened an Appleton sales office for an
information systems consulting company
based in Milwaukee.
Barbara Bentley Pisaneschi, Sierra Vista,
Ariz., is teaching seventh and eighth grade
honors social studies at the Sierra Vista
Middle School. She and her husband Bob
travel frequently, with recent trips to New
England and Canada.
Dick and Carol Bowman Rine, Appleton,
write that Carol and their daughter, Jane, were
on an African safari in 1991. Dick continues as
the general sales manager of Thilmany in the
division of international paper.
Grace Knoedler Skadow and her husband
Don run a dairy farm as well as Forget-MeNot Antiques in Woodstock, Ill. She also keeps
busy with church activities, Woodstock fine
arts, a garden club, and the county historical
society.
Sue Breitwish Walker, M-D, received a
doctorate from UW-Madison in July and is
working at the Fish and Wildlife Service lab in
La Crosse.
Gail Cramer Wells, Minnetonka, Minn., is an
administrative assistant in the Hopkins school
district. She and her husband Bill own a cabin
in the Arrowhead region of Minnesota where
they hunt, fish, golf, ski, and relax.
Anne Pusey Willmarth reports that she and
her husband John have sold their house and
moved to a townhouse next to the Koolau
Mountains overlooking Kaneohe Bay in
Hawaii. Anne had roles in "Jake and the
Patman" and "Island Son" last year, but hasn't
had any opportunities this year since there are
no television shows currently shooting in
Hawaii.
Glory Thompson Wiltjer, Glenview, Ill.,
writes that she continues as manager of
Matty's Wayside Inn and is otherwise active
as president of Episcopal Churchwomen of St.
David's in Glenview and is taking computer
courses and enjoying occasional European
travel.
Joe Ziemann, Green Bay, is a property and
casualty insurance specialist. He and his wife
Judith have a ski chalet in upper Michigan
where their family spends time skiing,
snowshoeing, snowmobiling, hiking, and
fishing.

1958
40th Reunion-June 1998
Marian Rivenburg Clay, Edina, Minn.,
recently became the grandmother of an
adopted 13-month-old baby from Costa Rica.
She reports that it took more than a year to
fulfill the requirements of the U.S., Minnesota,
and Costa Rica governments. In July, she and
her husband hosted two Guatemalan women
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during the International Special Olympics
held in the Twin Cities.
Diana Cook, Madison, Wis., works three jobs,
which she lists as aide-de-camp to Justice
Shirley S. Abrahamson of the Wisconsin
Supreme Court, proofreader for The
Progressive magazine, and author. She also
participates in a piano group called Grand
People with Uprights and Upright People with
Grands.
Joyce Freiberg Christie, Cedarburg, Wis.,
recently sold the house she and her husband
Tom, C '59, built 26 years ago since they are
currently building a new one. They both keep
busy with teaching music, church activities,
and community involvement.
Shirley Carter deLorme is a secondary teacher
in Green Bay, Wis., and plans to take a
vacation to Germany this summer.
Janice Krause Gunlogson, is an administrative assistant at Gunlogson Enterprises,
Commercial Fishing and Big Game Outfitting
in Willow, Alaska . She writes that her
Christmas presents this year consisted of a
kerosene heater, a Coleman stove, and two
lanterns, so she's prepared for emergency
living in the Alaskan woods.
Mary Severson Lewis has been busy at home
in Marietta, Ga., while her husband Ray is
working at a Kimberly-Clark mill in
Tennessee. Much of her time is spent renovating their beach home and traveling to visit
grandchildren.
Janet Dolan Negronida, her husband Bob, '56,
Hollandale, Wis., and their son converted a
turn-of-the-century farm into a country inn on
their own secluded 70-acre valley.
Holly Piper Palmgren, Flossmoor, Ill., started
working in her husband's office about two
years ago. She hasn't been back to Lawrence
since 1959, but hopes to attend reunion to see
classmates with whom she has lost touch.
Barbara Evans Rendall, Appleton, retired
from the Lawrence admissions office last April
in order to pursue her theatrical leanings. She
also spends time at home gardening, reading,
and listening to good music. She made her
third trip to England during the year and
comments that she is an Anglophile of long
standing.
Merrily Watters Thomas, Fairfax, Va., is a
travel consultant for Quality Travel Services.
She reports that the highlights of her year
were her daughter's wedding and seeing her
son sworn in as a foreign service officer in the
State Department. She and her husband David
also spent several weeks in England, where
they visited Merrily's grandfather's ancestral
home.
David Wege, Crystal Lake, Ill., is a pilot flying
the friendly skies for United Airlines.
Donald Wolf received the Lawrence Award
for Outstanding Teaching in Wisconsin June
1991 for his work as a math teacher.
Rowan Schmidt Zeiss, Harrisburg, Va., is an
associate professor of psychology at Blue
Ridge Community College and is also head
bereavement counselor for the Harrisburg/
Rockingham Memorial Hospice.
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Sally Cantewell Basting, Janesville, Wis., is a
tutor for students learning English as a second
language and is currently trying to learn
Spanish to assist her in teaching.
Karen Kenngott Benjamin, Santa Fe, N.M., is
a self-employed artist and writes: "We are still
in New Mexico with the coyotes and green
chili. And now Santa Fe is chic and I'm trying
to make it as a painter who doesn't make
paintings the tourists like." She also is
facilitating a group at the Parents Assistance
Center, now that the "nest is empty" except
for visits.
Duncan and Judy Fabrick Burdick write that
they enjoy living in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Duncan is a radiologist and Judy is a
curatorial assistant with the Colorado Springs
Fine Arts Center. Judy is singing with a local
choir that will perform with the Colorado
Springs Symphony Orchestra and on the "Bob
Hope Christmas Special." They enjoy
mountain biking and traveling and recently
took a packtrip into the wilderness by horse.
Tom Christie, C, Cedarburg, Wis., is a band
director with the Grafton public schools. He
writes: "Now that the kids are finished with
college and settled on their own, Joyce and I
decided to complicate our lives and build a
new house."
Nancy Corcoran, Davis, Ill., has recently taken
up square dancing again and is loving it. She
is a private duty nurse and a "learnaholic,"
trying to learn about therapy, diet, acupressure, etc. to help her with work.
Paula Schildhauer Dickey is an art instructor
at Alaska Pacific University in Anchorage and
lives in Eagle River, Alaska. She writes that
she just completed a three-part linen transparent weaving for the United Church of
Christ in New Holstein, Wis., that was
commissioned in memory of a young cancer
victim.
Gretchen Luitwieler Doucette, Concord,
N.H., is a full-time MAT graduate student at
the School for International Training. She
writes that the program is "intense, stimulating, fun, and tiring." It is a one-year
program for obtaining a master's degree in
tutoring English as a second language.
Nancy Oetting Hulama, Fort Worth, Texas,
writes: "Delighted to be back on the mainland
after 25 years on Oahu. Enjoying short
holidays in and around Texas." She is busy as
a Spanish teacher for the Fort Worth Independent school district and is serving as an
adviser to the high school student council.
Nancy Mayer Morton, a principal at the
Annunciation School in Aurora, Ill., is
completing a master's degree in educational
leadership at National-Louis University, and is
finding that she was "born to be a principal"
because she loves her work.
Jim and Lys Vaillancourt Reiskytl, Mequon,
Wis., write that Jim, the vice president of tax
and financial planning at Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Company, was elected
as one of six vice presidents of the Society of
Actuaries. Lys recently retired from her
substitute teaching position after 30 years and
is enjoying time with their grandchildren.
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James Scharinger writes: ''I'm still managing
15 Eastern Rite missions in northern Manitoba, but am making plans to come back to
the States to be closer to the family in their old
age. (Of course I'm not old, but I am the
youngest in the family.) I have arrangements
to transfer to the Diocese of Marquette in
Upper Michigan as soon as my bishop here
will let me go."
Nancy Lock Schreiber, Orland Park, Ill., is a
senior prevention specialist in alcohol and
other drug prevention training at Breaking
Free. She also is working toward completion
of a master's degree in adult education at
National-Louis University.
Jack V andeveld is the chairman and CEO of
Equitable Ventures, Inc. in Wilmette, Ill. He
keeps busy golfing in the summer, curling in
the winter, and visiting with many friends
from Lawrence throughout the year.
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Sandra Nichols Gilbertson, Blue Earth,
Minn., is a clerk / typist for the State of
Minnesota. She writes, "Life goes on as
exciting as it can get in a town of 3,800." She is
also working on getting a motorcycle license.
Henry Harris, Rockford, Ill., is the owner of
the Harris Tire Company. He writes that he
and his wife traveled to White Sands, N.M., to
watch the launch of a rocket that contained a
low-range spectrometer (to measure ultraviolet light) that their son helped to build.
Ronald Jensen, San Francisco, simply writes,
"Changed jobs." He is now a professor of
laboratory medicine at the University of
California-San Francisco.
Anita Han.s en Kopplin is a part-time
kindergarten teacher in Scottsdale, Ariz. She
writes that her husband David died of a
coronary in October and that she is "trying to
take it one day at a time."
Diane Thate Martin, Green Bay, Wis., is the
assistant band director for Ashwaubenon
public schools. She was honored for more than
25 years of teaching in Wisconsin at the state
music convention in October. She continues to
play the organ at her church and also plays
with several local bands.
Nancy Drury Matteson, Manitowoc, Wis., is
in her 20th year with Ecology Sports, a
business that she and her husband founded.
They currently have three stores from which
they sell outdoor clothing and lead trips in
bicycling, skiing, and walking.
Mark Rodman, Swampscott, Mass., is the
owner and senior consultant at Beverage
Distribution Consultants.
Ginny Metz Schumam1, West Bend, Wis.,
teaches for the Wauwatosa school district. Her
exciting news is that she spent Christmas in
Paris.
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Diane Alagna Andreoni, M-D, Elm Grove,
Wis., is the instrumental music specialist for
Wauwatosa public schools. She also plays in a
string trio weekly, plays tennis, attends

aerobics, and reports that she is "on a fitness
and health kick. "
Gloria Grummel Bergman, M-D, Brookfield,
Wis., is busy with volunteer work in the
performing arts and politics. She also enjoys
gourmet cooking, music, ballet, and theatre.
Kathleen Parmentier Greene, M-D, Green
Bay, Wis., writes: "The highlight of this past
year was volunteering for the GTE Suncoast
Golf Classic in Tampa, Fla., in February. It was
my first time as a 'marker' and, as luck would
have it, on the last day of the tournament I
drew the lead team, which included Lee
Trevino, Bob Charles, and Bobby Nichols."
Sandy Montgomery Mueller, M-D,
Milwaukee, is an OT with the North Shore
Consortium, a collection of the school districts
on the north suburban side of Milwaukee. She
is considering a return to school to obtain a
nursing degree.
Linette Schoder West, M-D, Laramie, Wyo.,
has been attending classes to become a CPA.
She writes: "I spent last winter and spring
studying my brains out, finished with a 4.0
grade point average and took the CPA exam
(known locally as 'the exam from hell') in
May." She also has recently learned how to
cross-country ski and utilizes the groomed
trails on which the University of Wyoming ski
team trains.
Jay Williams, Cleveland, is entering his
second year as the director of the Cleveland
Center of the Defense Finance and Accounting
Service. He serves as chair of the Combined
Federal Campaign for the Greater Cleveland
Area and of the local federal coordinating
committee for the federal executive board.
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Mary McKee Benton, Swansea, Mass., is a
member of the faculty at Salve Regina
University in Newport, R.I.
Dottie Kief Greek, M-D, Charlotte, N .C., has
expanded her executive search business in
plastics and chemicals to the international
market. In addition, she has developed a
speaker's bureau for a local Family Support
Center.
Jeanette Housner Papadopoulos, M-D,
Elensburg, Wash., received a "best of threedimensional work" award for an Elvis
pendant she made in 1991.
Anne Murray Ronan, M-D, Durham, N.H., is
participating in a two-year cancer project
funded by the American Institute for Cancer
Research.
Pat Landgraf Spensley, M-D, Quebec,
Canada, is now manager of the Levres Babar
bookstore in Pointe Claire, Quebec.
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Charlene Scheel Boggs, Huntington, W.V., is
a development liaison for Marshall University
and the Boggs Company, Inc. She is currently
coordinating the construction of a new Center
for Higher Education Learning Problems at
Marshall University. She also serves on several
community and state boards .

Julie Hutchison Bolton, Edina, Minn., is an
associate professor in theatre at Augsburg
College. She writes: "I am about to begin
celebrating m y 50th year with my coming
sabbatical leave, which I'm using to do some
writing and travel."
Susan Slocum Darrow, West Bend, Wis.,
writes: "Turning 50 had to mean something
more to me than just turning 50, so I began a
new career. I started Perfectly You, a custom
shopping service for business execs, friends,
and their husbands alike, out of m y home."
Tom Fulda, Columbia, Md., reports: "Turning
50 led me to buy a second-hand, red convertible. Also went to a wonderful week-long
international affairs conference on the U.S. and
the Soviet Union in the post-Cold War ... Three
weeks before the Moscow coup." Tom is a
program analyst for Health Care Financing
Administration.
Jonathan Hartshorne is self-employed as a
worklife counselor in Albuquerque, N.M.
Dorothea Stoehr Hintz, Mount Kisco, N.Y.,
left Lifecodes during a change in ownership
and is now a research technician with
Medigene, Inc. She has had an eventful year,
celebrating 30 years of marriage to Harold
Hintz and also her 50th birthday.
Bonnie Maier Kohleriter is a science teacher
with the San Ramon Valley school district in
Danville, Calif. She says that she loves her job
teaching science and enjoys seeing her
daughters reach their teenage years.
Sara Smith Magee is the extension supervisor
at the Great River Regional Library in St.
Cloud, Minn. She and her family recently
bought a new home and she also purchased a
Morgan horse in the fall to pursue her interest
in dressage.
George McKann, Park Ridge, Ill., is a partner
and chair of the corporate department at
Gardner, Carton, Douglas law firm. He has
been working with a Chicago company that is
negotiating the purchase of a company in the
former East Germany, which has allowed him
several trips to Berlin.
Sandra McKearin Neel, C, Albuquerque,
N .M., writes that her school, Bel Canto Studio,
is flourishing with 35 students and she is
performing as much as ever.
Roxanne Fuller McLean, Evanston, Ill.,
reports an interesting year that included two
weeks in Paris, with six days spent at the
French Open tennis championships. She
works about four days a week as an
independent contractor, primarily in product
development research, and spends much time
volunteering for non-profit organizations.
Hayward Sumner, Falls Church, Va., writes:
"I celebrated #50 by retiring from the Air
Force and reversing roles with Beryl, who now
works for Deense Logistics Agency. She was
quite happy to pass on all the domestic
chores."
Robert "Mac" West, Southfield, Mich., left his
position at the Cranbrook Institute at the close
of 1991. He says that it is "time to look at the
larger world and see how my varied experiences and activities can be used in the broader
world of science education .. .a number of
opportunities are on the horizon. "
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the vocal director for a high school music
production, Guys and Dolls, which she found
to be very rewarding.
Dan Burleigh, Minneapolis, is a systems
analyst with the Grand Met/ Pilsbury
Corporation. He writes that he continues with
piano lessons, attends weekly meetings for
people who speak French, attends opera and
musical events in the Twin Cities, and also
volunteers at a gay and lesbian library.
Shaun Donnelly is the deputy chief of mission
for the American Embassy in Tunis, Tunisia.
He and his wife, Susan Buesing Donnelly, '69,
will return to the U.S. during the summer of
1992 when Shaun will become the director of
regional, political, and economic affairs in the
European bureau of the State Department.
Suzanne DuBois, Oakland, Calif., is the
executive director of the Oakland School
Volunteers program, which recruits, trains,
and coordinates all volunteer and corporate
partnerships in Oakland Unified. In January
she ended her two-year term as the special
projects director for the California Association
of Student Councils.
Ann Godfrey Goss is a senior microcomputer
analyst with Chern Nuclear Geotech, a
contractor with the Department of Energy
located in Grand Junction, Colo. Since her son
has enrolled in college, she has rejoined a
Sweet Adelines female vocal group, solos with

30th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Betsy Anderson, Beloit, Wis., is a teacher with
the Beloit public schools. She writes that she is
keeping busy with the children, especially
30th Reunion-June 1996
since her son is getting ready for college and
Steve Landfried, visiting professor of
her daughter is in the second grade.
education
at Ripon College in Ripon, Wis.,
Gary Bayer is the chief of agriculture and
took
a
trip
in July with the director of the
natural resources development for the U.S.
International
Crane Foundation to Siberia. He
Agency for International Development. He
also
took
a
six-week
trip around the world to
writes: "My wife and I have lived and worked
advocate
the
tracking
of crane migrations by
in Kampala, Uganda, for two and one-half
satellite.
years as part of the U.S. technical assistance
program."
K. Coralee Burch-Hannie, Le Mars, Iowa, is
an associate professor of communications at
30th Reunion-June 1996
Teikyo Westmar University. She heads up the
Susan Miller Mitchell, Shorewood, Wis., and
communications program with an emphasis
her husband George keep busy with their
on international communications.
company, The Mitchell Company.
Barbara Savadge Horton, Evanston, Ill., writes
that her children's book, What Comes In Spring?,
was published by Knopf in April1992.
25th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Harry MacLean, Denver, reports that his
Karen Henderson Bachhuber is a math
recent book will be published by Harper
teacher with Appleton East High School. She
Collins in April1993. He adds that he has not
writes, "Still enjoying school-maybe I liked
remarried, as was reported in error in the
being a student more than teaching, but
summer 1991 issue of Lawrence Today.
teaching is very satisfying." Her son John
Wilbur F. Monroe is president of Monroe
currently
attends Lawrence.
Associates, an economic consulting firm in
Alice Farver Bowdish, C, is a music teacher at
Washington, D.C. He reports that he is kept
the Jefferson School in Harvard, Ill. She was
busy raising his two children as a single
parent.
George Putz, East
Boothbay, Maine,
writes, "Still freelance
writing magazine
articles and occasional
books (my last one on
kayaks is going into its
third printing)." He
reports that he has
been battling cancer for
the last year-and-a-half
but says he is oddly
content and that his
Lawrence education
has been an enormous
comfort and humane
groundwork.
John van den Akker is
a self-employed real
estate manager in
Hermosa Beach, Calif.
He recently received
the honor of being
elected the president of
the Alley Association,
a group of property
owners on Fashion
Alley in the garment
district of Los Angeles.
He and his wife, Linda,
have three young
children.
Lawrence Class of 1967. ROW 1: Susan Raccoli Harvey, Ellen Bierdz Osterhart, Pat Phelps Nash, Anne Stuart Galli, Jan Ferry
Mike Walter, editor of
Coventry, Ginny Vase, Linda Peterson Schoessel, Sharon Taylor Evans, Mitzi Schneider Wade, Mary Lou McBroom Findley, Ann
The Post-Crescent
Renn~ck Pzehl. ROW 2: Anna M_
ack Adams, Lois Beck Rath, Peter Na sh, Linda Stoikowitz Cannon, Sidney Ayabe, Chris Kaufman
newspaper in Appleton,
Hamzlton-Kenny, Henry C~nklzn, Sara Battersby Hall, Karen Hicks Smith, Barbara Martin-Smith, Crary Hoyt Gaggia, Kit Vernon,
was a featured speaker
Bob Rand, Sherry !fowenstzne Rand, Roger K. Thompson. ROW 3: Chuck Lord, Timothy Parker, Sue Zimmerman Brown, Kathy Peak
at the Winchester
Mzller, Andrew Gzlboy, Jzm Smyth, Julze Hellmuth Reiter, Barbara Willen Gibbons, Barbara von Behren Searcy, Chuck Porter, James
Academy's 1992lecture
Thompson , Jim McNamee, Rich Agness, Richard Grimwade. ROW 4: N. Bailey Lorberbaum, Helen "Dinny" Barshell Nemacheck;
series in Waupaca, Wis.
Bruc_e R. Lange; James Wognum; Barry Carley; George Peltier; John Hein; Hartford Igleheart; Dan LeMahiem; Jim Swearengen;
Davzd Gregerson; Gerry Max; Bruce Ellzott; Charles G. Norseng; Chuck Hall; Todd Soli; Doug Giffin; John C. Firmin.
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her church choir, and has also become a
certified ski race official-since skiing is her
main pastime.
Criss Hartzell, Decatur, Ga., works at the
Emory University School of Medicine.
Takako Haroka Ike, Suita-shi, Japan, helps
h er husband, Toru, manage his dental clinic.
Takaka writes that she manages to keep busy
volunteering with an exchange program and
also serving in tourist information / interpretation at a train station in Osaka.
David Mielke, Dousman, Wis., was appointed
the director of international business studies at
Marquette University in September 1991.
Ella Loebe O'Neill, Phoenix, is a selfemployed piano teacher. She also has acquired
a thoroughbred horse and spends time riding,
training, and showing at dressage shows
throughout Arizona.
Barry Perlman is a psychology professor at
UW -Oshkosh. In his spare time he is a soccer
referee, collects antique American furniture,
and travels when he can.
Kay Enenbach Pung, Ithaca, N.Y., is an
English teacher with Newfield Central schools
and writes: "It was a thrill to attend a summer
session at Lawrence last June in teaching
advanced placement English."
Candace Jones Schulenburg is a psychology
instructor with the Cape Cod Community
Colleges in Barnstable, Mass. She is the
director of the childcare center at the college
and enjoys directing the skits in which the
children act and sing. Her husband John,
C '70, runs his own business, Symphony
Tours, which creates and promotes trips to
fine and performing arts events.
Anne DeLong Smith is the vice president of
marketing for the Nevada Development
Authority in Las Vegas. She and her husband
Tom moved to Nevada in October 1991 for
better weather, quality of life, and economic
opportunities.
Richard Witte is a clinical psychologist in
Berkeley, Calif. He writes that he is very busy
with his private practice and work with the
Naval Hospital.
Jim Freim, Colorado Springs, Colo., pedaled
his bicycle 434 miles in 24 hours to win the
fifth annual Ironbutt Marathon this past
October.

and her husband Glenn enjoy camping/
motorcycle trips throughout the western U.S.
Stephen Graham, Winnetka, Ill., has his own
dental practice in Wilmette. He is very active
in his church and finds time to play tennis and
exercise. He hopes to organize a 25th reunion
of the 1968 L.U. champion swim team.
Bruce Iglauer, Chicago, is the president and
founder of Alligator Records, which has
become one of the major blues record labels in
the world, and just celebrated its 20th
anniversary. Bruce says," All this grew out of
my doing the blues show on WLFM and
organizing the 1969 concerts by How ling Wolf
and Luther Allison."
Scott Lewis, Racine, Wis., is an a ttorney for
the city of Racine, has published several
articles in legal journals, and has a monthly
humor column in The Wisconsin Lawyer.
Albert Loebe, Arlington, Va., is planning a
move to Atlanta to join the corporate legal
staff of the Coca-Cola Company as a specialist
in anti-trust and trade regulations. He will be
leaving the law firm in Washington, D.C., with
which he has been a partner for three years.
Mary Jean Vaubel Montgomery, Spencer,
Iowa, an educational consultant, embarked on
a private consulting business several years
ago. She specializes in grant writing, curriculum development, and federal education
proposal evaluation. She and her husband
Dick have three daughters.
Susan Nock, New York, is an associate with
Watson Financial Group and also owns a store
with her sister, Betsy, '68, in Lakewood, Wis.
Susan is involved politically with American
Women's Economic Development
Corporation.
Tom and Patsy Dew Pender, Northfield,

Minn., report that they have four children,
ranging in age from one year to 12. Tom is
counsel to the committee on financial
institutions and insurance for the Minnesota
House of Representatives. Patsy is on the
board of the Northfield Arts Guild and the
Northfield Musical Theatre. She is also
director of the Young People's Theatre
Program.
Frank Rippl, Appleton, works for the
Appleton school district as a vocal music
instructor. He has just celebrated his 20th
anniversary as the organist/ choirmaster at the
All Saints Episcopal Church and will be on
tour in June with the Appleton Boychoir in
Bavaria and Austria.
Beverly Roberts, Deephaven, Minn., is the
assistant treasurer for the Tennant Company
and attends law school at William Mitchell
College of Law in St. Paul.
Linda Neau Scott, Tampa, Fla., has returned
to the United States after 20 years in the
Dominican Republic. She was the general
director of the St. George School of Santo
Domingo.
T. James Snodgrass is rector at St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church in Allegheny, N.Y. He has
written an article about the need for waste
management and is very involved in this
national and international crisis. He notes that
he visited Mike Matheson, '70, in Indianapolis
and that David Matz, '69, lives nearby and
teaches classics at St. Bonaventure University.
Mary Jo McGuire Swanson, Englewood,
Colo., just returned from a family trip to
Australia. This was the first time they had
visited Australia since they left ten years ago.
Mary Jo and her husband Kent have four
children.

1969
25th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Karen Foster Brassfield, San Diego, is a senior
vice president and chief administrative officer
for the First National Bank. She, her husband,
and their son enjoy skiing and camping.
Reginald Goeke, State College, Pa., has been a
faculty member and chair of music education
at West Virginia University and Penn State.
He started a consulting firm in 1985 that
delivers executive development seminars for
Fortune 500 companies, does market research,
and has recently become involved in the
design of related computer software.
Linda McNeely Graham, Littleton, Colo., is an
editorial research assistant at Micromedex,
Inc., a medical publishing company. She has
returned to school, taking courses in anatomy,
physiology, and pharmacology in order to
become a medical editor for Micromedex. She

Matrix, the jazz group that formed in 1974 at Lawrence and went on to release four widely acclaimed
albums in the late '70s, recently played reunion concerts to enthusiastic audiences in Oshkosh and
Milwaukee. The group had not performed in public in more than 12 years. In Oshkosh, the group premiered
a work written by former Lawrence director of jazz studies John Hannon, '57, and commissioned by the
Green Lake Festival of Music. Pictured are (left to right) Harmon, Randy Tico, Kurt Dietrich, '73, Brad
McDougall, John Kirchberger, Mike Hale, '74, Allen Johnson, Jeff Pietrangelo, '74, Larry Darling, '75, and,
front, Mike Murphy on drums.
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Debra Briggs Witte-Fowler is a self-employed
artist and graphic artist in Pleasant Hill, Calif.
She and her husband Robert have two
children, Ben and Becky. Debra received an
honorable mention for a mixed media
painting from the Diablo Art Association and
is currently busy with her work and a new
interest in writing poetry and fiction.

1970
25th Reunion-June 1995
Janet Behmer, Downingtown, Pa., is a show
host for the QVC (Quality Value Convenience)
television marketing network.

1971
25th Reunion-June 1996
Scott Alexander, Salem, Mass., has been
elected senior minister of the world's largest
Unitarian Universalist congregation. He was
featured in an article in USA Today, and has
also published two books this year, The
Welcoming Congregation, and AIDS and Your

Religious Community.
Camille Cates Barnett is the city manager for
Austin, Texas. She was the recipient of the
1992 National Public Service Award.
Billy Chambers is the general manager of
O'Shea Employment in Chicago. As an
executive recruiter, he received the Million
Dollar Club Award.
Deborah Dembowski Hanson, C, Appleton,
is the choral director and general music
teacher in Two Rivers, Wis. In the winter, she
cross-country skis, while her summers are
occupied with "gardening, drag racing,
partying, and going to plays."
Mary Jo Freeman, Mosinee, Wis., recently was
named a fellow of the American College of
Physicians. She is assistant clinical professor
of medicine at the University of Wisconsin
and also a member of the Pro Musica
women's choir.
E. James Kehoe is an associate professor of
psychology at the University of New South
Wales, Australia. He recently spent a sixmonth sabbatical in the U.S., enabling him to
attend the 20th reunion at Lawrence last
summer.
Carol Korda and her husband recently spent
eight months in Japan. She found Japan to be
"safe, clean, and efficient, in sharp contrast to
Hong Kong, Korea,
and Thailand, which
are less developed but
more exciting." After
returning to St. Paul,
she resumed her
position as assistant
vice president for First
Bank System.
Kolleen Egan Kellom,
Waukesha, Wis.,
received an M.A.
Lawrence University
degree in South Asian
trustee, John A. Luke,
studies from UWJr. , '71, of New
Madison in 1991 and is
Canaan, Connecticut,
currently working on a
was recently named
Ph.D. in comparative
president and chief
third world history.
executive officer of
Her husband, Gar
Westvaco Corporation.
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Kellam, '69, is the vice president and dean at
Carroll College and they spent half of
December and January in Kenya with their
family and 20 Carroll students.
Nancy Paulu, a special assistant for the U.S.
Department of Education, has written a book
titled Helping Your Child Learn Science. Since
publication in July 1991,300,000 copies have
been distributed and a National Science
Foundation grant has been awarded to print
60,000 more.
Karl Strelnick, Wauwatosa, Wis., has recently
been appointed forensic psychiatrist for the
Milwaukee County Mental Health Complex.
Jay Zemlicka reports that after 18 years apart,
he and his Lawrence sweetheart, Leslie
Dickinson, are engaged to be married. Jay is a
real estate agent in Phoenix .

1972
25th Reunion-June 1997
Kristine Bick, Chicago, is a self-employed
lighting designer and theatrical technician. She
plans to be sworn into the stagehands union,
which she believes will prove interesting
because there aren't many women in the
union.
Joe Chauncey, Seattle, is a principal and
partner for KSW A Architects, a firm he cofowlded two years ago with a friend.
David and Lynn Davis Debbink, Appleton,
are busy with family and work. David is with
the Appleton Area School District and Lynn is
with Aid Association for Lutherans. They
attended the 1991 Lawrence "Bike Vermont"
tour and write that it was "beautiful and funreally for non-enthusiasts as well as bike
freaks. "
Susan Fichera Leach, Encinitas, Calif., is a
systems programmer and analyst at the
University of California-San Diego Center for
Computer-mediated Arts. She published an
article in the fall1991 issue of Computer Mu sic
Journal on real-time audio processing under
time-sharing operating systems.
Andrew Hanson, Stamford, N .Y., is the
director of research for a French merchant
bank. He and his wife Paula enjoy their
daughter and their antique colonial gunhouse,
built in 1804.
Joy Jaeckle, El Paso, Texas, recently remarried
and is now teaching English at an Austin high
school. She writes: "I use a lot of Goldgar
notes, since I haven't taught English since
1973. All that work studying French at
Lawrence is less than useful in an area where
everyone speaks 'Spanglish.' "
Ellen Stein Cowan, Dunbarton, N.H., is the
administrative director of Familystrength. She
writes that she and husband Robert are still
living in their old house out in the country,
with "wood stoves, brick hearths, sagging
floors, and endless repairs (but cheap
mortgage!)."
Sherry Wilson Kopecky, C, is in her fifth year
as principal at Prospect Elementary School in
Elmhurst, Ill. She feels fortunate to work with
a staff of outstanding professionals who have
all worked to bring about positive change for
their students.
Larry Maple, Bartlesville, Okla., is a senior
formation evaluation geologist with Phillips

Petroleum. He helps coach his daughter's
soccer team, even though he expected her to
be a ballerina when she was born.
Keith Reed, Far Hills, N.J., left Herman's
World of Sporting Goods and is presently
trying to buy a sporting goods manufacturer.
Stewart Ross, C, North Mankato, Minn., is a
professor of music and director of bands at
Mankato State University. He planned to be a
high school band director in Apple Valley,
Minn., during his sabbatical in 1992.
Charlie Seraphin, Coppell, Texas, is the vice
president of program operations for KRLD I
Texas Sta te Networks, a recent change after
working for another station in Los Angeles for
ten years.
Catherine Tatge, New York, is the president
of Tatge Lasseur Productions, Inc. Her
company has produced and directed three
specials for the public broadcasting system
this year: Beyond Hate, Hate On Trial, and The

Creative Spirit.
William Trauba is a Catholic evangelical
priest based out of Yecora, Mexico. He has
been active in designing and helping to build
small churches in several towns, all of which
lack electricity, use kerosene lamps at night,
and have frequent travelers on horseback. He
notes that life there is like a scene from the
Old West of the mid-1800s.
Karen Van Gilder, Indianapolis, is the
director of Christian education at the First
Presbyterian Church of Southport.
Cynthia White, Ashland, Ore., is the associate
director for play development with the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
Jan Yourist, Chicago, was one of ten
outstanding Chicago-area teachers to receive
the 1992 Golden Apple Award for excellence
in classroom teaching. Jan teaches humanities
at the Chicago Academy for the Arts and will
receive a stipend and a sabbatical to study
tuition-free at orthwestern University for
one term.

1973
20th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
William and Julieann Norman Ash, Ham
Lake, Minn., report that they still work with
horses. Julieann is pursuing a master's degree
in special education at St. Cloud State
University. They have one son, Carl.
Michael Breitzman is a social studies teacher
for the Appleton Area School District.
Richard Burkett, San Diego, is an assistant
professor of art at San Diego State University.
He recently has become a member of "The
Shy Persons Bluegrass Band" playing
mandolin while his wife Elizabeth plays bass.
He also finds time to continue his career as an
artist and to wri te software.
Ann Carrott, Alexandria, Minn., writes,
"Unfortunately, there is job security in
criminal prosecution careers!" She is the
Douglas County attorney and was recently
elected as the first woman executive board
member of the Minnesota County Attorney's
Association and was also appointed to the
governor's Commission on Violent Crimes.
Tom Cutler, Potomac, Md., is a foreign affairs
officer with the U.S. Department of Energy.
He recently accompanied Secretary of State
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James Baker on a trip to Japan, Korea, and
China.
Leslie Dickinson, Seattle, happily writes,
"After 18 years apart, my Lawrence sweetheart Gay Zemlicka, '71) and I are engaged!!"
Leslie is currently an art teacher with the
Alderwood Middle School.
Nancy Freeman, Brooklyn, Wis., is a director
of public education with the American Cancer
Society. She serves on the executive committee
of the Wisconsin Cancer Council and IS also
working with ACS on a $7 million grant for an
anti-tobacco campaign. She recently passed a
certification exam to become a health
education specialist.
David Haugland, West Hollywood, Calif.,
recently produced a documentary film titled
Changing Our Minds .
Jean Nocerini Herzberg, C, is a professor ~f
voice at the University of Minnesota. A lync
soprano, she has performed with the San
Francisco Opera, the Western Opera Theatre,
the San Diego Opera Center, and Opera Grand
Rapids and made solo appearances with many
national orchestras.
Barb Mehring Hess, Middleton, Wis., is a
teacher of French and Spanish with the
Middleton Cross Plains area schools.
Cynthia Hill, Solana Beach, Calif., writes:
"Since meeting my sweetheart, Steve
Leatherwood, a marine biologist, two years
ago, I have begun to combine my interest in
wildlife conservation and travel." Recent
projects include an Earthwatch program in
Australia, dolphin research off the Grand
Banks of the Bahamas, and an ocean voyage
from New Zealand to Antarctica.
Betsy Humphrey, Lyndhurst, Ohio, writes:
"We have recently branched our popcorn ball
business into catalog sales ... From a 'local
only' company 10 years ago, we have moved
to begin to cover the country." Betsy adds that
she is still in touch with her college
roommates.
Gretchen Jahn, Eastlake, Colo., writes: "This
last summer I had the most challenging
adventure of my life. Out of 51 airplanes, we
were in the top third."
Paul Kay, Minnetonka, Minn., is the vice
president and chief information officer fo:
MedPower, a company aimed at automatmg
much of the claims process and servicing
employers, medical providers, and insurance
companies.
.
Stanley Kingsley Day, C, editor for Clavzer
magazine, reports that his musical murder
mystery, "Summer Stock Murder," was
revived last winter and Stanley played the role
of the pianist-detective.
Phyllis Peter-Mallard, Arlington, Va., is an
administrative officer with the World Bank.
She and her husband Stephen write: "We are
finally resettled after our overseas assignment." Phyllis is also a new member of the
Lawrence alumni board.
Nancy Johnson Russel is a co-pastor at Grace
United Church of Christ in Wausau, Wis.
Their family finally took their long-awaited
trip to Disneyworld.
Richard Zimman is employed by the
Appleton Area School District. He writes: "As
head of the district alcohol and other drug

•

abuse program, I'm happy to report that we
were one of two districts in the country to be
recognized as an Outstanding Stude~t
Assistance Program-our second national
award in three years." He also had an article
about the program published in a national
journal and is now expanding it into a book.

1974
20th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

1975
20th Reunion-JLme 17-19, 1994
Jeff Bleil, Solana Beach, Calif., is a principal
investigator / associate member of th~ department of molecular biology at the Scnpps
Research Institute. Jeff and his wife Welma
have one son.
Liz Coppedge Bohn, Poway, Calif., is a parttime consultant for an educational software
company, writes fiction, and spends time with
her husband and their children.
Nancy Kreher Brazeau, Escanaba, ~ich., is the
research coordinator for Upper Penmsula
Health Education. She reports that her
company received another large federal grant
in 1991 and also continues to have success
with smaller ones. She enjoys windsurfing and
sailing in the summer.
.
.
Nancy Dinauer, Indianapolis, Ind., wntes that
the major event of 1991 was a move from
Boston. She is a member of the division of
pediatric hematology-oncology at the Indiana
University School of Medicine. She plans to be
doing lab work and learning a lot about
basketball.
.
Christopher Eager has been mayor of
Evansville, Wis., for the past four years and IS
currently facing an election year. He also is
employed by the Union Bank & Trust
Company, where he has worked since 1980.
Jane Rittenhouse Florine, C, Palatine, Ill., left
her job in February 1991 and is enjoying the
volunteer life, which includes Cub Scouts,
Kindergym, and Sunday school.
David and Linda Wolfgram Gust moved
from New Hampshire to Queensland,
Australia. Linda is a laboratory manager for
the botany department at the University of
Queensland in Brisbane and David of the
school of geology at Queensland University of
Technology.
.
.
.
Timothy Hawley, Jamaica Plam, Mass., IS
working on a book about the environment~!
consequences of the Persian Gulf War, which
will be published by Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich in the fall of 1992.
Gail Nelson Johansen, C, Fairbanks, Alaska,
and her husband Anton, have moved into a
new house in the country with room for their
four children. She is self-employed as a violin
teacher and performer.
Scott Klug, Madison, Wis., had a busy 1990-91
as he finished an MBA degree at the
University of Wisconsin, left a 15-year career
in broadcasting to run for Congress, and won
in an upset, beating a 32-year incumbent! He
has a been a leader in Congressional reform
and has been on Nightline, ABC's David
Brinkley, and NBC News, arguing for limited
terms for congressmen.

Mary Luehrsen-Young, C, Port Chester, N.Y.,
recently left her career in teaching and
administration to accept a position as the
executive director of the professional New
Orchestra of Westchester.
Chris Murray is the first secretary of political
affairs at the U.S. Mission to the European
Community in Brussels, Belgium. He and his
wife Joan have two children.
.
Mary Clough O'Donnell, Louisvill~, Colo:, IS
the senior vice president and executive officer
at Affiliated National Bank in Boulder.
Laurie Stearns, Albany, Calif., graduated from
the University of California Law School in
May 1992. She spent the last year of law sch~ol
as managing editor of the Californza Law Revzew
and now will spend one year as a law clerk for
the justices of the California Supreme Co~rt.
George Steed, Silverdale, Wash., claims, You
never appreciate a housewife until yo~ are_
one." He is running the household while his
wife, Amy Merriam, '74, works as a civilian
lawyer for the Navy. George is in the Naval
Air Reserve, president of the local PTA, and
runs an international mail-art network of
about 150 artists.
James Michael Thompson is the director
music ministry at St. Peter's Roman Catholic
Church in Chicago. He is a member of "His
Majestie's Clerics," a 20-voice Renaissance
choral ensemble and also conducts another
professional choir.

o!

1976
20th Reunion-June 1997
Katherine Greene Ball, Aurora, Ill., is working
full-time as a library-media center assistant in
the school attended by her two children. She
also serves as the PTA president.
Priscilla Campbell Brown, Chicago, married
Nelson Brown, Jr., in 1988. She works parttime as a freelance writer and editor.
David Davenport is a senior research technician at Cytel Corporation in San Diego. He
married Lisa in October 1990.
Jane Dillingham is pursuing a master's degree
in counseling at Loyola University in Chicago.
William Eggbeer, Bethesda, Md., is enjoying
his new position as vice president of marketing for Manor Health Care Corporation. He
and his wife Linda recently purchased a home
in Bethesda that they are rebuilding with the
help of their sons.
Susan Koch Gegenhuber, Sylmar, Calif., is the
principal librarian for the Pasadena Public
Library.
Bonny Emdin Glisker, Shorts Hills, N.J., was
married to Russell Glisker in October 1990. She
reports that they honeymooned in France and
"nothing has been dull since." They have
moved three times in one year, most recently
from Boston to New York.
Susan Karow, Houston, chairperson of the art
department for the Galena Park !ndependent
School District and recently received a Master
Teacher Award.
R. Michael Knipp, Chicago, is a senior
account executive with the Intersolv Corporation of Westchester, Ill.
Christopher Lawrence and his family have
been living in Taiwan for about three years.
Ruu-Tian, his wife, is from Taiwan and they

•
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want their two sons to have exposure to
Chinese culture and language.
Mark and Anne Dempesy Lee, Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis., have one daughter, Alyssa,
whom Anne cares for while Mark runs a
building and remodeling business.
Nancy Mattson, San Francisco, founded a
boutique investment firm that saved the U.S.
Navy more than $500 million and was
presented the Distinguished Public Service
Award, an honor that had never before been
awarded to civilians during the Reagan
administration.
Jon and Kristine Reuter Peterson, C, live in
Appleton with their daughter, Emily. Kris is a
music teacher with the Appleton public
schools and is pursuing a master's degree in
community counseling.
Diane Macutha Savage is a Seattle dentist and
enjoys SCU BA diving, flying lessons, skydiving,
kayaking, and swimming.
John Sterba, Xenia, Ohio, lives on a farm
where he and his wife Sandra raise, breed, and
show Morgan horses. John is an emergency
medical physician and physiologist and has
one daughter, Randi.
Marilyn Sterrenberg-Rose, Littleton, Colo., is
a partner with the law firm of Hall & Evans in
Denver. She graduated
from the ITT ChicagoKent Law School,
where she won high
honors, a partial
scholarship, a Corpus
Juris Secundum award,
and two American
Jurisprudence awards.
Margaret Young,
Enosburg Falls, Vt., is a
self-employed
photographer. She and
her husband, David
Hoke, have two
children.

Family Insurance and his wife Suzanne is a
childbirth teacher.
Jeff Frank and his wife Kelly have moved into
a 97-year-old Victorian house in Woodstock,
Ill., which "needs a little bit of elbow grease
and a bottomless pocketbook."
Linda Ericson Hill, Greer, S.C., and her
husband Dave, '78, celebrated their tenth
anniversary in Milwaukee with family and
friends. Many Lawrentians were at the
festivities, including Kevin Caraher, '78, Paul
Scaffidi, '78, Melinda Dik, '78, and Holly
Moosebrugger Parkes, '77.
Mona Stender Goodrich, Hubertus, Wis., is
the director of MART, Inc., a non-profit
regional arts organization. She keeps busy
running after her one-year-old daughter,
Samantha.
Thomas Hughes, Unionville, Pa., is a teacher
and coach at Tower Hill School. During his
second year as head coach, the wrestling team
won the conference title for the first time in 15
years!
Linda Kimball, C, Whitewater, Wis., is a horn
specialist and lecturer at the UW-Whitewater.
She and h er husband Frank attended the
International Trumpet Workshop in
Rotterdam last June.

Richard and Anne Lippi Meyer, Dayton,
Ohio, have two children, Wynn and Jordan.
Anne is a graphic arts and advertising
assistant for Brooks & Company, w hile
Richard is an operations supervisor for the
Social Security Administration.
Charles Lobeck, Mequon, Wis., is a senior vice
president at St. Mary's Hospital in Port
Washington, Wis.
Elizabeth MacKenzie, Madison, Wis., has
been busy at home with her four sons. She is
active in the school PTO and also helps out
several hours each w eek in her sons' classrooms. She also was elected president of the
Madison Alumnae Club of Pi Beta Phi and
spent a week in St. Louis at the national
convention.
John Ranck, C, Boston, is a flutist and faculty
member at the Community Music Center of
Boston and at the Brookline Music School.
Recently he published articles in Flute Talk, The
Berlioz Society Newsletter, and The Flutist
Quarterly Magazine. He also received a DMA
degree in May 1990 from the Manhattan
School of Music in New York City.
Andrew Sachnoff, Culver City, Calif., is the
director of development for Andrew Solt
Productions.

1977
20th ReunionJune 1997
Mark Canning and his
wife, Deborah
Davidson Canning, '78,
are living in Warsaw,
Poland. Mark is with
the foreign service and
Deb is reviewing visa
applications.
Bill Edminster recently
began his job as head of
technical services for
the McHenry Public
Library District in
McHenry, Ill. He
recently received an
MLA degree from
Rosemary College.
David Foss, Madison,
Wis., writes that he
had a great time
canoeing in Canada
last summer. He is a
senior development
analyst at American
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Lawrence Classes of 1976, '77, and '78. ROW 1: Mary Myslis, 79; Bertha Elena Hinojosa Baillie, 78; Rebecca Moorhead
Culbertson, 77; Dan Bailie, 78; Natasha Pickrel Poppe, 77; Eloise Frick Cherven, 76; Cheryl Owen Rank, 78; Linda Hendrix Fama,
76; Tamara Schiller, 76; Katie Lyle Finnblade, 76; Julie Jansen Kraemer, '80; Harry Jansen Kraemer, 77 ROW 2: Meredith Bidlack
Browne, 77; Jo Howarth Noonan, 78; Nancy Patton, 78; Bruno Browning, 77; Marc Weinberger, '77; Lee Bellows Weinberger, 7 8;
Christine Siewert Yox, 78; Mary Jo Johnson, 79; Su san Basnik Herring, 77; Barb Preskill, 76; Michael Lofton, 76; Margi
Briggs,76; Clare McCulla, 76. ROW 3: Janet Aronberg Hersh, 78; Tracy Grogan Mooty, 77; Mary Reed Spencer, 78; Anne Wolfe
King, 7 6; Sherry Ann Freise, 7 7; Jody Feldman, 77; Cydney Einck, 77; Terry Bolz, 7 7; Jon Aries, 78; Tom R. Hughes, 77; Julie
Phelps Stier, 76; Nancy Fay, 78; Ken Rowland, 76 ROW 4: Mary Beth Egan, 77; Mary Jane Cowan Danan, '77; Stephan Bates, 7 8;
Mary Shaw Bates, 7 7; Michael Cisler, 78; Erich Press, 78; Julie Manning, 78; Cher Zimmerman , 78; Michael "rabbi " Sigman, 7 8;
Martha Lee Mitchell, 7 7; Sharon Rowe Maylath, '77; Dorothy Fischer, 7 7; Wendy Watson, 78; Danna Doyle, 79; Andrea
Williamson Hughes, 77. ROW 5: Penn Ritter, 7 8; Robin Kimis, 78; Lorel Greene, 7 6; Edward Langer, 7 6; Matthew Brockmeier, 76;
John Davis, 76; Craig Gagnon, 76; Steven Schultz, 77; Kay Kormneier, 7 6; Jim Kirkland, 7 6; Kim Sherman, 7 6; Bill Eggbeer, 7 6.
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Juliana Schmidt, Menomonie, Wis., is a legal
assistant with her husband and also has her
own company, An Old Sweet Song, for which
she sings and performs. They are renovating
their law office, and she writes, "in my spare
time (yeah sure!), I knit Icelandic patterned
sweaters."
April Oja Scholtz, Grand Haven, Mich.,
writes, "Decided to change most of my life this
year." She got married, moved, and changed
jobs. She left The Nature Conservancy with
regrets but is excited to promote the North
Country Trail, which will be the country's
longest national trail when complete.
Nada Smith Newcomb, C, Neenah, Wis., is a
counselor for the Neenah Joint School District
and continues to teach private violin lessons
and play in an area quartet. She and her
husband Joel have two daughters.
John VanDuzer, Northbrook, Ill., is an
attorney and legal consultant with Hewitt
Associates, and adds, "Enjoying both my job
and being a father to two 'wild and crazy'
young boys-hard to say which is more
challenging!"
Anne Hopkins Warner, Medicine Lake,
Minn., and her husband Barry took up sailboat
racing last summer and traveled to Ireland in
September.
Tom and Andrea Williamson-Hughes,
Norwalk, Conn., have been busy- Tom as a
regional manager with C.A. Rich Environmental Consultants and in a hockey league,
and Andrea as a senior executive assistant
with the Save The Children Foundation, Inc.
and working towards running a marathon.

1978
20th Reunion-June 1997
Jon Aries, Boulder, Colo., recently started a
small company, Adroit Automation, Inc.,
specializing in automation and robotics. They
deal primarily with occupational safety and
environmental issues.
Paul Berghoff, Chicago, and his family were
expecting another child at the time of his
reply. He is a senior partner for the law firm of
Allegretti and Witcoff, Ltd.
Nancy Bydalek Kohn, Coogee, New South
Wales, Australia, is a lecturer in marketing at
the Australian School of Management,
University of New South Wales.
Deborah Davidson Canning, Warsaw,
Poland, is a consular assistant for the state
department at the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw.
She and husband Marc, '77, write, "Poland is
changing before our eyes-it's an exciting time
to be in Eastern Europe."
Nancy Fay and her husband Kendrith
Rowland, '76, live in Champaign, Illinois,
where Nancy is a clinical obstetrician/
gynecologist and instructor at the University
of illinois.
Margaret Huggins, Barrington, R.I., is an
executive secretary for the National Perinatal
Information Center and continues her studies
in jewelry at the Rhode Island School of
Design.
Peter Josheff is a freelance musician in
Berkeley, Calif., playing clarinet with
"Earplay," a new music group, and "Clarinet

Thing," a jazz quintet. He also teaches private
lessons in the Bay Area and coaches a local
youth orchestra.
Dora Chiu Lee, C, Bellevue, Wash., writes that
she finished a master's degree in music at
Indiana University and then returned to Hong
Kong to work for the Hong Kong government
as a music promotions officer. After completing her eleventh year of service, in July of
this year, she will return to the U.S. to settle
near Seattle.
Julie Manning is the marketing director for
Love Publishing Company in Denver. She is
active with the National Abortion Rights
League and also takes advantage of
Colorado's great outdoors.
Mike and Jenni Ester Remillard, Eagle River,
Alaska, write: "The views are spectacular with
mountains all around. On clear days, we can
see Denali looming in the distance." Mike, a
dentist, sees a few patients each week, but his
main work is programming computers for the
Indian Health Service. Jenni is the at-home
parent with their two daughters, Emily and
Anna.
Martha Kreher Stevenson, Wilmington, Va., is
a "fanatical league lady" with the League of
Women Voters. She writes for the local league
newsletter and works with projects to stop
sewers through wetlands, etc. She is also
volunteering with an "Adopt-A-Stream
Program" to map local streams.
Julie Stoneman, Grand Rapids, Mich., works
for the West Michigan Environmental Action
Council as the land use director. She has
developed an oil recycling program that was
featured in Garbage magazine.
Beth Trompeter, Brooklyn, N.Y., writes: "I
took a long-term leave of absence from my
opera career to work in the NBC Olympic
Broadcast Unit (coordinator of business
affairs), get some health benefits, a regular
paycheck, and have a baby. A lot of major
changes."

1979
15th Reunion-June 1995
James Palm, St. Louis Park, Minn., and his
family were involved with the International
Special Olympics-he was a scorekeeper and
medal presenter while his wife, Susan
Merbach Palm, '80, was an attendant for the
locker rooms. They also teamed up for the
Super Bowl to work on the Taste of the NFL
Executive Committee.

1980
15th Reunion-June 1995
Margo Hoecherl Ames, C, Savannah, Ga., is a
professor of music at the Savannah College of
Art and Design. She also is playing with the
Savannah Symphony part-time and teaches
private violin lessons.
Nancy Bolz, Austin, Texas, writes: "Hard to
believe 11 years have passed since the good
old days! I am working as a project manager
for Jones and Neuse, Inc. on hazardous and
solid waste and underground storage tank
projects."
Anne Fraioli is currently working on a
master's degree in ethnomusicology at UW-

Madison. She performs with Sotavento and
the Chronos World Heritage Improvisation
Ensemble.
Dorothy Gaal, Guilford, Conn., is an assistant
professor of anesthesiology at Yale University.
She continues to travel frequently for work
and pleasure.
Sheri Greenberger, Washington, D.C., and her
husband Tim recently returned from a jazz
cruise that was "wonderful." She is presently
working for the Wyatt Company as an
administrative manager.
Gregg Jacobs, Brookline, Wash., recently
married Jody Skiest "on a beautiful fall day in
a New England countryside." Tom Rausch
and Jim Costanzo, both '80, stood up in the
wedding. Gregg is a research scientist and
medical instructor at Harvard Medical
Deaconess Hospital.
Donald Litzer, Cincinnati, is a librarian in the
business and government department of the
Cincinnati public library and plans to receive a
master's degree in library science in 1992.
Daniel McGehee, New York, is a postdoctoral
fellow at Columbia University in the
Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology.
Jan Hesson Olerud, Westby, Wis., is a parttime interpreter for the deaf at Viterbo
College, clinics, hospitals, and insurance
companies. She and husband Gary keep busy
on their farm and are now researching
Norwegian Fjord ponies with hopes to invest
in one soon.
Susan Merbach Palm, St. Louis Park, Minn.,
developed an educational program for
children, youth, and their parents in
conjunction with a Minnesota Orchestra
performance. She remains active as president
of Lawrence's alumni board and also enjoys
sports events.
Jim Scheuer, C, Owen, Wis., is the instrumental music director with the Owen-Withee
school district and plays solo and with a threepiece variety band on weekends.
Lynn Staszak, C, recently accepted a position
with Heid Music of Appleton as the director I
instructor of the Yamaha Music School.
Jill Swenson, Athens, Ga., is an assistant
professor of journalism and mass communication. She served as seminar leader for a
Bjorklunden session on politics and the media
in the summer of 1991. Jill also develops
interactive video computer-assisted courseware on various media topics, including the
space shuttle Challenger disaster and AIDS.
Jane Thessin, Laurel, Md., is a computer
scientist with the Department of Defense and
keeps busy as a homeowner and singer.
Mark Tohulka, Homestead, Fla., writes: "I've
been enjoying a lot of time outside in Everglades National Park and among the coral
reefs of Pennecamp State Park. My master's is
finally finished and I'm looking forward to
getting back into the martial arts after a break
of a couple years."

1981
15th Reunion-June 1995
Jim Acker, Ellicott City, Md., is working for
Hughes STX as the oceanographic liaison for
NASA's Earth Observing System (satellites for
monitoring the earth's ecosystem). He also has
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begun work on another novel.
Joseph Brachmann, C, Madison, Wis., the
director of choirs at Marquette University, is
attending graduate school at UW-Madison for
a Ph.D. in choral conducting. He escapes the
world of music by hiking and playing
basketball, softball, and golf.
Lisa Brady is stationed in Bamberg, Germany,
where she is a management analyst with the
U.S. Army. She spends most of her time planning and coordinating events and activities.
Bob Braun, C, is the senior high band director
in Ellsworth, Wis. He also performs with the
Red Wing (Minn.) Sheldon Brass Band and
completed the Ride Across Minnesota-all
280 miles and five days of it-in July 1991.
Doug Carlson, Bedford, N.H., recently
moved to New Hampshire to join a private
OB!GYN practice after he completed his
residency in Milwaukee. Prior to this, he
served in the U.S. Navy as a physician in
California, Sicily, and Puerto Rico. Doug and
his wife Mary Heather had a son in
November 1991.
Gail Martin Coleman, Delafield, Wis., is an
agent with State Farm insurance agency. She
still enjoys community theatre and sings at
weddings, funerals, and pageants. She and
her husband Steven enjoy racing their 20 ft.
C-scow sailboat on area lakes every summer.
Judith Laird Griffin, Appleton, teaches
students with autism and multiple physical
handicaps at Highlands
Elementary School. She
works with Heidi
Mendonca, '88, to
provide an educational
program for these
students in a regular
classroom. Judith was
named Teacher of the
Year by the Autism
Society of Wisconsin in
1989.
David Heller, C, San
Antonio, Texas, was
recently granted tenure
at Trinity University
and promoted to the
rank of associate
professor in the music
department. His book,

meadow across the river from Glacier
National Park, where she and her husband
Thomas hiked after the ceremonies. She is
currently an emergency room physician.
Alyson Hu, Chicago, is an accounts manager
for Country Living magazine. She travels
throughout the Midwest calling on advertisers
and agencies on behalf of the magazine.
Eleanor Kerlow is a senior editor for the Legal
Times in Washington, D.C. She is also writing
a book on Harvard Law School due to be
published in 1993.
Karen Larkins, Alexandria, Va., completed a
master's degree in Latin American studies at
the University of New Mexico last spring and
is now tutoring Spanish. She spends her spare
time reading, enjoying her friends, canoeing,
and hiking.
Becky Payne, C, Carbondale, Ill., is a graduate
student at Southern illinois University in
special and preschool education. She lives
with her dog, Shadow, and her cat, Oliver.
Patrick Short, Sunnydale, CaliC is employed
by Altos Computer Systems as a marketing
manager. He also is the general manager of a
Comedysportz improv comedy troupe, with
plans for them to open their own club in Santa
Clara, Calif.
Helen Snook, Brookfield, Ill., is a senior
keeper at the Brookfield Zoo and will soon be
starting a six-month transfer to the pachyderm
department, where she says, "I'll get the

opportunity to work with hippos, rhinos,
tapirs, and elephants, something I've wanted
to do for a long time!"
Barbara VanBuskirk VanDeLaarschot, C,
Green Bay, Wis., is the band director for
Resurrection Grade School. She also is the
financial manager and a performing member
of the Green Bay City Band and plays in the
Bay Area Wind Ensemble.

1982
15th Reunion-June 1998
Lynn deVelder Boswell, Chicago, works as a
senior physical therapist for Children's
Memorial Hospital. She and her husband
Malcom have twins, Anne and Christopher.
James Cheng, Chicago, is currently the
assistant editor for the "Friday" section of the

Chicago Tribune.
Karen Malm DiMario, Cupertino, Calif., is a
part-time instructor of biology at San Jose City
College. She has one son and was expecting a
second child in June.
Steven Hagen, Hamilton, Mont., is now
working for Ribi ImmunoChem Research, Inc.,
as an analytical biochemist.
Elizabeth Shoemaker Kortenhof, Portland,
Ore., and her husband Michael moved back to
the Northeast to be closer to family. She is
teaching fifth grade and likes to go crabbing
and skiing in her spare time.

Manual on Hymn
Playing, was accepted
for publication and was
available in spring
1992.
David Henderson,
Milwaukee, concisely
writes, "dropped out of
love, life, and the
pursuit of happiness to
do a second undergrad
degree." He is a fulltime student at UWMilwaukee in the
engineering program.
Lisa Hollensteiner
Egger, St. Louis Park,
Minn., was married in
August 1991 in a
Montana mountain
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Brian Koser, C, Austin, Minn., is the director
of instrumental music for the Austin public
schools.
Elizabeth Read and Bruce Loder live in
Shorewood, Wis. Bruce is a broker with Blunt,
Ellis, and Loewi of Milwaukee and volunteers
as a career consultant with the Milwaukee
public schools. Lizz volunteers at their
daughter's Montessori school and occasionally
substitute teaches at other area schools.
Charlotte Bennett Metzger, Rochester, Minn.,
writes, "''m still a nerd at IBM and inching my
way up the corporate ladder without wearing
a suit!" She is a staff engineer. She and her
husband Jim recently moved into a new home
and travelled to Austria for ten days of skiing.
Janet Salzwedel, Laurel, Md., is a microbiological research associate with the Agricultural Research Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Graham Satherlie, Pottstown, Pa., is the chief
operating officer with Great Scott Broadcasting.
Constance Skowronski-Nicandrou and her
husband, Antonis Nicandrou, '84, live in
Budapest, Hungary. He is studying medicine
and she is now retired from the Department of
Defense, where she was formerly an attorney.
Janet Place, Arlington, Va., writes: "This has
been an ordinary year, except in its ability to
move at light speed. I find myself a little bit
older, a little poorer, and a little overworked,
but thankfully, I think, improving with age."
Her job deals with health care in South Africa,
and she is happy to contribute to change.
Jane Odegard Scherwinski lives in
Lincolnwood, Ill. She keeps busy with their
children athan, Leah, Craig, and Kelly.
Eric Simonson, Chicago, is an artistic associate
at the Steppenwolf Theatre Co. He recently
finished directing The Magic Flute for the
Minnesota Opera and is currently adapting
Bang the Drum Slowly for Next Theatre, and
developing a new play.
David Trimble, Honolulu, Hawaii, is a senior
evaluator with the U.S. General Accounting
Office in Honolulu.
Gary Van Berkel, Clinton, Tenn., is a research
scientist at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He recently bought a house on the river
and is starting a small business, with some
co-workers at the lab, marketing a technology
they developed at Oak Ridge.
Pamela Weiner-Malkin, Buffalo Grove, Ill.,
reports that she was married in 1988 to Steve
Malkin, whom she met while in nursing
school at Rush University. She currently
works nights in the Evanston Hospital while
Steve has a practice in Skokie, Ill.

manager. He is attending Marquette University part-time in pursuit of an MBA degree. He
also spends time with his family, works out,
plays racquetball, camps, SCUBA dives, and
performs on his trumpet weekly in a big band.
Scott Casingham is an urban planner for Fort
Wayne, Ind. He has a private pilot's license
and is working toward the instrument rating.
Andrea Gerstenberger, Baltimore, is working
part-time as research manager at Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health and is
working on a doctorate in health policy.
Tina Biese Harrison, C, is a piano teacher and
pianist in Garland, Texas. She and her
husband Marty are active in church affairs and
are kept entertained by Waldo, their bassett
hound.
John Heilshorn, New York, recently
announced the formation of an investment
banking and venture capital firm, Roccus
Partners, of which he is a co-principal.
Joseph Kartheiser, Boca Raton, Fla., sums it up
well: "I have held 25 different jobs in the past
five years and I am currently the richest
busboy in the entire Southeast Atlantic."
Sandy Kawleski Lien is the director of
education for the Minnesota Restaurant, Hotel,
and Resort Association. She and her husband
Bill, '84, live in Richfield, Minn., where Bill is
an enthusiastic dog-team sledder.
Heidi Johnston Ling, Carmel, Ind., notes:
"After taking the bar exam last winter, I found
a perfect part-time position at Martin Wade,
which allows time to be a mom and time to
play lawyer. My practice consists of business
litigation and personal injury."
David Lornsen, C, Buffalo Grove, Ill., has been
the director of music at First Congregational
Church for seven years. He recently purchased
a home.
Victoria Mason, Magnum, Okla., is a
naturalist with the Oklahoma Department of

Tourism-Division of State Parks. She has been
teaching environmental education, with the
help of an injured eight-inch Eastern Screech
Owl, to local school children and scout
groups. She adds that her owl, Otus, helps to
make learning about predation, adaptation,
etc. fun for the kids.
Paul McComas, Evanston, Ill., is the associate
director of publications and public relations at
Northwestern University Medical School. He
also has been busy writing screenplays and
acting, in two films, Desert Slacks and Edge.
Kevin Meidl, C, Neenah, Wis., is the director
of choral music studies at Appleton West High
School. Choirs under his direction have
performed in some 20 countries, including the
Soviet Union, Poland, and all countries in
western Europe. In 1992 he will be on tour to
Australia and New Zealand.
Erik Ostenso and Chrysa Bayer Ostenso, '85,
reside in Ladysmith, Wis., where Erik is in a
partnership as an optometrist.
Melodie Schauer, Elmhurst, Ill., is a corporate
trust officer with LaSalle National Trust.
Lynn Westphal, Palo Alto, Calif., recently
joined the faculty at Stanford University
Hospital, where she is a clinical instructor in
the department of obstetrics and gynecology.

1984
lOth Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Carol Arnosti, East Falmouth, Mass., is a
graduate student at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and has been busy with lab
work and travel. Two years ago she spent the
summer working in a lab in Japan, and last
summer she went to sea.
Elizabeth Babcock, Seattle, is a water
resources scientist with Shapiro and
Associates, Inc. environmental consulting
firm. She received a master's degree from

1983
lOth Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Megan Bailiff, Seattle, recently accepted a
position as a marine specialist with the
University of Washington Sea Grant Program.
She ran two half-marathons in 1991 and is in
training with plans to run a marathon soon.
Heidi Berres, Dublin, Calif., recently moved to
accept a job with the YMCA of the East Bay in
downtown Oakland.
Mitch Biba, Waukesha, Wis., has been with
Newark Electronics for five years as a sales

Members of the Colorado Alumni Association decided to spend their regular meeting time in service to the
community. The May gathering was down-to-earth as members pitched in to landscape a recently built
Habitat for Humanity home. The eight-hour working meeting included a picnic lunch complete with lively
discussions of social problems.
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Duke in 1989 and then took some time off to
work for the Office of Wetlands Protection at
the EPA She also has worked on agricultural
ecology in Costa Rica and done research for
the Environmental Defense Fund.
Thomas Brucker, Salt Lake City, Utah,
received an M.D. degree from UW-Madison
and is in a five-year residency program for
pathology at the University of Utah Hospital.
He has enjoyed the many outdoor activities
offered by his setting and is engaged to a
medical technologist.
Howard Cohn, Cincinnati, is currently the
new products development manager with
Bristol Myers Squibb / Drackett Company.
Cindy Zimmerman Cowles, Baltimore, is the
assistant director of admissions for volunteer
programs at Goucher College. She feels right
at home at Goucher because it is a small school
similar in size, quality, and mission to
Lawrence. Her husband, J. Stephen Cowles,
'88, is a full-time law student at the University
of Maryland Law School.
Chris Coogan, Oak Park, Ill., is a urology
resident at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center. He and his wife Patricia were
married in December 1990 and John Ide, '85, is
now his brother-in law. Chris writes that he
regularly sees Lawrentians Mike Straaton, Ron
Miles, Jeff Whitcomb, and John Ide.
Tammy Leisemann Enevold, C, Milwaukee, is
an associate professor of music at Wisconsin
Lutheran College in Milwaukee.
Ralph Gately, Danville, ill., received an MBA
degree from the University of Illinois and is
now working at a Quaker Oats plant in the
human resources department as an employment supervisor.
Patrick Grogan, Darien, ill., is a science
teacher for Riverside-Brookfield High School.
He was recently accepted for a special teachers
program through Harvard University. He is
very busy coaching football, wrestling, and
baseball, and was planning a trip to Europe
this summer.
Ann Hodges and her husband John Perkins,
'83, are directors of Lawrence's Door County
estate, Bjorklunden, in Baileys Harbor, Wis.
They are busy overseeing the Bjorklunden
seminars each year and the six Lawrence
students who work there each summer.
Laurie Hovell is employed by Syracuse
University in New York as an instructor in
Hindi and English. In addition, she is a Ph.D.
degree student in humanities.
Ray Johnson, Chicago, has been pursuing
Ph.D./M.D. degrees at the University of
Chicago. He is currently interviewing across
the country for a medical residency position.
He is a member of the AOA Medical Honor
Society.
John Landis, New York, is an associate
attorney with Cravath, Swaine, and Moore.
Bill Lien and Sandy Kawleski Lien, '83, live in
Richfield, Minn.
David and Carol Krasin Pisani, Evanston, Ill.,
were married in 1991 and are saving their
pennies for that big downpayment. David is a
senior vice president at OLC Corporation and
Carol is an administrative assistant at
Compass Management and Leasing.
Kurt Schwarzkopf, Minneapolis, is associate

counsel for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Minnesota. He is a volunteer director on three
corporate boards, including his church, the
Blue Cross Credit Union, and Vail Place, a
psych-social rehabilitation organization. In his
spare time, he likes to catch Minneapolis'
hottest band, Auto Body Experience, which
features Tom Hambleton, '85, on vocals and
keyboard.
Irene Serewicz, Pittsburgh, was recently
promoted to assistant to the director in charge
of administration with the International
Management Development Institute. She
administers staff for English, Arabic, French,
and Indonesian Management Programs. She
enjoys whitewater rafting.
Liz Sheridan, St. Louis Park, Minn., is an
account executive at Campbell Mithun Esty
Advertising, where she recently moved to the
Dairy Queen account. She enjoys racquetball,
Minnesota orchestra, fishing, golf, skiing, and
great times with friends.
Jennifer Taylor is the director of bands and
choirs for grades 7-12 at Elgin-Millville High
School in Minnesota. She is a board member
of the Rochester Area Council of Arts and was
awarded the Roscoe Award for outstanding
community service to Rochester civic theatre.
Catherine Thome, Tegucigalpa, Honduras, is
an assistant professor of agronomy at La
Escuela Agricola Panamericana, El Zamorano,
a small agricultural college. She received a
Ph.D. degree in 1991 from Cornell University
in plant breeding and genetics and is currently
setting up a corn breeding research program.

1985
lOth Reunion-June 1995
Margot Dell, Minneapolis, is employed by the
Minnesota Timberwolves basketball team as a
group sales assistant.

1986
lOth Reunion-June 1996
Rebecca Sigler Africano and her husband
Nicholas, live in Normal, ill. She writes:
"During the past year, Nicholas and I have
been doing exhibitions of his work in Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, Hawaii,
Paris, Zurich, and Basel, to name a few."
Chris Berger, Philadelphia, completed a Ph.D.
degree in biochemistry last year and is doing
post-doctoral research at the University of
Pennsylvania on the molecular mechanism of
muscle contraction.
Pamela Bublitz, Minneapolis, a freelance
violinist, participated in the Minnesota
Opera's 1991 national tour of The Magic Flute.
She spent the summer of 1991 at the Casals
Festival in Puerto Rico and the Bowdoin
Summer Music Festival in Maine, and is now
planning to return to graduate school.
Cheryl Koltis Cox, Thorp, Wis., received a
degree in social work and criminal justice
after Lawrence, but now owns and operates a
child daycare center.
Jennifer Fene, Madison, writes: "After a
three-year hiatus, I started graduate work at
UW-Madison in 1989. I earned a master's in
English literature in 1990 and am now finishing course requirements for the Ph.D. in

preparation for a dissertation (and eventually
a professorship) in 19th-century British
literature."
Jeff Geppert, Arlington, Mass., completed a
master's degree in educational policy at
Harvard Graduate School of Education and is
now working on a law degree at Harvard Law
School.
John Hellerman, Budapest, Hungary, is in his
second year of teaching English in Hungary.
He continues to play in a jazz quartet and is
trying to finalize a job in Odessa (in the former
U.S.S.R.) to brush up on his Russian.
Judi Landowski Jamison, Spokane, Wash.,
plays viola with the Spokane Symphony
Orchestra and teaches private violin and viola
lessons.
Paul Otto, Brooklyn, N.Y., is in charge of the
information desk at the Brooklyn public
library, where he also heads a committee for
establishing a computer network in the
library. Last fall he began courses at New York
University, part-time, towards a master's
degree in French language and civilization.
Jonathan Richards, Madison, attends the
University of Wisconsin Law School. He
writes: "I lived in Japan for two years and
spent an amazing summer working in one of
Mother Teresa's missions in India before
starting law school."
Carol Rupnow, Milwaukee, works as an
account representative with Wausau
Insurance Companies, where she had been an
employee benefits consultant for four years. In
her spare time, she volunteers at the
Milwaukee Art Museum, frequents comedy
clubs, and travels.
Christine Hoelter Ryan, San Francisco, simply
writes: "I love teaching and going out in San
Francisco, but I miss my friends from
Lawrence!"
Kirsten Syverson is a graduate research
assistant and student in industrial engineering
at the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor. "As
if having two children in 12 months isn't
enough of a challenge, I am in the final stages
of writing my dissertation," she writes.
Kristin Vorpahl, Minneapolis, works in
marketing and policy service with The
Catalyst Group. In her spare time she
volunteers as a Young Life leader and a Delta
Gamma adviser.
Kevin Walch, Midlothian, Ill., was recently
married and honeymooned with his wife
Cathy at Disneyworld. He works for G B
Industrial Battery Corporation and is in charge
of developing the backup battery system for
the Sea wolf nuclear submarine.
Ann Schmitt Wendel, Appleton, is in her fifth
year of working at Bassett Mechanical in
purchasing. She writes, "I buy pipe, valves,
fittings, and all sorts of things I never even
knew existed five years ago! " She continues to
play violin and added that she and her
husband Don were expecting their first child
at the time they wrote.
Cammie Wendling, Cloquet, Minn., is back in
school working toward a B.S. degree in
biology, pre-med, with minors in music and
chemistry. She plans to attend med school in
1994 and is presently researching the effects of
hypothermia and shivering.
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Scott Whitcomb, Bremerton, Wash., page
designer for the Bremerton Sun newspaper,
was named page designer of the year in the
Scripps Howard Newspapers annual contest
for editorial excellence.

1987
5th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Susan Peterson Eisner, Ridgefield Park, N.J.,
is an account manager with Kwasha Lipton.
Christopher Laing lived in Managua,
Nicaragua, for a year, teaching English and
working with the SOYNICA project to teach
residents to prepare soy-based foods as a
protein source.
Gregory Layton was married to Jennifer
Schmidt, '87, in July 1991. He is the assistant
vice president of business banking with Valley
Bank in Madison, Wis.
John Stephens is a math and history teacher at
the University School of Milwaukee. He also
coaches hockey and football.

1988
5th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Angela Bauer-Dantoin, Evanston, Ill., is
currently working on a Ph.D. degree in
neurobiology at Northwestern University.
Anne Packard Bernsten, Bethlehem Terrace,
N.Y., was recently married to Stephen
Bernsten and is currently employed as a
substitute teacher in the Albany area school
district.
Susan Blaha is at the University of Notre
Dame beginning work on her doctoral
dissertation, focusing on feminine confrontations with evil in renaissance tragedy writing.
Michael Bohm recently moved to New York
City to work for American International
Group as a professional liability underwriter.
He notes that, while apartment hunting with
John Day, '87, they ran into Hans Erickson,
'86, who also lives in Manhattan.
Stephen Cowles is in his first year of law
school at the University of Maryland. Prior to
school, he was a supervising court representative for the largest alternative sentencing
program in New York.
Michael Halfenger is engaged to Melissa
Wagner. He graduated from the University of
Chicago Law School and is presently serving a
clerkship with a federal judge in Chicago.
Jennifer Horne-Spragg is attending Indiana
University for a degree in elementary
education after marrying Warren Spagg in
June 1991.
Paula Johnson, Minneapolis, writes, "Right
now, I am a very busy second-year medical
student at the University of Minnesota and
loving every minute of it!"
Karl Kaliebe left with six friends from Florida
and went to Taiwan to teach English. His
students range from kindergarteners to adults.
Karl is also taking lessons in Chinese.
Mary Louise Knutson, Minneapolis, reports
that two CDs recently were released by the
two jazz trios with which she performs.
Eric Langlois, Santa Ana, Calif., writes: "Since
graduating, I have been a researcher, a translator, a high school counselor, a bird trainer,
and the personal assistant to the president of a

property management company. Now I will
be teaching English in Japan for three years
with a Christian relief and development
organization called Food for the Hungry."
Heidi Mendonca, Appleton, teaches autistic
children in the Appleton area school district.
In her work she team-teaches with Judy
Griffin, '81, and they have many Lawrence
students who work with them.
Tim Micheau, Chicago, is at Loyola
University pursuing a master's degree in
college student personnel while serving as a
graduate assistant in the office of residential
life. Tim also notes that he was recently
engaged to Gail Feldman, '90.
Fred and Sue Haas Pillinger, Bayfield, Wis.,
own and operate the Morning Glory Guest
House, which they rent to tourists.
Tammy Schumann Prenot, C, Great Falls,
Mont., is the choral and handbell director for
the Great Falls school district and is also
involved with the symphony, symphonic
choir, and children's choir.
Raymond Ramsey completed a J.D. degree at
UW-Madison and is now employed by the
U.S. Court of Appeals as a law clerk in San
Francisco.
Sarah Ruf recently began culinary school at
the Cooking and Hospitality Institute of
Chicago.
Lynn Erb Sackett, Brantford, Ontario, and
Andrew Sackett, '87, recently had their second
child.
Bradd and Meta Muehleisen Seegers, West
Allis, Wis., recently moved back to Wisconsin
from California. Bradd is currently employed
with Sigma Environmental.
Lisa Shirah-Heirs, C, Austin, Tex., is
attending the University of Texas-Austin for a
master's degree in music composition.
Douglas Tomczak, Evanston, Ill., was recently
engaged to Alison King, '89. He is working
toward a Ph.D. degree in inorganic chemistry
and is employed as a teaching assistant at
Northwestern University.
Melissa Wagner is engaged to Michael
Halfenger, '88, and is working in the wealth
management department of Northern Trust
Bank in Chicago.
Jeff Williamsen, Davenport, Iowa, is
attending Palmer College of Chiropractic. He
also enjoys his work with children in the
YMCA latchkey program.
Lori Kraft Zalewski, Glenview, Ill., and her
husban, John, '87, recently welcomed a son,
Alexander, to their lives and are enjoying
parenthood.
David Zeitchick, St. Paul, works for the
Hopkins school district as an aide to the dean
of students in the high school. In addition, he
coaches football, girls' basketball, and weight
training.

1989
5th Reunion-June 18-20, 1993
Jim and Beth Berryman Arps, Nashville,
report that Jim recently passed his qualifying
exams and received a master of arts degree in
physics. They then spent two weeks together
in Europe, after which Jim remained in
Germany, as part of a NATO scientific

exchange, for another three weeks.
Aaron Bloedorn, Fairfax, Va., is working at
Resource Applications, Inc. He is presently
helping the Air Force rewrite seven of their
environmental regulations, customizing
project management software for his
company's EPA work.
Eric Bloedorn, Fairfax, Va., writes: "I am
hoping to graduate this December and then
start the Ph.D. program at GMU. Going to
school and working two jobs keeps me busy."
Cynthia Boyd is a graduate student in the
department of folklore at the Memorial
University of Newfoundland, Canada.
Bill Briesmeister, Baton Rouge, La., was
recently promoted to area manager with the
Jim Beam Brands company.
Lori Brennan, Atlanta, is working with MCI
Telecommunications as a commercial account
representative, does volunteer work, and is
"seriously considering grad school."
Kellie Brown, Wauwatosa, Wis., writes: "This
past summer, a couple of friends and I took a
cross-country driving trip to celebrate
finishing the first two years of medical school.
We visited a total of 12 states in a month and
had a blast!"
Betsy Burstein recently visited Lesley
Duncombe in Indonesia for three weeks.
Lesley has since returned to Washington, D.C.
to share a house with Betsy. Betsy is working
at the Smithsonian National Musem of
American History as an assistant collections
manager and also rows crew for the Capital
Rowing Club.
Anne Clark is a Peace Corps volunteer in
Honduras. She wrote: "''m still enjoying life in
Honduras and will finish my service in May of
'92."
Greg Collins has completed his final year of
law school at Marquette University. He now is
working for a law firm in Madison.
Patricia Dooley, after spending two years in
Europe, is now in Washington, D.C., working
for Clark Judge Consultants.
Siri Engberg, Minneapolis, is working in the
print department of the Walker Art Center,
which has prompted her to pursue a master's
degree in art history.
Allen Estep, Port Orchard, Wash., is
monitoring biological and catch data for
domestic fishing vessels in the Bering Sea. He
recently travelled to London, Belgium, France,
and Hungary.
Kirsten Ferguson, Highwood, Ill., is currently
employed by Rand McNally and taking premed classes with plans for chiropractic school
the summer of 1993.
Robert Heur, Edmond, Okla., was selected to
participate in the 1991 Joseph Klingenstein
Summer Institute at Columbia University. He
and his wife Jayne recently welcomed their
second child.
Gwen Hurd, Chicago, has been actively
involved as a volunteer with rape crisis
intervention. She serves on the board of
directors for Rape Victim Advocates and has
also begun a new volunteer program as a
court advocate for abused and neglected
children.
Jennifer Ippoliti, Chicago, is a case
administrator with the American Arbitration
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Association and is working toward a master's
degree in public service at DePaul University.
Matthew Kaufman, Haslett, Mich., has just
returned from teaching English in rural
Thailand with the Peace Corps and is "now
living at home enjoying a well-deserved
break."
Mary Holtz Ruppert, Nicholasville, Ky., is
currently conducting research pertaining to
neural cell damage at the Veteran's
Administration Medical Center. She hoped to
return to the Graduate Center for Toxicology
in the spring of 1992 to complete a Ph.D.
degree in neurotoxicology.
Daniel McCully, Champaign, TIL, received a
research assistantship helping to implement a
home energy rating system for the state of
Illinois. He is enrolled in the graduate
program for architecture at the University of
Illinois.
Tiffany Mullen, Chicago, is taking pre-med
classes at Loyola University, working at the
Evanston Hospital Corporation, and is
engaged to be married to David Faber, '89.
Jeannie Verrando, Brighton, Mass., is
performing with AGENT 13, a local band that
is planning to put out their own CD soon. She
also works as an office manager at
Performance Technologies, Inc.

1990
5th Reunion-June 1996
Margaret Anderson is living in the highlands
of Peru while working in rural education and
conducting research on women's
cooperatives.
Kelly Goode Tooker, Tigard, Ore., will
receive a master's degree in teaching from
Lewis and Clark College in August. She
student-taught high school art in the Portland
public school system. She was recently
married to Robert Tooker.
Jeanette Miller, Milwaukee, has completed
her second year of medical school after
spending last summer as an intern at
Plymouth Hospital in Plymouth, Wis.
Carole Wolsey·Pankow, Wauwatosa, Wis., is
teaching emotionally disturbed high school
students with the Janesville public schools
and also pursuing her master's degree in
education at UW-Whitewater.
Melissa Pierce, Chicago, is the assistant to the
vice president at Leslie Hindman Auctioneers.
Eric Sager is researching forest decline in
Ontario as a lab technician for Trent
University in Peterborough, Canada.
Sharon Springer, Sun City West, Ariz.,
completed one year as a professor of English
at the Chinese Sinica in Lazhon, China, and is
currently studying Tibetan dialects, women's
language, and political rhetoric at the
University of Michigan.
Matt Tierney accepted a position in youth
community ministry with Byron Ecumenical
Area Teens in Byron, Minn.

1991

Marriages

5th Reunion-June 1996
Deckie Alexander, Cleveland, is an education
assistant with Arts Educational Theatre
Company, where she serves as the booking
manager and teaches theatre education. She
worked on a production of and played the
lead in Chicken Little.
Brenda Allwardt, Chicago, is in a Ph.D.
degree program for neurobiology at the
University of Chicago.
Larry Dahlke, Appleton, is an announcer for
Woodward Communications/WHEY radio
station and frequently does ads for various
companies throughout the Fox Valley.
Joel Flunker, C, is a teaching assistant at the
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities in jazz
studies.
Kim Frederick, Lafayette, Ind., is pursuing a
Ph.D. degree in chemistry at Purdue
University.
Jennifer Glasgow is working as a private au
pair (nanny) in Frankfurt, Germany.
Emily Glatz is a booking agent with Portland
Models Group and Talent in Portland, Maine.
Cyndy Hagen, Seattle, is a residential
counselor for the Ruth Dykeman Children's
Center.
Julia Hillbrick, C, Rochester, N.Y., is a
graduate assistant and master's degree
student in the percussion department at the
Eastman School of Music.
Nick Kondelis, Chicago, is a law clerk at the
Cook County Public Defender's Office.
Damian LaCroix, Green Bay, Wis., is teaching
history in the Pulaski school district.
Theresa Lowe is an agroforester with the
Peace Corps in Gambia, West Africa.
Laura Main is a laboratory technician with the
U.S.D.A. Forest Products Industry
Laboratories in Madison.
Sara Mladejovsky, West Jordan, Utah, is an
analytical chemist with Rocky Mountain
Geochemical Corporation.
Hercules Nikolaou, La Jolla, Calif., is a
microbiologist with the Scripps Research
Institute.
Jennifer Ridley, Brookfield, Wis., is the
publicity manager / marketing associate for
Northlight Theatre in Evanston, Ill.
Wendy Reeck Schacht, Stevens Point, Wis., is
a credit investigator for First Financial Bank.
Vincent Salvia, Rochester Hills, Mich., is
employed by Advanced Material Innovations,
Inc. as a business analyst and corporate
secretary.
John Sanidas is currently attending the
Medical School of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.
Thomas Zoellner, Cheyenne, Wyo., is writing
for the Wyoming State Tribune as an
investigative reporter.

1940s
John Harris, '48, to Ila Hunt, Nov. 10, 1990.

1950s
Diane Manny Bass, C '53, and Richard N.
Greatwood, April4, 1992.

1960s
Jay Williams, '61, and Sandra Stieber, May 30,
1992.
Thomas Krohn, '63, and Mary Tentcher, May
24, 1991.

1970s
Joy Jaeckle, '72, and Ken Baggett, Jan. 1991.
Tracy Smith, '79, and Thomas Meyer, Sept. 28,
1991.
Merrick Wells, '79, and Barbara Jacobs,
March 14, 1992.

1980s
Grant Hartup, '80, and Marianne Crevar.
Lisa Hollensteiner, '81, and Thomas Egger,
Aug. 3, 1991.
Madge Minor, '81, and Michael Pierce, June
15, 1991.
Paul Jenkins, '83, and Emily Burke, July 19,
1991.
Laura Jones, '83, and Bob Hodel, May 26,
1991.
Erik Ostenso, '83, and Chrysa Bayer, '85, Jan.
1990.
Chris Coogan, '84, and Patricia, Dec. 1, 1990.
Greg Stevens, '84, and Susan Roche, Feb. 29,
1992.
Lisa Alcorn, '86, and Steve Landau, Oct. 26,
1991.
Steven Helm, '86, and Nancy Sullivan, Sept.
14, 1991.
David Turner, '86, and Julia Stone, Oct. 5,
1991.
Jason Sebranek, C '86, and Julie Madson,
Aug. 2, 1991.
Kimberly Svec, '86, and Joseph Ackerson,
June 1991 .
Michelle Christmann, '87, and Alan Ogilvie,
May 1992.
Bob Countryman, '88, and Abby Labowitz,
'89, June 1991.
Jennifer Horne, '88, and Warren Spragg, June
15, 1991.
Anne Packard, '88, and Stephen Bernsten, Jr.,
June 1991.
Katherine Sparks, '88, and Ross Shrigley, '89,
Aug. 4, 1991.
Louis Wool, '88, and Holly Skaer, '91, June
1991.
Bridget Szweda, '89, and Matthew Rhodes,
'90, June 15, 1991.
Jim Thompson, '89, and Lynne Ramstad, '90,
Sept. 7, 1991.

1992
5th Reunion-June 1996

I
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1990s
Kelly Goode, '90, and Robert Tooker, Jr.,
March 27, 1992.
Matthew Rhodes, '90, and Bridget Szweda,
'89, June 15, 1991.
Lynne Romstad, '90, and Jim Thompson, '89,
Sept. 7, 1991.
Matt Tierney, '90, and Victoria, Dec. 14, 1991.
Heidi Espenscheid and Nathan Nibbelink,
both '91, March 30, 1990.
Paula Pape, '91, and William Dryer, July 27,
1991.
Holly Skaer, '91, and Louis Wool, '88, June
1991.

Births
1970s
Phyllis and Alan Berger, '72, a girl, Jenna, May
21, 1991.
Barry and Jan Kenyon Goldberg, '72, a boy,
Jacob, March 23, 1991.
Pam and Jerry Langer, '72, a girl, LeeAnn, July
9, 1991.
Anne and Tom Ehlinger, '73, a boy, Peter,
June 25, 1991.
Carole and Nelson Freeburg, '73, a boy,
Nelson, May 27, 1991.
Martha Freitag, C '73, and William Watson, a
girl, Meredith, July 13, 1991.
Michelle and Thomas Kinnealey, '73, a boy,
Robert, Dec. 19, 1991.
Bruce and Sherry Cadenhead Klein, '73, a
boy, Matthew, Jan. 24, 1991.
Bob and Ginger Bevis Littleton, C '73, a girl,
Peggy, Aug. 6, 19S9.
Larry and Martha Marcy Simoneau, '73, a
boy, Will, Feb. 10, 19S9.
Steve, '73, and Diana Murray Swets, a girl,
Caroline, adopted March 1991.
Jack, '74, and Beth Johnson Hult, '75, a boy,
Robert, Sept. 3, 1991.
Robert Cornwell and Cathryn Thurow, '75, a
girl, Emma, July 31, 1991.
Austin and Mona Stender Goodrich, '77, a
girl, Samantha, Nov. 11, 1990.
Brent, '78, and Nina Pearce Erensel, '82, a
boy, Pearce, June 1991.
Stuart and Janet Aronberg Hersh, '78, a girl,
Eleanor, Oct. 2S, 1991.
Susan and Erich Press, '78, a girl, Heidi, Nov.
15, 1991.

1980s
Ann and Bill Drennan, '80, a boy, Charlie,
June 26, 1991.
Oscar and Dawn Austin Powell, '80, a boy,
Spencer, Nov. 26, 1991.
Lynn and Mark Svendsen, '80, a boy,
Matthew, Feb. 12, 1990.
Michael and Stephanie Howard Vrabec, '80, a
girl, Rachel, April 29, 1991.
Alan and Kris Hoover Beshire, '81, a girl,
Laura, April 30, 1991.
Ruben and Ann Budzak-Garza, '81, a boy,
Steven, Jan. lS, 1991.
Mary and Doug Carlson, '81, a boy,
Alexander, Nov. 3, 1991.

Timothy and Carolyn Schumacher Clark, '81,
a boy, Andrew, Aug. 17, 1991.
Steven and Gail Martin Coleman, '81, a boy,
David, April4, 1990.
Margaret Ebmeier, '81, and Philippe Egge, a
boy, Matthieu, Sept. 13, 1991.
James and Caroline Schnering Etzkorn, '81, a
girt Emily, Dec. 19, 1990.
Roy and Shelly Briggs Underhill, '81, a boy,
Wyatt, May 1991.
Doug and Cathy Baker VanLeuven, '81, a girl,
Laura, Aug. 22, 1990.
Ann Whereat and John Traylor, both '81, a
girl, Elizabeth, April20, 1991.
Malcolm and Lynn deVelder Boswell, '82,
twins, Anne and Christopher, Aug. 16, 1991.
Doug Earl and Carrie Kuehl, '82, a boy, Brian,
Feb. 22, 1992.
Steven and Pamela Weiner-Malkin, '82, a girl,
Jordyn, March 12, 1992.
David, '84, and Janet Teska Veum, '82, a boy,
Christopher, June 15, 1991.
Constance and Jeff DeMeuse, '83, a boy, Eric,
April17, 1991.
William and Virginia Teas Gill, '83, a boy,
Matthew, Aug. 11,1990.
Jon and Mary Jasper Wiersum, '83, a girl, Julia
Catherine, May 13, 1992.
Mary Swenson Heyl, '83, and Bruce, '84, a
girl, Martha, Feb. 11, 1991.
James, '83, and Tracy Ostwald Kowald, '84, a
boy, Paul, Jan. 16, 1992.
Steven and Susan Remillard Ostrowski, '83, a
girl, Ramona, May 4, 1991.
Bill, '84, and Sandy Kawleski Lien, '83, a boy,
Jonathan, Feb. 1990.
Maribel Soto, '83, and Geoff Molafsky, a boy,
Isaac, June 17, 1991.
Renee and Scott Stellmacher, '83, a girl,
Briana, Dec. 21, 1991.
Carie and Michael Allen, '84, a boy, Samuel,
Jan. 12, 1991.
Eric and Shirley Andrews-Sharer, '84, a girl,
Megan, June 1, 1990.
Lise Bulthuis, '84, and Andrew Njaa, a boy,
Izaak, Oct. 11, 1991.
Chris and Terry Coenen, '84, a boy, Zachary,
Sept. 7, 1990.
Clark and Linda Ferris Federer, '84, a girl,
Jennifer, Jan. 24, 1990.
Fred and Paula Kohls Gabbard, '84, a boy,
Gregory, Jan. 24, 1990.
Ernest and Elyse Erickson Karam, '84, a girl,
Celine, July 2S, 1991.
Steve and Susan Wegner Kleinberg, '84, a
girl, Dylan, Oct. 31, 19S9.
Melissa and Boyd Miller, '84, a boy, Ryan,
Feb. 20, 1991.
Geoffrey and Barbara Kutt Scheuber, '84, a
girl, Erin, June 21, 1991.
Elizabeth and Todd Schmitter, '84, a boy,
Joshua, Oct. 7, 1991.
Brian Smigelski, '84, and Barbara O'Brien, a
boy, Michael, Dec. 25, 1990.
Gary and Tara Temperly Tess, '84, a girl,
Alyssa, Feb. 13, 1991.
Kim and Bob Willis, '84, a boy, Dylan, Aug. 7,
1991.
Gary and Dawn Spreeman Zlevor, both '84, a
boy, Christopher, May 2S, 1991.
Kathy Abromeit, C '85, and John Sabin, C '88,
a girl, Dyani, AprilS, 1992.

Bill, '86, and Jane Egge Jeruc, '85, a girl,
Marie, Sept. 12, 1991.
Patrick and Sandra Wilson Keating, '85, a
boy, Ryan, April26, 1991. Grandparents are
John and Peggy Stewart Wilson, both '55.
Sharon and John Schmidtke, '85, a boy,
Nathaniel, Nov. 19, 1991.
Nicolas and Rebecca Sigler Africano, '86, a
boy, Gianni, March 21, 1992.
Donald and Ann Schmitt Wendel, '86, a girl,
Kathleen, Jan. 1992.
James and Pauline Moran, '87, a girl, Laura,
AprilS, 1991.
Rudolf and Leila Ramagopal Haken, '87, a
boy, Oliver, March 20, 1992.
Britte and David Livingston, '87, a girl,
Hillary, April2, 1992.
Andrew, '87, and Lynne Erb Sackett, '88, a
boy, Kyle, Aug. 24, 1991.
John, '87, and Lori Kraft Zalewski, '88, a boy,
Alexander, Nov. 29, 1991.
Jane and Robert Heun, '89, a boy, Dylan, Jan.
24, 1991.

Deaths
1910s
Eleanor Van Eweyk Dittberner, M-D '13,
Columbus, N.C., Dec. 2, 1991.
Viola Ham Schroeder, M-D '15,
Oconomowoc, Wis., March 22, 1992.
Ethel Whitmore Colvin, '16, Sun City, Ariz.,
March 31, 1992, survived by her son, Leonard,
'51, and daughter-in-law, Janet Jones Colvin,
'49.
Bertha E. Zepp, '16, Green Bay, Wis., March 2,
1992.
George H. Irwin, '18, Coudersport, Pa., Sept.
16, 1991.
Ernest J. Rasmusson, '18, Brookfield, Wis.,
Dec. 21, 1991,

1920s
Freda Gaterman Born, '21, Tucson, Ariz., Jan.
21, 1992.
Fred C. Boyce, Jr., '21, Wauwatosa, Wis., Feb.
26, 1992, survived by his son, Thomas, '79,
sister, Gertrude Bergman, '26, and nephews
Michael Boyce, 'S7, and Donald Bergmen, '62.
Arlene Edmonds, '21, Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Ralph Holliday, '22, Waupaca, Wis., Jan. 4,
1991, survived by his son, Guy, '50, and
grandson, Mark, 'S2.
Ruth Boyd Jennings, M-D '22, Seattle.
Irene M. Ramsay, '22, West Allis, Wis.
Elizabeth Black Miller, '23, Tucson, Ariz., Jan.
14, 1992.
Grant J. Verhulst, '24, Woodruff, Ill., Dec. 1,
1991, survived by his sister, Bernice Verhulst
Fridholm, '25.
Lytle Osmun Cooke, '25, Marathon, Fla., Jan.
S, 1992.
Camille Johnson, M-D '25, Rockford, Ill., Jan.
23, 1992.
Alice Becker Karger, M-D '25, Milwaukee,
Feb. 13, 1992.
Dorothy Murphy Nieman, '25, Minneapolis.
William E. Nuesse, '25, Barron, Wis., Jan. 20,
1992.

•
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Lillian Augustine Hennig, '26, Oshkosh, Wis.,
Dec. 4, 1991, survived by her husband Carl,
'26.
Romona McGregor Otto, '26, Le Seur, Minn.,
March 11, 1992.
Katharine Pratt Lison, '27, Milford, Conn.,
Feb. 8, 1992.
Douglas G. Hyde, '28, Tequesta, Fla., Jan. 22,
1992.
Helen Hanson Judish, '28, Zephyrhills, Fla.,
July 29, 1991.
Eunice Okoneski, M-D '28, Houston, Texas,
June 4, 1991, survived by her sister, Vida
Okoneski, M-D '30.
Irene Esther Erickson Wittig, '28, De Pere,
Wis., Jan. 27, 1992.
Ethel M. Smith, '29, Rhinelander, Wis., April
14, 1992.
Harry Werner, '29, Bloomer, Wis., Nov. 20,
1991, survived by his wife Elizabeth Baker
Werner, '30.

1930s
Dorothy Ringer Bernhard, M-D '30,
Thiensville, Wis., Feb. 28, 1992, survived by
her nephew, Robert John, '68, and greatniece,
Julianne John, '79.
Hazel Geiger, M-D '30, Menomonee Falls,
Wis., Jan. 3, 1992.
Harold C. Huelster, '30, Green Lake, Wis.,
Dec. 28, 1991.
Josephine Jacobson Schroeder, '30,
Oconomowoc, Wis., May 14, 1992.
Evelyn Kreiss Monteith, '31, Appleton, March
15, 1992.
William A. Reschke, '31, Racine, Wis., Jan. 24,
1992.
Louise Edwards Short, '31, San Diego.
Joyce Jensen Kezar, '32, Laguna Hills, Calif.,
Dec. 6, 1991.
Marion Howland Walch, '32, Paradise Valley,
Ariz., March 9, 1992.
Belle C. Fiedler, '33, Madison, May 12, 1992.
Freeman Empson,'34, Southfield, Mich., May
26, 1991.
George N. Pratt, '34, Sun City West, Ariz.,
Dec. 1991, survived by his sons, George, '50,
and Peter, '61, and daughter-in-law, Cary
Mayer Pratt, '57.
Virginia Anderson Walk, '34, San Dimas,
Calif., Nov. 16, 1991.
James M. Watkins,'34, Wheaton, Ill., Jan. 26,
1991.
Helen Ingold Johnson, '35, Fort Belvoir, Va.,
Dec. 1, 1991.
George B. McClellan, '35, Oyster Bay, N.Y.
Maurice Roche, Jr., '35, Annandale, Va., June
25, 1991.
Robert L. Aiken, '36, Los Altos, Calif., July 4,
1991.
John A. Doerfler, '36, Appleton, Jan. 22, 1992.
William H. Marx, '36, Etowah, N.C., Jan. 26,
1992.
Harvey J. Watkins, '36, Indian Harbor Beach,
Fla., Jan. 1992, survived by his wife Elizabeth
Shannon Watkins, '35.
Marian Ott Klein, '39, Punta Gorda, Fla., Nov.
8, 1991.
Marian Christofferson Loos, '39, Colby, Wis.,
Jan. 12, 1992.
Elizabeth Ritchey Maupin, M-D '39,
Mallbrae, Calif., Sept. 30, 1991.
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George M. Mickelson, '39, Appleton, AprilS,
1992.
Clarmarie White Voss, M-D '35, died June 1
at age 79. She served Lawrence and Downer in
myriad ways as president of the Board of
Directors of the Lawrence Alumni Association
and as a member of the Board of Trustees. In
1982, Voss received the Alumni Association
Outstanding Service Award. She is survived
by her husband Carl, and four children, Jane
Holroyd, '61, Carl, Frederick, '65, and Susan
Pappas, '69.

1940s
Barbara Bailey Giffin, M-D '40, Zephyrhills,
Fla., July 4, 1991.
Janette Westfall Miller, '40, Nevada City,
Calif., Jan. 25, 1992.
Margaret J. Park, M-D '40, West Allis, Wis.,
April30, 1992.
Margaret Brown Rasmussen, '40, Gainesville,
Fla., Jan. 24, 1992.
Joseph F. Dassing, '41, Park City, Utah, Dec.
28, 1991.
Dorothy Briggs Noonan, '41, Ephraim, Wis.,
April24, 1992, survived by her husband
Robert, '40, and sister, Margaret Briggs Miller,
'33.
Kenneth E. Edge, '42, Appleton, Feb. 9, 1992.
Edward C. Grishaber, '42, LaFayette, Ind.,
Dec. 22, 1991.
Robert H. Smith, '44, Shawnee Mission, Kan.,
Aug. 3, 1991, survived by his wife Jean Altis
Smith, '43.
Marian Hicken Cuff, '45, Glen Ellyn, Ill.
Mary Neitman Gilmore,'47, Rio, Wis., March
1992.
Mary Baiza Vanderheyden, '47, Green Bay,
Wis., April 6, 1992.
Ruth Rasmussen Kersztyn, '48, Oshkosh,
Wis., Oct. 1, 1991, survived b y her husband
Peter, '48.
Robert Meyer, '48, Madison, Wis., May 10,
1991.
Donna Peterman Halloran, '49, Menlo Park,
Calif., Dec. 18, 1991.

1950s
Virginia Fick Aim, '50, Vernon Hills, Ill., Dec.
1, 1991.
Donald Carlsen, '54, Madison, Wis., March 3,
1992.
Minnie Beltz Lasher, M-D '50, Medford, Ore.,
March 20, 1992.
Susan M. Reiland, '51, Milwaukee, Jan. 27,
1992.
Robert G. Krueger, '52, Appleton.
Carol Folkman, M-D '53, Oconomowoc, Wis.,
Sept. 19, 1991.
Grace Parsen Schlott, '55, Nashville, Tenn.,
Sept. 8, 1991.
Kenneth P. Kuehl, '56, Appleton, Jan. 4, 1992.
Joseph E. Shipek, '57, Green Bay, Wis., Dec. 3,
1991.
Rard Bjornson, '59, Columbus, Ohio, July 16,
1992, survived by his wife Ayah and son,
Andris.

1960s
Judith Harwood Glasgow, '60, Brookfield,
Wis., March 3, 1992.
Yvonne Schaper Graf, M-D '61, Milwaukee,
Dec. 1991.

1970s
Janet Driessen Peterson, '70, Davenport,
Iowa, Dec. 15, 1991, survived by her husband
Peter, '70.

1980s
William A. Olson, '89, Gainesville, Fla., Oct.
21, 1991.

Friends
Mrs. Maurice Cunningham, Appleton, wife of
the late Maurice Cunningham, who was
professor of Classics, 1949-76.
Jeanne Shaud Sheerin, Neenah, Wis., wife of
the late Harold Sheerin, '42, who was a
trustee, 1985-86.
Lawrence ("Pete") D. Steefel, St. Louis,
Missouri, former professor of art history at
Lawrence between 1956 and 1964.
Ruth Zink West, Ephraim, Wis., wife of the
late Edwin West, '32, who was a trustee,
1941-57, and a trustee emeritus, 1971-81.
Correction
Gary Hietpas, '68, vice president of marketing
and sales for Laminations Corp., was listed as
a member of the Class of 1955 in the Winter/
Spring 1992 issue of Lawrence Today.

Where were you in 1968?
What was happening in your mind,
your life?
We are soliciting memoirs, essays,
and photos for the Winter/Spring 1993
issue of Lawrence Today, which will
look at the watershed year 1968 from a
distance of 25 years. If we decide to
publish your submission, we will
contact you as soon as possible. All
photos will be returned.
Please send materials to:
Editor, Lawrence Today, Office of Public
Affairs, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912. FAX 414-832-6783.

Interested in having a copy of
your class reunion photograph?
Send a check for $7, payable to
Lawrence University, a note indicating
which class year you would like, and
your name and address to: Office of
Public Affairs, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912-0599. We'll send
you a 5x7 black & white photo.
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Special Events

• French Play: Fables de La Fontaine
• Art Exhibit: "Odella: A Hidden Survivor,"
a photographic essay by Carlota Duarte
• Lawrence Vikings vs. Ripon Redmen
•Special Presentation: "Give 'em Hell Harry"
with Kevin McCarthy
• Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band Concert
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